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Joe Batten [left]. president of the management consultant firm, Batten. Batten. 
Hudson & Swab, Inc., talles with Taylor Carr of Virginia Beach, Va., at the 
Management Seminar held Jan. 27-28. Around 300 businessmen and students 
attended the conference. 
Businessmen Hear Gramm, Batten 
In January Management Seminar 
The Sixth Annual Management 
Seminar, attended by more than 300 
businessmen and business students, 
featured speakers Philip Gramm, 
economist from Texas A&M, aild Joe 
Batten, management consultant and 
editor. 
Speaking on "The Status of Energy 
in· America," Gramm postulated that 
resources are not running out; the only 
limits on resources are '''limits on man's 
imagination and on man's freedom of 
action." He stressed the need to allow 
the free enterprise system to work to 
fmd new energy sources. "I think it is 
important to get on with the job of 
proqucing energy," he said, and 
proceeded to. outline, several .ways of 
achieving this objective which included 
deregulating the price of natural gas on 
interstate sales, opening up the con-
tinental shelf on the east and west 
coasts, allowing strip mining of coal in 
the west, building more nuclear 
reactors and continuing research on the 
breeder reactor. 
In Saturday sessions, Batten spoke 
on "Managing by Objectives." He cited 
policies of two successful companies as 
examples other businesses could learn 
from. He said that high expectation of 
employees results in productivity. 
Groundbreaking Date Set for New 
George S~ . Benson Auditorium 
Ground breaking ceremonies for the 
$2.6 million George S. Benson 
auditorium will be held March 2, 
, according to President Clifton Ganus. 
The new auditorium will be named in 
honor of Dr. George S. Benson who 
served as president of the institution for 
29 years, retiring in 1965. He now serves 
as a member of the Board of Trustees. 
Dr. Ganus will conduct the 
ceremonies which will begin the facility 
to be completed in the fall of 1979. 
The new auditorium will provide 
3100 theater-type seats and an upper 
level balcony which will eventually 
provide seating for an additional 300 
persons. 
The fan-shaped structure will ac-
comodate the entire student body in 
one chapel service and also be used for 
lectureships, -lyceum events, American 
Studies presentations and drama 
productions. ' 
Located on the comer of Center and 
Blakeney Streets, the new building wiII 
be constructed where the old tennis 
courts now stand. Dr. Benson, board 
members and other guests and 
dignitaries will take part in the 
festivities which wiII begin at 4:30 p.m. 
\ 
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Ninety-seven Awarded Degrees 
In Midyear Graduation Exercises 
Ninety-seven seniors received degrees 
in graduation ceremonies at the end of 
the fall semester. Willard Collins, 
president of David Lipscomb College, 
presented the commencement address 
and later was awarded the honorary 
doctor of laws degree by President 
Clifton L. Ganus Jr. 
Seven completed the Master of 
Education degree. They include Larry 
Weldon Curtis, Charles A. Ganus and 
Jennifer R. Hurd of Searcy, Freda 
Smith Jackson of Batesville, Jerril Clay 
Joslin of Gallatin, Tenn., Randy Miller 
of Atlanta, Tex., and Katie Darling 
Wesche of Nashville, Ark. 
Summa Cum laude graduates were 
Robert Bonner of Little Rock, Sandra 
Lynn Collins of Rogers, Ark., Carol 
Ann Dillard of Tempe, Ariz., David J. 
Nixon of Glendale, Ariz., Michael John 
O'Keefe of St. Louis and Cathy Carolyn 
Pigg of Almo, Ky. 
Graduating magna cum laude were 
Mary Lee Burcham Dell of Kennett, 
Mo., Denise P. Messick of Mountain 
Home, Robin F. Newberry of 
Parkersburg, W. Va., Rosalinda K; 
Tipton of Edinburg, Tex., and George 
R. Turner of Dunwoody, Ga. 
Cum laude recognition went to 
Daniel Ballenger of Corning, Michael 
Borger of Amarillo, Tex., Steven 
Butterfield of Dallas, Gregory Crowe of 
Anaheim, Calif., Myla C. Davis of 
Baton Rouge, La., Debra DeLaughter 
of Texarkana, Tex" Wendell -Fred 
Glass of CaspIan a, La., Stephen Hawley 
of York, Neb., Tina Beavers Jackson of 
Searcy, Teah Wood McWhorter of 
Valdosta, Ga., Kathleen Ann Miller of 
St. James, Mo., Hank Mitchell Oakes 
of. Mountain Home, Denise Ann 
Roberts of Lockport, Ill., Curtis Sparks 
of Eureka, III., Larry StaIley of 
Glendora, Calif., and Susan Seavers 
Vaughn of Sandusky, Ohio. 
Form'er CIA Head to Speak 
Winiam Colby, director of the 
Central Intelligence Agency·from 1973-
76, will be on' the Harding campus 
March 2 to speak for the American 
Studies Lecture Series, according to Dr. 
Bill Cox, vice president of the college 
and director of the American Studies 
Program. 
A graduate of Princeton, Colby 
received his law degree from Columbia 
and practiced two years in New York. 
His intelligence career began in 1943 
when he was a member of the OSS. 
Upon the outbreak ofthe Korean War, 
Colby joined the CIA where, with the 
exception of three years as chief advisor 
to the pacification program in South 
Vietnam, he remained until his 
retirement. 
Commenting on the mistrust aimed 
against the Agency in recent years, 
Colby said, "It may have done some 
things in the past which were either 
mistaken or wrong. But the CIA today 
is the best intelligence service in the 
world . . . It is the envy of foreign 
nations ... I think we need good in-
telligence, I think we have got it and I 
think it should continue." 
Colby will speak on "Intelligence Out 
of the Shadows" at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Harding Auditorium. 
Other spring lectures include Illinois 
Congressman Phil Crane, April 3; 
Senator Strom Thurmond, April 10; 
Mr. Mandell de Windt, chairman of the 
board of the Eaton Corporation, April 
13 and Prosecuting Attorney Larry 
Parrish of Memphis. April 20. 
On the Memphis lecture series, 
Parrish will debate Herold Fahringer 
on pornography and freedom of speech 
on March 20. Congressman Crane will 
conclude the Memphis portion of the 
program on April 4. 
LectureshipOct.17-20; 
H9mecoming Nov. 4 
Dates have been set for two of the 
fall's annual events, but final details of 
both will be forthcoming. 
The annual Bible lectureship will be 
the week of October 17-20, the opening 
address set for Tuesday night, Oct. 17 
and the fmal lecture scheduled for 
Friday night, Oct. 20. Speakers will 
center their addresses around the 
theJtle "How Great Thou Art." On 
Saturday, Oct. 21, a Family Day will be 
planned by the Admissions Office. The 
Bisons will meet the Henderson State 
University Reddies at Alumni Field also 
on that afternoon. 
Homecoming weekend will be Nov. 3-
4 with essentially the same format as in 
recent years. The Class of' 53 will be the 
honor class, and the Bisons will 
challenge Southern Arkansas 
University at 2 p.m. for the gridiron 
classic. 
Added specifics for both weekends 
will be in subsequent Bulletins. 
-
Preparations Finalized 
For Forum Activities 
The population of the Harding 
Campus is expected to double when 
high school students meet for the 14th 
Annual Youth Forum March 24-25. 
Ken Qualls, coordinator ' of the 
program, explained that the program is 
designed to entertain as well as provide 
spiritual enrichment. "It is our desire 
that young people from all over the 
nation can gather together to ex-
perience a fellowship as never before. 
The enthusiasm which they derive can 
then be carried back to home 
congregations," he noted. 
Jack £vans, president of South-
western Christian College in Terrell, 
Texas, will speak on the theme "What 
Sort of Man is This?" Leading songs 
will be Doug Allison from the Sixth and 
Izard Church in Little Rock. 
In conjunction with the Forum, the 
fifth annual Spring Sing musical event 
will be held March 23-25. More than 
6000 are expected attend the five 
performances. 
Overall coordinator Dr. John Ryan 
has been associated with the production 
since its beginning in 1974. "The 
q~ality of the shows has improved 
every year and the popularity of the 
event is evidenced by the early ticket 
sales," Ryan said. The 31 clubs which 
will participate in the 19 shows are now 
finalizing musical numbers and 
designing costumes. According to 
Dr. Jack Evans 
Ryan, preparations are ahead of 
schedule compared to previous years. 
A new dimension has been added to 
the stage band which will accompany 
hosts and hostesses. Musical coor-
dinator Jeff Hopper describes the new 
concert spectrum as an instrument 
capable of producing string sounds, 
brass sounds, piano and harpsichord 
effects in any combination. 
Judging will be held at each per-
formance and final tabulations made 
after Saturday's last performance. 
Trophies will then be awarded. 
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Registration and Campus Tours' 
American Heritage Lobby 
Spring Sing - Main Auditorium 
Tickets $2 .50 each 
"Character of Christ" 
Jack Evans 
Athletic-Physical Education Complex 
Evening Meal - At Guest Expense 
Spring Sing - Main Auditorium 
Tickets $2 .50 each 
Time of Day - Athletic-Physical Education Complex 
Devotional - Front Lawn 
Curfew 
SATURDAY - March 25, 1978 










Belles and Beaux 
Athletic·Physical Education Complex 
"Claims of Christ" 
Jack Evans 
Athletic-Physical Education Complex 
Noon Meal - I\t Guest Expense 
A Cappella Chorus 
Athletic-Physical Education Complex 
"Commitment to Christ" 
Jack Evans 
Athletic-Physical Education Complex 
Spring Sing - Main Auditorium 
Tickets $2.50 each 
Spring Sing - Main Auditorium 
Tickets $2 .50 each 
, 
Two Programs of 13-in~1 
Summer Workshop Outlined 
Two of the sections of the 13-in-1 
Workshop set for August 7-10 will be 
geare4 for church leaders and bus 
ministry workers. 
Church leaders will receive special 
instruction at sessions held in the 
College Church Auditorium from 8:45 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily. Participants 
will receive 16 hours of instruction by 
'recognized leaders of the church. 
The varied program will include 
lectures by Clayton Pepper of Nashville, 
Tenn., John Gipson of Little Rock, 
Claud Guild of Tigard, Ore., Charles 
Coil of Forence, Ala., Wayne Kilpatrick 
of Birmingham, Ala., Dale Baird of 
Bartlesville, Okla., Allan Isom of 
Searcy and Jimmy Moffett of Memphis. 
A question and answer session will be 
held at the end of each day's sessions 
and class members will be invited to 
present two-minute ideas. 
A full program for workers. in bus 
ministry will be chaired by Claude 
I.e,wis, minister of the Bailey Street 
Church of Christ in Jacksonville. 
Several noted leaders of bus 
programs throughout the brotherhood 
will present ideas and plans ranging 
from the Biblical basis for such a 
program to the operation of a bus 
director's library. 
Speakers will include Allan Bryan of 
Florence, Ala., Pat Casey of Millington, 
Tenn., Travis Turman of Helena, Bob 
Anderson of Jacksonville, Phil Powers 
of Wood River, Ill., Eddie Lewis of 
Paragould and Marvill Phillips of 
Tulsa. 
Eleven other seminars for church 
workers will be included in the three-
day workshop which is expeCted to 
attract several thousand persons. Other 
fields of study include: Biblical Forum, 
Deaf Workers, Educational Directors, 
Mental Health, Missions, Personal 
Workers, Preachers, Visual Aids, 
Christian Women, Youth Ministers and 
Campus Ministers. 
The 13-in-1 Workshop will begin 
Monday night with singing led by. 
Bernard Lassiter of Houston and an 
address by Avon Malone ofthe Harding 
Bible faculty on "I Can Do All Things 
Through Christ." 
The full program will be held at sites 
on the campus Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Thursday. A program for children 
of workshop registrants will be con-
ducted during the time that parents are 
in class. 
Further information may be obtained 
from ~he Harding Bible Department, 
sponsors of the workshop. 
Graduate School Sets 
April Preachers' Meet 
The Harding Graduate School of 
Religion in Memphis will sponsor a 
spring preachers' forum on April 25 
which will consider the topic, "Divorce 
and Remarriage." 
Speaking on the program will be 
Raymond Kelcy, Bible professor from 
Oklahoma Christian College; Jim 
Moffett, minister of the Raleigh Church 
of Christ in Memphis; Jim Woodroof, 
minister of the College Church of 
Christ; Tom Warren, professor at the 
Harding Graduate School of Religion 
and Harvey Floyd, Greek professor at 
David Lipscomb College. 
For further information, contact Bill 
Flatt, Harding Graduate School of _ 
Religion, 1000 Cherry Road, Memphis, "\ 
Tenn. 38117. 
Members of Tri-Kappa and Kappa Sigma social clubs polish up their spring 
sing musical number at a recent rehearsal. The event. which will provide in-
terclub competition jor 31 groups. will be staged March 23-25. 
Librarian Winnie Bell and KWCK radio station manager Alan Risener look 
over the first 16 volumes of the new Russian encyclopedia which the radio 
station donated to the college. 
Library Given USSR Encyclopedias 
Beaumont Memorial Library is the 
owner of a new set of Bol'shaia 
Sovetskaia Entsiklopedia, a collection 
of the Great Soviet Encyclopedia valued 
at $1,800. The set is a gift from Searcy 
radio station KWCK, made possible 
through Alan Risener, manager of 
KWCK. The translation is English. 
Winnie Bell. college librarian, 
termed the gift "a tremendous bonus" 
for the library. "It's just something we 
would not have been able to acquire 
because 6fthe cost," she said, "and it is 
a most worthwhile addition to our 
collection. We are especially grateful to 
KWCK for making it possible for us." 
Miss Bell explained the use of in-
dexes as a special importance in ob-
taining information from the books. 
Story Theater Staged 
By Speech Students 
The Department of Speech presented 
"Story Theatre" by Paul Sills February 
6, 7, 9, 10 and 11 in the Little Theatre 
of the Administration Building. 
Director Chuq Parker described the 
production, which first opened in New 
York in 1970, as "an adult re-telling of 
fairy tales," with adaptations of stories 
by Grimm and Aesop. The characters 
were created without specific stage 
environments, various ' places, objects 
and thoughts. The comedy was like 
pantomime, but not as controlled, he 
noted.::; !'~ 
Parker, an instructor in speech, was 
assisted by Robin Miller, a senior, as 
stage manager. Morris Ellis, assistant 
professor of speech, was technical 
director for the production. 
Included in the cast were Donna 
Coker, Ellen Walker and Susan 
Wallace of Searcy, David Bedgood of 
Bossier City, La., Scott Cody of 
Morrow, Ga., Shannon Hawkins of 
Desoto, Mo., Bob Perkins of Rochester, 
N.Y., Brad Scott of Tulsa, Paula 
Trotter of Memphis and Kevin 
Uebelein of Hampton, Va. 
Each volume is based on a 
corresponding Russian-language 
volume in the Cyrillic alphabet. "For 
example, one volume might include 
entries from 'Alvar Hugo Henrik Aalto' 
to 'Zulu War of 1974,' " she noted. 
The librarian mentioned that there 
are seven pages devoted to American 
Agression in Vietnam and only one 
page to America. The set lists Fidel 
Castro as a graduate of the University 
of Havana with a doctorate of law and 
gives a history of the Communist Party 
in several countries. 
"Our students can use the Great 
Soviet Encyclopedia as a ready 
reference for contemporary research; 
our faculty will fmd it gives thorough, 
readable treatment of Soviet medicine, 
law, geography, political and physical 
scie'nces; and our business community 
will find in it reliable . articles on 
automation, major industries, 
economic trends and banking 
procedures," she said. 
The full set will be 30 volumes, but 
only 16 have been received because the 
rest are yet in translation. 
The library, constructed in 1950 with 
a wing added in 1971, contains 146,951 
volumes, including 137,328 books. On 
hand is a collection of 8,823 microforms 
of all types, 357 cassette tapes and 
2,759 records in music, speech and 
biology. The library receives 1,088 
periodicals and 10 daily newspapers. 
McReynolds Speaker 
For English Meeting 
. Joe McReynolds, reference librarian 
at Harding's Beaumont Memorial 
Library, was guest speaker at a fresh-
man English Symposium s~nsored by 
the English department at Lubbock 
Christian College. 
McReynolds spoke on "Research 
Reverie." The Symposium, entitled 
"Discourse snd Discovery in Freshman 
English," was held at the Mabee 
American Heritage Center. 
Each lecturer addressed almost 300 
freshmen. 
IU-Ca,mpus Notes 
Dr. Steve Smith, who delivered an address, "The Lighter Side of Mathematics," at 
the fall meeting of the Arkansas Council of Mathematics Teachers, has been invited 
to repeat the speech at the National meeting in San Diego, Calif., in April ... 
"Biofeedback" was the topic for a course in Memphis attended by Dr. Jack Thomas 
and Dr. Walter Porter of the psychology department, Feb. 23-24. Dr. Thomas was 
also recently licensed to practice psychology in the state of Arkansas . . . Dr. Ed 
Wilson attended a short course on atomic absorption spectroscopy in St. Louis Feb. 
' 15-17 ... Speaking on the topic "The Church, an Afterthought or Eternal Pur-
pose?" Avon Malone was on the program of the Fort Worth Lectureship. He also 
taught a glass on Ephesians at the Abilene Christian University Lectures Feb, 19-22 
,~ . . . Mike Lucas received the Heloise Griffin Medial Scholarship based on 
achievement in media from the Arkansas Audiovisual Association ... Dr. Clifton 
Ganus Jr. spoke at the Alabama Christian Lectureship Jan. 25 and also at the 
Jefferson, Mo., Rotary Club Jan. 23 ... Dr. Neale Pryor spoke at the Oklahoma 
Christian College Lectureship in January and the Freed Hardeman Lectureship in 
February . .. Dr. Don Shackelford has been invited to speak at the five-day Far East 
Fellowship to be held in Baguio City, Philippines in November ... Dr. Wyatt Jones 
spoke in February at Freed Hardeman on the Harding Graduate Program in 
Education ... Dr. and Mrs. Olfton Ganus ill conducted a youth rally at the 
Fairhope, Mississippi Church of Christ in January. 
Priest is President-elect of Mathematics Group 
Dr. Dean B. Priest was elected 
president of the Arkansas Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics for 1978-79 at 
the annual fall meeting of the group , 
held in Little Rock on November 22. He 
will serve as president elect until taking ) 
office in November, 1978. 
In another November meeting in 
Winston-Salem, NQrth Carolina, Priest 
delivered a paper, "Wiggle Graphs and 
Inequalities" to the regional meeting of 
the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics. Priest and Dianne 
Woods, mathematics supervisor of the 
Little Rock Schools, coauthored the 
paper which appeared in the April 1976 
issue of The Mathematics Teacher, the 
official journal of the National Council. 
Business Team' Members Chosen 
One senior and three junior ac-
counting majors have been chosen for 
the 1978 Harding executive games team 
that is competing in the Reno in-
tercollegiate business competition this 
year sponsored by the University of 
Neva~a ~l!t Beqo. , ::" '"~">, 
Sen ior' Mark MjUecparticipated in 
games hosted by Emory University in 
Atlanta last year. Others on the squad 
are Bruce Nunnally of Memphis; Claire 
Nobles of Pelham, Alabama and Jeff 
Earnhart of Cahokia, Illinois. 
According to Dr. David Burks, 
chairman of tlIe department of business 
and economics and sponsor for the 
group, the 26 teams participating are 
divided into four worlds. Harding will 
compete with California State 
University at Chico, San Diego State 
University, University, of Nevada :at 
Reno, University ;of Oregon at Eugene 
and the defeMiilgworld champiot)s, 
California State College at Stanislaus. 
Teams are required to make ten 
computerized decisions for hypothetical 
companies before traveling to Reno, 
Nevada, April 26-28, where they will 
finish competition by completing ten 
additional decisions. 
The 1977-78 Business Team. which will compete this year in the games at 
University of NtnJada at Reno. include front. Miss Claire Nobles of Pelham. 
Ala. and Bruce Nunnally of Memphis; standing; Mark Miller of Cridersville. 
Ohio. Dr. David Burks. advisor. and Jeff Earnhart of Cahokia. III. All are 




Meagan Stout. center. reigns as queen of the annual Winter Festival held during the Bison-College of the Ozarks game 
February 2. Miss Stout, a secretarial science major from Chandler, Ariz .• was attended by Debbie Land of Oklahoma City and 
Pam Housley of Morrilton. Seated, from left, are the class representatives, Belinda Segraves of Searcy, .freshman; Judy Craft 
of Memphis, junior; Dana Mooneyham of Trumann, senior andJoceiyn Emison of Memphis, sophomore. Pages were Jennijer 
James. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. MikeJames, andJayBawcom, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dean Bawcom. 
Time of Day Trio Release~ Third Album 
The Time of Day, Harding's 
traveling musical trio, has cut a third 
album. "Harding College Presents the 
Time of Day Irt Record Time." 
with his family's band and later played 
with other bluegrass bands around the 
state. He plays guitar, banjo, mandolin. 
bass and harmonica. 
A junior history major, Erickson is 
from Salt Lake City, Utah. He played 
with a bluegrass band in Colorado. 
Banjo and bass are h.~ Dlain in-
struments but he-has recently taken up 
guitar. 
COllege night programs, banquets, 
assemblies and several events on the 
Harding campus. 
The new recording is available in 
album, 8-track or cassette. Cost is $6.50 
which includes postage and handling. 
Orders may be placed by contacting the 
Harding College Admissions Office, 
Box 762, Station A, Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
Club Raises Funds 
For Needy Children 
The Fourth Annual Winter Festival 
sponsored by the GATA social club 
raised $747 to send orphan children to 
Camp Wyldewood. 
Miss Meagan Stout from Chandler, 
Ariz .. was crowned queen of the Winter 
Festival at the Bison-College of the 
Ozarks basketball game on February 2. 
She was chosen by popular vote of the 
student body. Miss Stout was crowned 
by Sheila Gardner, last year's queen. 
Her attendants were Debbie Land, 
senior elementary education major 
from Oklahoma City, Okla., and Pam 
Housley, junior accounting major from 
Morrilton. 
Representing classes were Belinda 
Segraves, freshman, from Searcy; 
Jocelyn Emison, sophomore, from 
Memphis; Judy Craft, junior, from 
Memphis and Dana Mooneyham, 
senior, from Trumann. 
Summer Music Camp 
To be Conducted 
The 17th annual Music' Camp will be 
held August 8-15 at Camp Tahkodah 
near Floral. 
Conducted by faculty from the 
Harding Music Department, the ten-
day encampment provides concentrated 
study in areas of choral singing, in-
strumental instruction for band and 
song directing. 
The camp is conducted for Christian 
young people who are high school 
graduates. 
For a registration form or additional 
information, contact Dr. Kenneth 
Davis, Box 531, Harding College, 
Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
The album features 13 contemporary 
songs such as "Fox on the Run" (which 
the group performed on the nationally 
televised Gong Show. in July), "Mary 
Ann" (an original composition com-
posed by Eudaly), "Me and the 
Elephant." "Wildfire" and a 1950's 
medley. 
Members Don Eudaly, Dwight 
Erickson and Ken Pulley arranged 
pieces in addition to composing some of 
the numbers. 
Pulley is a junior from Warren, Ohio, 
majoring in business and management. 
He has played with his family's band 
which has traveled in Ohio and 
Michigan. His instrumental repertoire 
includes guitar, bass, banjo, autoharp, 
mandolin, harmonica and drums. 
Sports Brochure Earns Top Rating 
Eildaly. a senior business major from 
Rolla, Mo., began his musical career The group entertains at youth rallies, 
The Time of Day, - Harding's musical representatives at youth gatherings 
throughout the country. has recently completed a new album. Members of the 
group are [from left to right] Ken Pulley of Wa"en, Ohio; Don Eudaly of Rolla. 
Missouri. and Dwight Erickson ~f Salt Lake City. Utah. 
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A Harding College sports 
pUblication, "Harding '77", has been 
named the recipient of an All-America 
citation by the National Association of 
Intercollegiate Athletics. 
The announcement was made by 
Charles Eppler, director of public 
relations of the NAIA. 
Missionaries Speak 
At Sociology Meet 
The Harding College Sociology 
Department sponsored a one-day 
seminar on anthropology and missions 
January 31. 
Keynote addresses in the morning 
and afternoon were delivered by Hilton 
Merritt. Merritt has worked as a 
missionary to Kenya, Africa, for nine 
years. 
Phil Slate, assistant professor of 
preaching and missions at the Harding 
Graduate School of Religion in 
Memphis, spoke on "Applied An-
thropology. " 
Harding faculty members taking part 
in the program were Don Shackelford, 
Jack McKinney, Winfred Wright, Jack 
Thomas and Gailyn VanRheenen. 
Harding's brochure entry covered the 
intercollegiate football program of the 
College. It was designed and edited by 
Stan Green, director of public relations, 
and statistical data was compiled by 
student assistants Charles Murphy and 
Robert Bonner. 
Harding's 60-page entry was one of 
ten award winners in the printed 
category. 
Other winners included Moorhead 
State, Northeastern Oklahoma, 
Jacksonville State, Prairie View 
University, Hillsdale College, Carson-
Newman, Abilene Christian University, 
Texas A&I, and Bemidji State. 
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1978 Spring Sports Outlook 
Spring sports are just around the 
corner and Bison athletes are op-
timistically looking forward to warmer 
weather. 
Youth will previal in baseball and 
golf, but tennis, track and bowling will 
have some much needed experience to 
keynote their competition. Conference 
titles in more than one sport are 
definite possibilities. 
Following is a capsule look at some of 
the prospects. 
TRACK 
Fifteen lettermen return for track 
Coach Ted Lloyd but new faces abound 
on the Bison cinder team. 
Top returnees include aces Phil 
Hostetler of Topeka, Ind. and Marshall 
and Matt Grate of Waterloo, Ind., and 
field event veterans Steve Flatt of 
Memphis in the shotput, Perry Fraley 
of Phoenix, Ariz. in the pole vault, and 
Bruce Gaither of Conway, Ark. in the 
high jump. 
Last year the Bisons recorded a 
fourth place in the conference meet but 
some strength in the sprints could make 
a big difference in this year's results. 
Daryl Bassett of Sylvan Hills, Ark. 
and newcomers Tim Flatt of Memphis, 
Tenn. and Rick Collins of Norman, 
Okla. are counted on for performances 
in the sprints. 
SWIMMING 
A shortage of experience will hamper 
the Harding Waterbuffaloes in their 
race for the conference swimming 
trophy. 
Coach Arnold Pylkas will have only 
five experienced lettermen returning 
but they should be able to provide the 
leadership to the. team. 
'78 Summer Sports 
Camps Announced 
Summer sports camps will be offered 
at Harding for boys, grades 7-12, in-
terested in track, cross country, football 
and basketball. 
The camps offer intensive instruction 
in fundamentals and provides each 
participant with the opportunity to 
improve his ability, according to Coach 
Wilt Martin, director of the '78 camps. 
Instruction is given in every phase of 
the sport and each boy receives in-
dividual attention. In addition to 
working on skills, video tape, films and 
other teaching techniques are used. 
Camp dates .are: track, July 23-28; 
cross country, July 16-21; junior high 
Football, July 16-21; senior high foot-
ball, July 23-28; junior high basketball 
July 9-14; senior high basketball, July 
16-21. 
Instruction will take place on the 
Harding Campus. The modern physical 
education-athletic complex provides a 
pro turf floor with two regulation size 
cross courts, an indoor track, swim-
ming pool, gymnastics area, handball 
courts and weight room. 
For more information, write Harding 
College Sports Camps, Box 703, Station 
A, Searcy, Ark. 72143. 
Top Bison swimmers returning 
include Norman Kahla of Deer P~k, 
Tex., Mark McElrea of Covina, Calif., 
Steve North of Orlando, Fla. and Al 
Wright of Tucasville, Ohio. 
BASEBALL 
Eight returning lettermen, including 
All-AIC pitcher-outfielder Mike Beam 
of Maypearl, Tex. will form the nucleus 
of Coach Dick Johnson's baseball team. 
Six of the eight returnees were fresh-
men last year and this year's contingent 
will again be dominated by first year 
players. There are no seniors on the 
squad and only two juniors. All others 
are first and second year players. 
Beam, who hit .416 last year, will 
team with junior righthander David 
Stotelmyer of Sylvan Hills, Ark. to tie 
the Bisons fortunes together. 
Coach Johnson indicates better 
overall speed and hitting, and is 
counting on a good season for his 
pitching staff, which also includes Mike 
Scott of Tulsa, Okla. and Jackie 
Stewart of Des Arc, Ark. 
TENNIS 
Five of last year's players return for 
Coach David Elliott's tennis team and 
prospects of improving 'last year's 
second place conference finish are 
optimistic. 
Counted on to lead the squad are 
Don Wood of Columbus, Miss., Lindy 
Woods of Seminole, Tex., Chris 
Jackson of Brownsville, Tex., Tom 
Lindsey of Cleveland, Miss., and 
Dennis Sanders of Baytown, Tex. and 
Ross Cochran of Hobbs, N.M. 
BOWLING 
Experience will be a strong 
characteristic of Coach Ed Burt's 
defending champion AlC bowlers. 
Five members of last year's team 
return from the squad which finished 
third in the NAIA, including senior 
Bryan Davis of Tulsa, Okla., Ron 
Wheeler of Ashtabula, Ohio, and Kevin 
Fisher of Florissant, Mo. 
Davis finished fourth in the national 
tournament, Wheeler reigned as the 
1977 NAIA District 17 Champion, and 
Fisher is the defending AIC individual 
titlist. 
Other veterans returning' are Mike 
Flynn of Sterling Heights, Mich. and 
Danny Gerlach of Dallas, Tex. 
GOLF 
The outlook for Coach Phil Watkins' 
golfers is definitely on the bright side 
with the addition this year of a group of 
talented freshmen. 
Senior Jeff Price of Bloomington, 
Ind., a two-time All-AIC selection, will 
receive top competition from first year 
men Brent Taylor of Bartlesville, Okla., 
Keith Goree of Pensacola, Fla. and 
Charles Wicker of Memphis, Tenn. All 
three freshmen bring strong com-
petitive backgrounds to the Bison 
squad. 
Junior guard Stan Eclcwood oj Brinkley dunks for two points against South.ern 
Arkansas University. He is averaging 18.8 points per gameforthe Bisons. 
Eckwood Chosen Player of Week 
Harding basketballer Stan Eckwood 
was named· the Arkansas In-
tercollegiate Conference Player of the 
Week for Jan. 22-28 according to 
league commissioner Leroy Nix. 
Eckwood, a 6-4 junior from Brinkley, 
recorded 54 points and 23 rebounds in 
games against Hendrix and Henderson. 
He tallied a season and career high of 
38 points against the defending 




March 8 Plilanler smith Call. 
March 10 Southwesfen! College 
March 11 Rust College 




March 18 'CoIlege of the Ozens Searcy 
March 20 Southwestern College Memphis 
March 23 Au~stano College (Illinois) Searcy 
March 2S • ArkCllsaS Tech College Russellville 
March 29 Philolller Smith College Little Rock 
April 1 'Henderson State University Searcy 
April 4 Southwest Baptist (Mo.) Searcy 
Aprl 8 'Ouachita ~tist University Artcadelphia 
April 11 Henderson State University Artcadelphia 
April 15 ·Univ. of Ark.· Monticello Searcy 
Apn1 17 ctristian Brothers Callege Memphis 
April 18 Westminster College (Mo.) Searcy 
April 22 ·Univ. of Central Arkansas Conway 
April 25 Uniy. of Central Arkansas Searcy 
April 29 ·Southern Arkansas Univ. Searcy 
May 1 Rust College (Miss.) Holly Springs 
May 2 Miss. Inlustrial Collage Holly Springs 
• Arkonsas Intercollegiate Canference games 
A former Arkansas All-Star selec-
tion, Eckwood is currently ranked 
second in AIC scoring with a 19.5 point 
average per game on 328 total points. 
He also ranks in rebounding with a 10.3 
average per game. 
EarHer this season, Eckwood was 
selected to the All-Tournament team at 
the Evangel Classic in Springfield, Mo. 
He is the son of Mrs. Hattie Eckwood 
of Brinkley. 
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Mam. 2 Arkansas College 80tesyille 
March 3 SoUthern Arkansas University Searcy 
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,Dayid Lipscomb College, Abilene 
Christian University, 
Freed-Hardeman College 
Southwestern of Memphis Memphis 
University of Central Arkansas Searcy 
College of the Ozarks Clarksville 
Ouachita Baptist University Arkadelphia 
Tourney 
Ouachita Baptist University Arkadelphia 
Tourney 




April 6 Hendrix College 
April 7 College of the Ozarks 
April 11 Arkansas State University 
April 15 Arkansas State University 
Harding College 
Southwest Missouri State Jonesboro 
April 18 Hendrix College Searcy 
April 20 University of Central Arkansas Conway 
April 22 Ouachita 80ptist University Arkadelphia 
April 27·28 A.I.e. Conway 






--_ _ WHAT'S NEW 
Notice To The Class of 1952 
Those who wish a picture of the chiss of 
1952 taken at Homecoming, contact the 
Alumni Office, Box 768, Station A, Searcy, 
Ark. 72143. The pictures are 8x10 and cost 
S2.00. 
**** 
Emil Menes (BA) is currently serving as 
Executive Vice President of Christian Art 
Tours,..:-Ltd. in Huntsville, Ala. He is in 
charge of publicity and fund-raising for the 
museum of religious art: 
Class of 1956 
Virgil Weare (BA) recently took a leave of 
absence from his teaching position in Santa 
Rosa (CA) City Schools and attended the 
University of Texas at Austin. He studied in 
Educational Administration which included 
an internship--at Galveston, Texas. He is 
now qualifying for a California ad-
ministrative credential. 
Class of 1957 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben J. Olbricht celebrated 
their 50th wedding anniversary April 16 in 
Thayer, Mo. Mrs. Olbricht is the former 
Agnes Taylor (MA). All four of the Olbricht 
children attended Harding College. They 
are: Tom of Abilene, Texas ('51), Glenn of 
East Syracuse, N.Y. (BA '53), Owen of 
Essex, Md. (BA '54) and Mrs. James 
McGill, the former Nedra Jo Olbricht (BA 
'49), of Nashville, Tenn. 
Class of 1963 
Tom D. Blake (HA) has recently been 
selected as one of the Outstanding Young 
Men of Americe. fur 1977. He serves as 
minister for the Maple Hill Church of Christ 
in Lebanon, Tenn. ~nd is a former minister 
of the Barrie ChurCh of Christ in Barrie, 
Ontario, Canada. He received the master's 
degree in theology from the Harding 
Graduate School of Religion in Memphis. 
Class of 1966 
Mrs. Ron Friberg, the former Delores 
Peters (BA), received the Master of Science 
in Education degree December 23 from Fort 
Hays State University (Kansas). 
Class of 1971 
S. Sgt. Larry Sadlin recently completed 
Air Force Recruiter Training in San An-
tonio, Texas. He is now stationed in 
Blytheyille, · Ark. where he served 
Mississippi County, Ark. and Pemiscot, 
Dunklin, and New Madrid County, 
Missouri. 
His wife is the former Andrea Crownover 
(BA '70). They reside at 1969-A Magnolia 
Dr.-Blytheville AFB, Ark. 72315. 
Class of 1972 
J. I. Nwoteh (BA) is currently Education 
Officer and Chairman of the Department of 
Business Studies at NationJll Technical 
Teachers' College in Nigeria. 
He is married to the former Ruth 
Ihedinma ('75), who is an assistant lecturer. 
The couple has two children and resides at: 
National Technical Teachers' College 
P.M.B.6O 
Gombe, Bauchi State 
Nigeria. 
**** 
Jeffrey Spencer (BS) is currently serving 
as Assistant County Supervisor with the 
Farmer's Home Administration in Anson, 
Texas. 
* ••• 
Michael W. Fields (BS) received the 
Master of Science in ·Education degree 
August 1977 from Indiana University in 
Bloomington, Ind. . 
•••• 
J. Stephen Williams (BS) has authored 
the book, The Death of a Child: A Chrotian 
Perspective, which is published by Firm 
Foundation Publishing House. He is 
currently preaching for the Boone Plaza 
Church of Christ in Frankfort, Ky. Also, he 
is president of Frankfort Right to Life, an 
anti-abortion group. 
He is married to the former Dail Boyd 
('73). 
Claliis of 1973 
Paul A. Jacoby, Jr. (BA), who is an in-
structor and coach at Northeastern 
Christian Jr. College, was successful with 
The Touch of Art, Searcy's new art gallery, was recently opened by former 
Harding student Terry Williams. The gallery features shows from local artists 
and offers a variety of pieces rangingfrom booles and handmade silver jewelry to 
limited edition prints. Members of the gallery staff include [from left to right] 
Williams, Carrie Kramerman, Sharon Benton and Tom Martin [BS '75] 
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his women's volleyball team this year. They 
won the championship in the Eastern 
Pennsylvania Christian Conference. 
He is married to the former Valerie Jean 
Ayers (BA '77). 
Class of 1974 
John Rockhold, III (BA) is currently 
preaching for the Chestnut Boulevard 
Church of Christ in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. 
**** 
Miss Carol R. Hamilton (BA) received the 
M.S. degree in guidance from the University 
of Tennessee in Knoxville in June. She also 
received her teaching certification in 
psychology, sociology, and Bible. She is 
currently employed in Mt. Pleasant, Texas 
as an elementary guidance counselor with 
three schools. 
Class of 1976 
The Frayser Baptist High School 
basketball team has dedicated the 1977-78 
season to Joey Williams, the Eagles' coach 
who was accidentally shot to death last 
Summer. Williams' parents were presented 
with a football signed by the members of the 
football team of Frayser Baptist during the 
game recently with Oakhaven Baptist. Joey 
was a former Harding basketball player. 
_ ___ _ MARRIAGES 
Sarabeth Heightman (BA '76) to Brian 
Felushko November 13 at McCrory. 
Paula Marie Thweatt ('76) to William D. 
Stewart, III September 3, 1976 in Memphis, 
Tenn. 
Kathy Wolfe ('77) to John Chaffin April 9 
in Des Plaines, 111 • 
Lesa Dawn Grinder ('78) to John Stanley 
White ('76) March 5. 
Glenn C. Olney (BA '74) to Patty Jo 
Morey June 25. 
Randy O. Tribble (BA '77) to Tina Reese 
(BA '77}-'Navcnlber 25: 
Danny A. Reed ('79) to Cheryl Confer (BA 
'77) March 19, 1977. . 
Susan Rebecca Darby ('76) to Brad 
Stanley Hall ('77) July 9 in Florence, AJa. 
Donna A. Davis· ('78) to Christopher Levi 
September 2. 
Kathryn Dunning (BA '73) to Harold 
Thurman July 15 in Poplar Bluff, Mo. 
Lynn S. Dixon (BA '70) to Sally Spencer 
Noveniber 24 in Tallahassee, Fla. 
Sue Joyce Palmer (BA '77) to Mark 
Hackney ('SO) August 21 in Denver, Colo. 
They will reside in Dublin Ireland for two 
years to work with the church there. 
Cynthia Ann Darkes ('76) to Samuel 
Vincent Grande May 22 in Lancaster, Pa. 
Pamela Jean Swiney ('75) to James M. 
Tait, III August 20. 
Kathy Diane Roberts (BA '77) to Dennis 
D. Petrillo (BA '77) January 14 in Ft. Worth, 
Tex. 
Rachel Leigh Cook (BA '70) to Donald E. 
Scott August 20. 
Martha E. Farrar ('15) to Ronald C. 
Highfield (BA '75) December 30 in Searcy. 
Virginia Leatherwood (BA. '74) to Thomas 
B. DeLong December 31 in Dallas. 
Kim P. Beckland ('78) to_ Laurie DeWan 
October 16. 
______ BIRTHS 
Son, James Hunter, to Jim (BS '74) and 
Dale Hunter (BA '74) Lane' November 30. 
Daughter, Kelly Rose, to Johnny (BA '71) 
and Ava Cross (BA '70) Estes July 22. The 
couple has another daughter, Stephanie, 
age 3. 
Daughter, Emily Beth, to Leslie (BS '71) 
and Kathy Thorburn (BS '71) Reynolds 
August 25 in Nashville, Tenn. 
Son, Richard Wayne, to Cecil (BA '74) 
and Dianne Bates (BA '73) Carder October 
10. 
Daughter, Susan ~eni, to William and 
Ruth WC$t (BA '73) Reiss August 10. 
Daughter, Melissa Dawn, to Larry (BA 
'75) and Aleta Fonville (BA '75) Tittle 
_November 11 in Electra, Tex. 
Son, James Shannon, to Jim and Jeanine 
Cooper (BA '73) England November 12 in 
Jackson, Tenn. ' 
Daughter, Tara Denise, to Raymond (BA 
'73) and Paula Chronister (BA '70) Brooks 
September 16 in Phoenix, Ariz. 
Son, David John, to John (BA '69) and 
Michelle Diller ('76) Tooke November 25 in 
Natchitoches, La. 
Daughter, Amy Michelle, to Lee (BA '69) 
and Karen Anderson (BA '68) Beason 
January 6 in North Little Rock. 
Daughter, Becky Lanae, to Everett and 
Ann Steuart (BA '74) Hinton August 10 in 
Hastings, Neb. 
Son, Ryan Christopher, to Michael (BS 
'72) and Joann Fields May 25, 1977 in 
Bedford, Ind. 
Daughter, Sara Luanne, to Jeffrey (BS 
'72) and LaDonna Reynolds ('75) Spencer 
December 11 in Abilene, Texas. 
Daughter, Summer Danea, to Dirk ('78) 
and Marcia Helton ('78) Allison October 5 
in West Monroe, La. 
Daughter, Jennifer Marie, to Greg (BA 
'75) and Janet Montgomery (BA '74) Bagley 
September 13 in Memphis, Tenn. 
Son, Zachariah Franklin, to Bruce (BA 
'73) and Allenna Fox ('75) Evans December 
9 in Mansfield, Ohio. 
Son, Phillip Anthony, to Bill and Mary 
Jane Luttrell (BA '72) Fagala November 29 
in Memphis, Tenn. 
Son, Kevin Prater, to William (BA '72) 
and Frances Prater (BA '71) Chism 
December 23. 
Son, James Daniel, to Buddy (BA '72) and 
Maurine Lewis (BA '72) Jones December 22 
in Geneva, Switzerland. 
Son, Nathaniel Isaac Lawrence, to James 
(BA '71) and · Di Jennings September 20 in 
Chand ragona, Bangladesh. 
Daughter, Elizabeth Susan, to Mark (BA 
'74) and Mary Beth Millican (BA '74) Moore 
August 1 in Ruston, La. 
Daughter, Holly Lyn, to Gary ('74) and 
Susie Chitty' December 4 in Houma, La. 
Daughter, Joy Holly, to Ron and Roylyn 
Prince ('70) Rose June 7 in Morgan Hill, 
Calif. 
Son, Michael Luke, to Hugh (BA 'SO) and 
Carole Rhine ('66) Campbell January 4 in 
Miller's Creek, N.C. 
Son, Joshua, to Jack and Joy Wall ('75) 
Somers November 27 in Little Rock. 
Daughter. Angie Elizabeth, to Barry ('69) 
and Jo Ann Turner (BA '70) Champine July 
30. 
Son, James Wade, to James and Marilyn 
Burton (BA '70) Barr December 20 in 
Youngstown, Ohio. 
Son, Charles 'Robert. II, to Chuck (BA 
'73) and Diane McKinney (BA '73) Guild 
December 12. 
Son, Travis Alan, to Tom and Peggy Ault 
(BA '67) Sharpe August 23 in St. Clairsville. 
Ohio. 
_____ SyMPATHy 
To Ron L. Friberg (BA '66), whose 
mother, Mrs. Clifford (Rella Lea Followwill) 
Friberg, died November 30. 
To Harold Norwood (BA '59), whose 
father, Paul Norwood, passed away recently 
in Dallas, Texas. 
To the family of Betty Jean Taylor (BA 
'74) who passed away December 10 in 
Redding, Calif. 
To Mrs. Evan Ulrey, the former Betty 
Thornton (BA '52), whose grandmother, 
Mrs. A. J. Stephens, died January 21 in 
Prattsville. 
To the husband and family of Mrs. 
Robert Gammill, the former Julia Belue 
('53), who died February 4 in Earle. 
Relatives who attended Harding were Cline 
Belue ('44), Ann Belue Norwood (BA '58), 
Bob Gammill ('77) and Bill Gammill, a 
current freshman. 
To Dr. Carroll Smith, faculty member, 
whose father died February 6 in Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma. 
" 
European Campaign leads to Vocation for '72 Alumna 
Claudine Gray (BA '72) never 
imagined that volunteering for an 
evangelistic campaign to Germany in 
1971 would put her in a permanent job 
in Amsterdam, Holland. But that's how 
it turned out, 
Actually she never went to Germany, 
but went to Holland instead because of 
a shortage of campaign workers there. 
After the campaign she was persuaded 
to return as a helper for the James 
Krumrei family, missionaries in 
Holland. When International Business 
Machines needed an employee who 
spoke English and could also com-
municate in Dutch, Claudine accepted 
the job. 
During a recent visit with her 
parents, Paul and Helen Waller ('45) 
Gray in Judsonia, Claudine spoke to 
students in a secretarial procedures 
class in the business education 
department. 
She has since returned to Amsterdam 
where she is a secretary in the in-
ternational division of IBM. Basically 
she gathers information for reports, 
then types them. She's the only 
American in an office staffed by 
workers of nine other nationalities and 
she's fluent in Dutch. So she admits her 
duties also include such things as 
fmding a suitable place for a manager 
to get his poodle clipped and helping 
wives become familiar with the country. 
Nevertheless, she describes her 
situation as 'glamorous' and is grateful 
for the experiences she's having. 
Convincingly, she told the class 
members that the job market is open 
for trained people who are willing to 
work. She acknowledged her training at 
Harding as better than adequate, and 
told how a filing system she devised for 
her office has been adapted in several 
other offices throughout her company, 
an attest to her expertise. 
Mrs. Ermal Tucker, one of her 
former teachers, related that she had 
thought of Claudine as ". . . a 
dedicated, serious, quiet student, not 
nearly so outgoing as she is today," and 
added, "I couldn't believe it when I 
heard what she was doing." 
"It shocked me, too," Claudine 
replied. "1 didn't think 1 had the 
nerve." 
Her work is at a factory which builds 
typewriters. "Sometimes, even now," 
she confessed, "I find myself almost 
over come at the sophistication of the 
equipment 1 operate. When 1 stand at a 
machine and think 'This one machine 
cost more than a Mercedes and a half' 1 
feel completely awed. But then 1 
remember that 1 can master it, so 1 
proceed." 
Miss Gray deliberately com-
municates in Dutch as she shops or 
visits, because she feels that is a better 
way to fit into the community. Some of 
her associates have never attempted to 
Harding College Commemorative plates 
Plates Available to $100 Contributors 
A contribution of $100 or mote 
entitles donors to receive a gift of a 
specially designed commemorative 
plate in black and gold. 
Each year a different campus scene is 
chosen for inclusion in the com-
memorative edition. Many alumni have 
begun collecting these plates and 
proudly displaying them in their homes. 
The 1977 plate depicts a scene 
familiar to all Harding alumni. The 
Olen Hendrix Building (formerly the 
Old Science Building) was chosen to be 
displayed on the 1977 commemorative 
plate. These plates will be mailed to 
alumni during February. 
It is not too late for alumni to begin 
their own collection of Harding plates. 
Send your contribution of $100 or more 
during 1978. Your plate will be mailed 
to you during February, 1979. 
Scenes that have been depicted in 
previous editions ofthe commemorative 
plate include the Administration 
Building, Hammon Student Center, 
Patti Cobb Hall. the American Heritage 
Center, Beaumont Memorial Library, 
and the Harding Archway. 
As long as the supply lasts, plates 
from the eight previous years that the 
plates have been offered may be ob-
tained by sending your contribution 
and designating which plate you would 
like to receive. 
Claudine Gray. secretary in the 
international division oj IBM in 
Amsterdam. Holland. speaks to Mrs. 
Ermal Tucker's secretarial 
procedures class. 
learn the language, and she thinks they 
are missing out. Most of the Dutch 
people can speak English, she notes, 
but she prefers to communicate in 
Dutch. "Sometimes I speak Dutch to 
them and they reply in English," she 
remarked. 
A bit of prodding did cause her to 
reveal some disadvantages. The 
distance from her family is a big factor, 
but company benefits allow her a long 
vacation period, which she uses each 
year in Arkansas. Taxes bite into her 
salary more than she likes to think 
about, but she realizes that would be 
somewhat of a problem of the United 
States, as well. 
So, operating on the theory that if a 
person isn't enjoying what he's doing 
he should quit, she continues to work 
happily with IBM. 
"I've decided that I'll stay until I find 
something I like better, or until I get 
tired of Holland, and that's im-
possible; " 
Alumni Contributions 
Matched by $30,133 
Harding will receive a gift of $30,133 
as the result of the response of alumni 
to a special matching gift challenge 
during 19'n. 
In February, 1977, an anonymous 
donor issued a challenge to match 
dollar for dollar the increased amount 
of an alumnus' 1977 contribution over 
the amount of the alumnus' 1976 
contribution. 
By making the challenge the donor 
sought to give "alumni the opportunity 
to increase the magnitude and ef-
fectiveness of their gifts to Harding." 
According to the final report 
compiled by the College's Development 
Office, a total of $30,133 in gifts will be 
matched by the donor. 
Approximately $27,500 was con-
tributed as the result of a "mini-
phonothon" conducted among alumni 
during October, 1977. Faculty and staff 
members called alumni, who had 
responded to previous phonothons, 
asking them to increase their 1977 
contributions. 
The remainder of the matching gift 
total came in response by alumni to a 
series of direct mail brochures. 
Help Find Our Lost 'Alumni 
We need your help. Sometimes alumni 
move and forget to inform the Alumni 
Office of their new address. As a result we 
are unable to send them the Harding 
Bulletin and other informational materials. 
Below is a list of Harding alumni who have 
been placed in the inactive file because we 
do not have an accurate address. Additional 
names will be run in future Alumnotes. If 
you can provide an accurate address on any 
of these alumni. please write the Alumni 
Office. Box 768. Station A. Searcy, 
Arkansas 72143. The Alumni Office wants 
to provide information to all alumni. Help 
us find these "lost" alumni. 
Jenny M. Freeman 71 
Stan B. Freeny 63 
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Brian Fulks 76 
(Vicki Lynn WiUiamson) 7S 
Cynthia M. Garrard 75 
Dwight W. Gay 78 
Mary E. Gosney 74 
Mr. John David Greene 78 
Matricia A. Gritfm 74 
Joseph Paul Grissom 51 
James A. Harding 61 
Tyson J. Harris 7S 
Susan C. Hayman 72 
Lou Ellen Head 76 
Dawson C. Henry 62 
Troy Dale Herrin 76 
Mr. and Mrs. I. Royce Howard 75 
(Donna Gay Perry) 75 
Mrs. Linda Sue Howard 
(Crowell) 69 
Mr. RoberUames Howard 68 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Weldon Howard 
(Irma Joan Gailbreath) 
George W. llung 
Mrs. Steve Jennings 
(Judith Ann Hubbard) 
Mrs. Donald E. Kelley 
(Virginia Louise Murdock) 
A. Harold Kennamer 
Mrs. Beverly Jo Kuhtz 
(Berry) 
Donald F. Lamberson, Jr. 
Mrs. Alan B. Lane 
(Janice Ellen Lambert) 
Mr. and Mrs. T. Scott Langham 
(Brenda Kaye Kidd) 
Mrs. Marjorie E. 4inglois 
(Hurlbert) 
Valerie V. Law 
W. Michael Leatherwood 
Mrs. Winston Bruce Lewis. II 
(Frances Ann Anderson) 
Julie N. Long 
Margaret A. Luttrell 
Mrs. Carl Maico 
(Edith Eltalene Polk) 
Charles P. Mayer 
Mrs. Hollis Dean Mayse 
(Rongey) 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Van McCalister 
(Nancy Lou Stowers) 
Dennis K. McCarty 
Richard B. McCoy 
Teresa D. McFarlin 
Rebecca S. McGilvray 
Jackie G. McGinnis 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Robert Mead 
































Alumni Donors During Fiscal Year 1977 
Contrib_utions by ahtmni during 1977 reached a record high, according 
to the annual report submitted by David Crouch, executive secretary of 
the Harding Alumni Association. 
From January through December, 1977, alumni contributions 
totalled 5528,056. The 1977 contributions surpassed the previous 
record of 5409,338 contributed by alumni in 1975. 
The number of alumni contributing in 1977 was 3,840 or 26.2 
percent of the college's 14,636 active alumni. The number of alumni 
contributing during 1977 is the second highest in the college's history. 
The record number of donors came in 1975 when 4,191 alumni made 
contributions to the school. 
There was a significant increase in the average gift made by an 
alumnus. During 1977 the average gift was 5137 as compared to the 
1976 average of 5105. In addition to the 5528,056, deferred gifts from 
alumni totalling $48,433 were recorded. 
According to Cr.ouch, there Were four 1'ea50DS why 1977 was a record-
setting year for alumni contributions: (1) :Alumni responded over-
whelmingly to a mini-phonothon which was conducted in October, 
1977. (2) Alumni responded to a matching gift challenge by an 
anonymous donor. (3) The senior class project continues to add a 
significant number of donors each year. (4) Alumni responded very 
significantly to direct mail fund-raising appeals. 
Commenting on the results for 1977, Floyd Daniel, vice president for 
. development, 'said, "We aile deeply gr,ateful for the support of our 
alumni. In many institutions alumni support is-declining, but not at 
Harding. For the la,sf six years-an average of more tban..ZS percent of 
the alumni constituency has made a contribution each year. This is an 
outstanding record and we expect this percentage to increase. 
Below listed in alphabetical order are the names of Harding alumni 
who contributed during 1977. 
We have attempt4Ul to have a correct listing of all alumni donors. If 
we ha.·ve dver:loolcea your name we apologize. If your name is missing 
otherwise, won't you send your gift now in order to be included in the 
list of 1978 donors? 
The list of donors includes those individuals who made contributions 
during the 12-month period January through December, 1977. The list 
does not include names of contributors to the Harding Graduate' 
School of Religion in Memphis. 
~fyou have any questions regarding your contribution to the college. 
please contact the Alumni Association or the Development Office. 
NRS. HIKE ABR~H - 72 
(DEDAA JOAN KRUHHEL) 
HISS REBECCA EVELYN ACKER • 73 
MRS. CULLEN ADAIR· 40 
(HARTHA WILLIAMS) 
MR. JAMES E. ~D.MS - 40 
HRS. JAMES E. ADAMS • 4~ 
(MARY ETTA LANGSTON) 
MR. JAMES ~USSELL ADAMS • 72 
M~S. JAMES RUSSELL ADAMS • 72 
(CAROL JEAN TIMMERMAN) 
MR. JERRY EDNARD ADAMS· 54 
MRS. JERRY EDWARD ADAMS • 54 
(SHIRLEY ANN SUDDE~TH) 
MR. RICHARD D. ADAMS - 45 
MP. AICHA~D LESTER ADAHS • 41 
MRS. ~ICHARD LESTEA ADAMS • 4\ 
(GLADYS ~EESF.) 
MR. ~OBERT CHARLES ADA~S • 50 
M~. DAVID W. ADCOX • 61 
MR. fAEDRICK EARL ADKINS • 75 
"RS. FREDRICK EARL AOKINS - 75 
(MAURE~N HLACKAURN) 
MR. JAMES ROHE~T ADKINS· 61 
MRS. JAM~S ~OBERT ADKINS • 60 
(WANDA fAYE Af.RRY) 
MR. OE~ALD WAYNE AILES· 68 
~RS. DERALD WAYNE AILES - b9 
(PAME~A JOAN HEDENKOP) 
MR. RnRSY 0011.£ A~ERS - bl 
"R. JIM FLUYD AKINS· 71 
MRS. JIM FLOYD AKINS - 74 
(JANET LFE ROBINSON) 
"'ISS MAIIPEEN ALHAIIGII - 71 
MRS. GEORG£ ~D~ARD ALCOTT - 41 
(BILLY JUNE FO~~ES) 
M~S. ROLAND _ALTER ALDRICH· 67 
(Kf.NNA JEAN RAINES) 
"R. RILL ALEXANDF.R • 42 
MR. CECIL B. ALEXANDER • ~8 
M~S. CECIL A. ALEXANDER • 54 
(SHIRLf.Y ANNE BIRDSALL) 
MRS. FRED J AL~XANDER • 51 
(CLAUDETTE HARR IS) ~ 
M~. HA~OLD DALE ALEXANDER - 69 
HRS. HA~OLD DALE ALEXANDER • 69 
(5. JENEN~ HA~T) 
MR. SAMMY HARRY ALEXANDE~ • 66 
"~. VERNON OAKLEY ALEXANDE~ • 49 
MR. WALLACE EDWIN ALEXANDER • 57 
M~S. WALLACE EDWIN ALEXANDE~ • 57 
(DoLO~ES WU HICKENROTTOM) 
D~. WYATT ~OBE~T ALGEE • 66 
M~S. DONALD E ALLEE • 65 
(LINDA CA~OL MURPHY) 
MA. DOUGLAS L ALLEE· 13 
M~. ARGYLL COVEY ALLEN· 39 
"AS. AAGYLL COYEY ALLEN· 4\ 
(MARIAN TDELLA GRAHAM) 
HR. CHARLES LEO~ARD ALLEN· 47 
MRS. CHR1S MELVIN ALLEN • 70 
(SUSAN G~ACE MCAFEf.) 
MR. C~AWFORD LEONARD ALLEN· 73 
HRS. C~AwrORD LEONA~D ALLEN· 71 
(HOLLY JEANEAN CATTERTON) 
MP. DENNIS LF.ON ALLEN - 4) 
MRS. EARL AUSTIN ALLEN • 45 
(DELILAH TRANUM) 
M~. JAMES HENTON ALLEN • 57 
DA. JAMES RALPH ALLr.N • 52 
MRS. JAMES RALPH ALLEN • 50 
(MARILYN JEANNf. MCCLUGGAGE) 
MR. WINSTON N. ALLEN - 41 
HRS. JAMES BU~TON ALLINDEA • 74 
(SALLY MARLOWE MCGEE) 
M~. GF.O~GE WILLIAM ALLISON· 51 
M~. HAAVEY DALE ALLISON • 68 
MRS. HARVEY DALE ALLISON • 64 
(REBECCA JANE EUYANKS) 
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MISS ANNIE MAY ALSTON· 39 
MR. RONALD WAYNE ALTMAN· I 
MRS. AONALD WAYNE ALT.MAN • 62 
(I~MA DEE HANEY) 
DR. TED M. ALTMAN • I 
MRS. MA~VIN ALY • 53 
(IRIS JEAN AUGERS) 
MR. GRAHAM WILLIAM AMY • 69 
MRS. GRAHAM WILLIAH AMY .• 68 
(fANNIE SUE TIMME~MAN) 
M~S. TOMMY JOE ANCEL· 66 
(MARY HELTON) 
MRS. A.A. ANDERSON • 72 
(ELEANOR MARIE HASSEY) 
MR. HOMER LEE ANDERSON • 61 
MRS. HnMER LEE ANDE~SON • 61 
(MY~A SUE DASHER) 
M~. JAMES WILBU~ ANDERSON • 49 
DR, JOEL E. ANDERSON - 64 
M~S. JOEL E. ANDE~SON • 67 
(ANN GASKILL) 
DA. ~ICHARD WAYNE ANDE~SON • 61 
MRS. RICHA~D'WAYNE ANDERSON· 62 
(DO~OTHY CLAAINE GARRETT) 
MR. ROBERT HOWA~D ANDERSON • 53 
MRS. ROBERT HOWARD ANDERSON - 51 
(CORA MAE PAYNE) 
M~S. RO~ L. ~NDERSON .. 60 
(CHARLUTTF. RUTH ~ING) 
MR. VI~GIL PAUL ANDE~SoN • 69 
MRS. VIRGIL PAUL ANDERSON· 69 
(RHYDONIA ~UTH HOLT) 
H~. CA~THEL MAC ANGEL • 57 
M~S. CARTHEL MAC ANGEL· 56 
(VERA JOY BELL) 
MR. ISAIAH HURGESS ANTHONY • ~I 
HlRS. ISAIAH RlI~GESS ANTHONY" 44 
(ESTELLE WF.RR) 
"'P, LINOEL OAI.E ANTHONY" &1 
M~S. LINDEL DALE ANTHONY • 64 
(STELLA JEAN BIRDWELl') 
MR. ~ORE~T wEST ANTHONY· 42 
MISS PEARL A~DREY • 30 
MRS. CA~LTON AAGO • 43 
(ELIZA~ETH HA~DWICK) 
MISS G~ACE ARIMURA - 50 
M~. PAUL I.EON ARNELL· 76 
MRS. PAUL L~ON ARNELL .. 11 
(KA~EN MA~IE VINTON) 
MR. ROYCE HENRY ARNETT" 66 
HRS. BOYCE H~NRY A~NETT • 67 
(MAAY ANN HOLDER) 
MR. HARVEY MCRAE A~NOI.D • 52 
"ISS LINDA GAIL A~NnLD - 76 
MR. GEAVIS JACKSON A~RINGTON • 51 
MR. HOBART EDWIN ASHBY • 1~ 
~R. TIMOTHY DALE ASHLEY· 76 
MISS MA~Y MA~GARET ASHTON· 67 
.~. B~UCE EUGENE AUGSBURGER • 75 
"~S. BRUCE ~:UGEN~: AUGSBlI~GER • 77 
(JAN MAR1E WILLIAMS) 
~~. BILLY MURAL AVE~ - 50 
MRS. BILLY KURAL AVEN • 5( 
(JODEEN BERGERON) . 
M~. LARRY JOE AVERETT - 61 
MR. C~ARLES FDWARD RARH - b1 
MR. STEPHEN ASA ~ABFR • 74 
MRS. STEPHEN ASA RARER - 77 
(~AYE LYNN B~AUER) 
M~. EDWIN OTIS RACK· 72 
MRS. EDWIN nTIS RACK - 73 
(DIANN PARKER) 
DR. G~OAGf. EOWA~D RAGGETT • ~o 
M~S. GEORGF. EDWAAD ~AGr.ETT • 50 
(KATI~ JEANNr.TT~ NO~RIS) 
M~. ~lrHARU f~EDERICK BAGGETT • 19 
M~S. ~ICHARD F~EDERICK HAGGETT· 50 
("A~Y YENITA SMITH) 
HR. LUCIEN BAGNETTa • 46 
MRS. LUCIEN RAGNETTO • 48 
(MARY JO O'NEAL) 
MR, FRED ARTHUR BAILEY - 70 
MRS. F~ED ARTHUR RA I LEY • 70 
(BONNIE MIGNON PITT) 
D~. KA~YL VAUGHAN BAILEY· 62 
MISS NANCY LOUISE RAILF.Y • 74 
M~. RAYMOND HENLEY BAILEY· 51 
MR. THE~OLD EUGENE BAILEY· 57 
M~S. WILMA BAILEY • 76 
(WILMA ALLEN) 
M~S; SIDNEY BAIN • 36 
(~OMA MATTHEWS) 
M~. JOHNNY W~IGHT BA I NES • 7~ 
MAS. JOHNNY W~IGHT BAINES· '74 
(DONNA LOU W~IGHT) 
D~. KENNF.TH BAINES· 51 
MRS. J. T. BAIRD· 15 
(HELEN MATHIS) 
MRS. JAMES O. BAIRD • 39 
(AVANELLE ELLIOTT) 
D~. CARL EARL BAKE~ • 72 
M~. DANNY JOE BAKER • 72 
MRS. DAN NY JOE BAI\'£ R . • 14 
(GLENDA JOYCE POLK) 
DR. DONALD LEE BAKE~ • 70 
MRS. DONALD LEE RAKER • 70 
(MAAY LORIE WADE) 
MR. GEO~GE fARRAR BAKER· 42 
M~. MA~ ION HOWARD BAKER • 55 
~ISS PEGGIE LOUISE BAKE~ • 64 
MISS PEGGY SUE HAKER • 77 
MA. WILLIAM DAVID BAKER· 69 
MRS. WILLIAM DAVID BAKER· 69 
(JUDY GAY JOHNSON) 
M~. WILLIAM ORVILLE BAKER· 46 
MR. JAMES WARREN HALCOM • 65 
MR; L~STE~ MEALE BALCOM· 52 
MRS. LESTE~ MERLE BAI.COM • 55 
(LAURA JEAN PERRIN) 
MR. CA~ROL WAYNE BALDING • 69 
MR. DAVID LAWRENCE BALD~IDGE • 7\ 
MRS. DAVID LAWRENCE BALDRIDGE· 7\ 
(AMY RUT.H- ANDEASON) 
M~S. AUDEA' LOLA HALDWIN • 58 
(AUDEAN LOLA STAFFO~D) 
D~. JACK PAYTE BALOWIN • 60 
MRS •. JACK PAYTE AALDWIN • 58 
(ANNETT~ HEND~IX) . 
DA. JAM~S DAVID BALES· 37 
MRS. JAf4ES DAVID ~ALES- - i 
(HAAY SMA~T) 
D~ •. JAMES DAVID 8ALF.S • f>7 
MRS, WAY~~ A. BALL· 41 
(DORIS POGUE) 
MR. MAX RAY RALI.A~D • 56 
MR. ~OYCE ELDON RANK HEAD • 6\ 
M 155 R~B~CC A SUSAN ~ANKS • 7J 
MRS. ALLEN HANTA • 65 
(NANCY DIANE OSBU~N) 
MISS JANET ~AY BANfA • 74 
MR. HA~OI,D A BA~BE~ • II 
M~S. LA WANN~ GWYN BARD[N • 61 
(LAWANNA GWYN SELLS) 
MRS. NO~MAN BARKf:~ • 45 
(BETH NOSSAMAN) 
MR. OTIS 0 8AR~ER • 72 
M~S. nTIS 0 BARKF.R • 71 
(LONEZ HA~~IS) 
D~. PAT~ICK N BARKgR • 67 
MRS. PAT~ICK N BARKE~ • 68 
(ANN CHA~LINE CLARK) 
.~S. HILLy HARNES • 52 
(EDITH MAE ~F.AYES) 
DR •. JERnME MEDWlrK BARNES· 56 
MRS •. Jr."OME MEDWICK BARNES· &4 
(BA~BARA YVONNE G~EENE) 
MRS, OUNALO C eARNF:TT .. &1 
(CANOI.VN SUE SWEf.Tl 
MR. "ARCUS RAILEY BARNETT· 56 
MRS. JAMES HAR~ • 70 
(MARILYN KAY 8U~TON) 
M~. LAWRENCE ALVIN BARR· 69 
MRS. LAWRENCE ALVIN RA~R • 68 
(JESSIE FHE DRIVER) 
MR. M1CHAf.L EIIG~NE RARAINGTON • 71 
HR. RIl.LY WOODFORD BAR~ON • 48 
MRS. BILLY WOODFORD HA~RON • 48 
(WNA MARIAN WATERS) 
MR. JOHN DAVID BA~RON • 69 
MRS, JnHN DAVJD HARRON - 69 
(SANDRA HETH GRE~N) 
MR. R~UCE A BARTnN • 36 
MRS. BRIICE A RA~TaN • 31 
(NANCY GILL) 
MISS HA~ION ELIZABETH HA~TON • 73 
D~. RUf'US BIGGS RARTON • 60 
MAS. RUFIIS BIGGS BARTnN • 57 
(RETTY JANE LENTZ) 
MR. VE~EAL ALTEN RA~TON • 72 
MR. DOUGI,AS GRANT RASHAW - 70 
M~S. DOUGLAS GRANT BASHAW· 71 
(JENNIfER LEWERS) 
MR. ALVA r BASKIN· II 
MRS. ALVA C BASKIN • 35 
(ELSIE RUTH TAYLOR) 
M~. DANIEL STEPHEN RATEMAN • 73 
MRS. CLAUDE A BATES • 48 
(BETTY LOU SPRUELL) 
MISS MARGAAET J BATEY • )7 
MR. RORERT LEE BATSON • 49 
MRS. AOBERT LEE BATSON • 49 
(GWENDOLYN DAVIS) 
MR. CHARLES LAW~ENCE BAUGH· 77 
M~S. CHA~LES I,AW~ENCE RAUGH • 74 
(SAND~A KAY HEGLUND) 
MISS JANICE SUE BAUR • 75 
M~. TIMOiHY KEVIN B~uA • 77 
MRS. TTMOTHY KEVIN BAU~ • 77 
(ANN KAREN TABOR) 
M~. DWTGHT MCNEIL BAWCOM • 65 
M~S. DWIGHT MCNEIL BAWCOM • 66 
(ELIZ~BETH CLAIR ELY) 
MRS. MARY OPAL BAXTER • 32 
(MARY OPAL BEAN) 
M~. GEORGE BEANAAD BAYLISS • 64 
MAS. ALTON T. BEA~D • 35 
(DOROTHY BLANKENSHIP) 
MISS LONA BEA~DAIN • 44 
M~S. VICTO~ R BEARDEN • 11 
(KATHLEEN MA~IE LEWIS) 
MR. HOYT TER~ELL BEASLEY· 69 
M~. JAMES THOMAS BEASLEY • 72 
MRS. JAMES THOMAS BEASLEY • 75 
(MARTHA SUS~N CLARK) 
MRS. RONALD ~EX BEASLEY· 49 
(JANE SANFO~D) 
M~S. CARL OF-AN REAVE~S • 69 
(JOHNNIE HUIE) 
MR. CECIL M. BECK • 50 
M~S. CECIL M. BECK· 52 
(DOROTHY ELIZABETH TULLOSS) 
MRS. GENE BECK· 75 
(JEAN LOU ISE ROWN) 
MR. KEN ALLEN BECK • 74 
M~S. KEN ALLEN BECK • 74 
(WENDY LEf. BADDELEY) 
MISS SHERRY LUUISE BECK • 77 
M~. HA~OLD GEORGE BECKER· 63 
M~.' VIRGIL M BECKETT· 58 
.~S. VI~GIL M BECKETT • I 
(N. WANICE GAPNE~) 
M~. LAR~Y L BECKHAM· 71 
MRS. LAR~Y L ~ECKHAM • 10 
(DEBOAAH T. PIERCE) 
M~S. JAMES r BECKI.OFF • 5\ 
.(DOROTHY ILETA BUCHANAN) 
DR. HO~ACE WADF. BEDWELL· 59 
M~S. HORACE WADE HEDWELL • \ 
(EMMA rAYE JAMRP.I.I.) 
MRS. GUY M BEEMAN • 76 
(ANITA KAY SMITH) 
MR. RILL H BEESON • 59 
MR. JAMES DAVID BEHEL • 72 
M~S. JAMES DAVID BEHEL • 70 
(SALLY ANNE ALLISON) 
M~. DONALD EDWARD BELCHE~ • 74 
M~. ~08E~T LEW IS BELDEN • 69 
M~. JOSEPH RANDOLPH BELEW • 66 
M~S. J(1SEPH ~ANOOLPH BELEW· 68 
(SHA~RON !.nUISE BA~NES) 
M~. MICHAEL ~AY HELISLE • 74 
MRS. J. OAROL BELL - S5 
(ALICE RUTH FLYNN) 
H~. JAMES LEWIS BELL· 68 
MRS. JAMES LEWIS BELL • 67 
i~ETA J"ANNE LLOYD) 
MISS MA~GARET ANNE BELL· 77 
D~. HILDRED LECY BELL· 49 
MR. PAT J. BELL - 58 
MRS. PAT J. BELL· 59 
(MARY ELIZABETH HAMLETT) 
MR. SAMUEL ALBERT BELL· 31 
MISS WINNIE ELIZABETH BELL· 49 
MRS. NEWTON ~ BELTnN • 50 
(JANICE RISINGER) 
MR. MICHAEL LYNN BENCH· 71 
M~S. MICHAEL LYNN BENCH • 70 
(SHEILA DAY fREEZE) 
MRS. ~OBERT LEE BF.NJAMIN • 58 
("AAlI.YN ELSIE SNYDER) 
MR. CA~~OLL PUAS BENNETT· 57 
M~. DAVID BRUCE BENNETT· 70 
M~S. DAVID BRUCE BENNETT • 70 
(TERESA LAYNE REID) 
H~. PAUL NO~MAN BENNETT· 71 
MRS. PAUL NORMAN BENNETT· 73 
(HA~~A LYNN C~OSS) 
D~. GEO~GE S BENSON· 25 
MRS. GEORGE 5 BEN SUN • 25 
(SALLIE ELLIS HOCKADAY) 
M~. JAMES MERVIN BENSON· 18 
MRS. WELDON W BENTHALL· 66 
(LINDA SUE STUDEBAKER) 
MR. DON CAALOS BENTLEY • 4\ 
MR. VI~GIL TEMPLE HENTLEY • 43 
M~S. VIRGIL TEMPLE BENTLEY • 42 
(ANN RUTH r~ENCH) 
M~S. ROBERT L. BEOUGHE~ • 6\ 
(LAVERNE THACKER) 
MRS. CHARLES M. BERGER • 64 
(PEGGY PAULETTE JOSLIN) 
MRS. BILLY L. BERNA • 56 
(PATSY ANN P~EVETT) 
HRS. GEORGE E. BERNARD • 39 
(GEORGIA LOU STARKS) 
MRS. DON WAYNE BERRY· 69 
(PATSY LYNN COLUMBUS) 
M~. HASON OTIS BERRYHILL • 72 
M~S. MASON OTIS BERRYHILL· 71 
(JULIA CARISSE MICKEY) 
MRS. MURIL ERVIN BERRYHILL • 14 
(RHEBA L STOUT) 
DR. RICHARD E~VIN BERRYHILL • 70 
M~S. RICHARD ERVIN BERRYHILL • 69 
(JANA LEE HANK I NS) 
M~. GEORGE LAMAR BESSENT • 62 
MRS. GEn~GE LAMAR BESSENT • 64 
(BETTY DELORES fOX) 
MA. JOHN fREDERICK BESSIRE • 58 
MR. JOE DELTON BETTS • 52 
MRS. JOE DELTON BETTS • 52 
(~UTH MAJORS) 
MISS LUCILLE BIGGE~STAFF • 15 
MRS. LEE A BIGGS· I 
(FLORENCE SNOW) 
MR. ELDON GENE BILLINGSLEY· 52 
MR. MAX CURTIS HINGMAN • 70 
M~S. MAX CU~TIS BINGMAN • 72 
(JOY LYNN TURNE~) 
MRS. II. L. BITTLE· 77 
('DEB~A GAY SOR~ELLS) 
M~. MARK LYNN BIXLE~ • 77 
M~S. MA~K LYNN BIXLE~ • 75 
(BHENDA LF-E OIMITT) 
MR. OMAR L BIXLE~ • 74 
MRS. OMAR L BIXLER • \ 
(MILDRED E HARP) 
M~S. BOBHY BLACK • 69 
(LAURAN JUANELLE WHATLEY) 
M~. BRYANT RUSSELL BLACK • 5\ 
M~S. fREDERICK BLAC~ • 7\ 
(BETTY SUE MURRY) 
M~. HOLLIS MANSFIf.LD BLACK • 65 
_MISS STAR RALEN BLAC~ • 7~ 
MRS. CHARLES E BLAC~BURN • 64 
(LAUREL JANE HElD) 
MR. ROYCE ALONZO BLACKBU~N - 44 
M~. JOHNNY WILSUN BLACKWELDE~ • 61 
MRS. JOMNNY wiLSON RLACKWELDF.R - b2 
(MARIAN LEIGH MnO~E) 
MISS VICKI ANN BLACKWOOD - 73 
MR. JEFfREY DONALD BLAKE· 75 
MRS. JEFFREY DONALD BLAKE· 74 
(MA~Y SIIE JOHNSON) 
H~. TOM 0 BI.AKE • 63 
"~. CARL LEE BLANCHARD - 57 
MRS. CI.A~ENCE R~UCf BLAN~P.NSHIP • 12 
(PAULA TIILIN PADEN) 
MISS LINDA ELAINE HLANKENSHIP • 71 
MRS. WILLIAM ELBE~T BLANSETT • 5\ 
(NAOMI MAY HDWA~D) 
M~. MICHAEL MAXWELL ALANTON • 67 
MAS. MICHAEL MAXWELL BLANTON • 69 
(ANITA LOUISE TU~~ENTINE) 
MRS. ROBE~T E BLATTNE~ • 7\ 
(MARY LUCILE AUSTIN) 
MR. CHARLES RICHAAD BLOOMBERG· 7\ 
MR. ROGER POWELL BLUE • 69 
MRS. ROGE~ POWELL HLUE • 69 
(JUDITH DIANNE CRUM) 
HR. TRAVIS POWELL RLUE • 4\ 
MRS. TRAVIS POWELL BLUE· 4\ 
(HAZEL HULETT) 
MR. TROY J BLUE • 42 
~RS. TRO~ J 6LUF. • 42 
(CORA KEAA) 
M~. CHARLIE LYNN BOAZ • 'I 
HR. NED THOMAS BOAZ • 66 
M~S. NED THOMAS BOAZ • 69 
(SAND~A LYNN HARRIS) 
M~. JAMES ARTHUR BOBBITT· 49 
MRS. JAMES A~THUR BOBBITT • 50 
(GLADYS BLEVINS) 
M~S. GERALD W~YNE BOBO • 66 
(SUSAN OLIVIA KEATHLEY) 
MRS. LOUIS BOCCIO· 64 
(RAYMA JEAN BAILEY) 
MR. HARRY A BOGGS • 56 
MR. DAVTD ALAN BOIVIE • 77 
MRS. DAVID ALAN BOIVIE • 17 
(PAMELA RENEE HINMAN) 
M~S. BUDDY BOLIN· 61 
(SARAH EVELYN BALDWIN) 
MR. JE~RY LEE BOLLS • 66 
MRS. JE~~Y LEE BOLLS • 65 
(BEVERLY KAREN SHITH) 
MR. C WILFO~D BONNEI.L • 63 
M~S. C WILrORD BONNELL • 62 
(MARGARET ANN ROCERS) 
MR. WILLIAM ROBEAT BONNER • 75 
M~S. WILLIAM ROBE~T BONNER· 75 
(LESLIE CATHERINE ALLEN) 
DR. VIRGINIA LEE BO~DEN • 62 
MR. GUNTE~ p. BORROSCH - 1 
MISS VERNA DEE 80ST • n 
MR. MALCOLM BOWEN • 31 
M~S. MALCOLM BOWEN· 38 
(SYLVIA BROWN) 
MR. CLYDE ALLEN BOwERS· 60 
MR. STEPHEN WAYNE BOWIE· 71 
~RS. STEPHEN WAYNE BOWIE • 73 
(LETINA ELLEN UNDE~WOOn) 
MR. DONALD L. BOWMAN - 64 
MRS. DONALD L. BOWMAN • &4 
(PATRICIA BARNES) 
MRS. EDWARD SHAEFFER BOWMAN • 53 
(RIITH IAMAJEAN BLANSETT) 
MR. F:UC;ENE BOYCE - 36 
MMS. JAMES F. BOYCE - 72 
(LEOLA DIANE IMHorFI 
MRS. G~EGORY BOYII • 70 
(LINDA SUE HARGETT) 
M~. HOWARD GLENN BOYD • 52 
MRS. HOWA~D GI,~:NN BnYD • 52 
(~HI~LEY KATH~RINE PEGAN) 
MR. "OGE~ EUG,:NE BOYD· 66 
M"S. ROGE~ EUGENE 80YD • 67 
(C_'OL pnllAH) 
MR. YERNON L. ROYD • 4\ 
MRS. VERNON L. BOYD - 42 
(KATHLEEN JOHNSTON) 
MRS. STEPHEN A BOYLE • &7 
(MARIL~N LEE B~If.DE) 
MISS ETHEL OZEL"A HRABRZSON • 10 
MR. MICHAEL LEE A~ADBU~N • 72 
"~S. MICHAEL LEE RRADBIIRN • 72 
(LYNnA SUE CLAAR) 
MRS. 0 EVERETT B~ADFORD • 40 
(GUYN lTH GOODEN) 
DR. C I. BRADl,EY • 40 
MRS. DAVID RAYMOND BRAO(IEY - 29 
(SARAH IRENE NATION) 
MRS. WAR~EN G BRAnLEY - 47 
(Rf.RA EA~L~ MCCASLIN) 
MR. DOYL,: WELDUN B~ADSHER - 64 
~HS. DOYLE WELDON RRADSHER - 64 
(LnIJISE LORRAINE TUCKEP) 
M~. ANTHONY HAR~ELL BpADY - 69 
MRS. ANTHnNY HA~~EI.L H~AUY • 71 
(PAULA SUE E~WIN) 
M~S. HILDA BRADP • 47 
(HILDA ANTHONY) 
._RS. fAYr. BRAGG· 38 
(fAYE SEETON) 
MR. KENT ROY RRAND • 69 
~RS. KF.NT POV BRAND - 70 
(REBECCA JOYO: SMELSE~) 
MR. RnNALD CRAIG 8REDLnW • 64 
MR. ROBE~T LEE B~EEDEN • 67 
MRS. ROBERT LEE B~EEDEN • 67 
(BOBRIE SUE BRAC~Yl 
MISS NANCY MARIE B"EEDLOVF. • 73 
MR. GAAY LEROY R~EWE~ • 77 
M~. GA~Y VOSS BREWER· 71 
MRS. GA~Y VOSS 8REWER • 77 
(PHYLLIS JEAN B~YANT) 
M~. RANDAL rO~D B~EWER • 71 
MRS. ~ANDAL FORD B~EWER • 7\ 
(CA~nL JAN LECKLITER) 
DR. ROBERT SIDNEY BAEWE~ • 64 
MRS. ROBE~T SIDNEY BREWE~ • 64 
(LINDA ANNE LEE) 
MR. RODGE~ LEE B~EWE~ • 70 
MRS. RODGER LEE RREWER • 71 
(MARY G~ACE ST~OUP) 
MR. WILLIAM GENE BREWE~ • 75 
M~. THOMAS DAVID BRISTE~ • 61 
MRS. THOMAS DAVID 8RISTE~ • 62 
(~EBA JUANEZ SMITH) 
MA. VICTOA N. BAOADDUS • 50 
M~S. VICTO~ N. B~OADDIIS - 49 
(HESS I E MAE WEBB) 
M~S. O.J. B~DADWATER - 46 
(VT~GINIA GAHNE~) 
MR. DEL MASON B~DCK - 64 
MRS. DEL MASON BROCK - 64 
(SHEILA ANNE MITCHELL) 
MR. GARY LYNN BROCK - 65 
MRS. JAMES ~OBERT BRODNA~ - 61 
(IRMA JOSEPHINE HOLT) 
MR. EARL RUSSELL BROOKS - 66 
MRS. EA~L RUSSELL BROOKS - 65 
(CYNTHIA ANN MARTIN) 
MR. G CLEVg BROOKS - 64 
MRS. G CLEVE BROOKS - 66 
(DEANNA BETH MILLS) 
MRS. HARRY L BROOKS - 60 
(MILDRED FAYE DAVIS) 
MRS. OLIN DWIGHT BROOKS - 41 
(EVELYN ELIZABETH CHESSHIR) 
MR. REECE M BROOKS - 49 
M~. SAMU~L REEC~ BROOKS - 61 
MR. WENDELL WRIGHT 8ROOM - 71 
MRS. WENDELL WRIGHT BROOM - 71 
(LINDA J COTHAM) 
MR. ARCHIE ELDON BROWN - 69 
KRS. ARCHIE ELOON SPOWN .. 6q 
(ESTHER ANN SHADDI~) 
OR. ARNOLD ROBERT RRDWN - 41 
MRS. ARNOLD ROBERT BROWN - 79 
(ANNA LEE RAULSTON) 
MR. BERNARD BRrlWN - 6& 
MRS. CARL H B~OWN - 49 
(PATRICIA VERNE BENSON) 
MISS C'AROLrN JANESE RPOWN - 77 
M~. CHA~LES CI.EBIIRN 8ROWN • 49 
MRS. CHARLES CLEijURN BROWN • 49 
(ANNE MCLEOD) 
H~. CHESTER ALVIS ARnWN - 42 
MP. ~l,DON BUPTON ~ROWN .. 16 
MR. GILES LOREN AROWN - 74 
MRS. GILES LOREN ARDWN - 74 
(CAROl. ANN MOBLEY) 
OP. WAPMn~ CARlL ~RO ~N - 61 
MRS. HARMON CA~IL HROwN - 6~ 
( S ARAH ELLEN COLV IN) 
HR. JAMf.S CLERU BA!)WN .. 65 
O~. Ja.MES OONALD BROWN .. SS 
MPS •• IAMES DONALD F\POWN .. Sb 
(SARA Jr) ANN~ KING) 
M~. JA~r.S RAY ~RnwN ... 61 
MRS. JA~E5 RAY ~ROWN .. 6& 
(~ARY ANN [OUV l 
MRS. JERRY D ~~rlwN .. 64 
(JUAN DIANf. MEERS) 
"R. JESSE CLIFFORD RROWN - 72 
MRS. JESSE CLIFFORD 8RnWN - 71 
(JEANNE ANN I.ECKl.ITf.R) 
MR. LARRY ALAN HPOwN .. 65 
~~. ',ARPY DEL(IN SHOWN .. 69 
MR. LARRY MAX HROWN ... b5 
MR. LAR~Y STEV[N RRnWN .. 13 
~RS. ~ARRY STEVEN RROWN - 71 
("ONITA E(,AINE MC rAEAOY) 
MR. nAVIt,I,L EMMl'rT SFiOWN .. 63 
MFiS. nRvILt,t EMMITT RRnWN .. ~2 
(LYOJA r;otNS) 
~RS. PERCY NnEL B~OWN • 44 
IMAUD lt Hij L£T-TJ 
MR. RnR~PT ~O~GAN HROWN .. ~S 
MRS. ROef.PT MURGAN RROWN .. 51 
(BETTY SUE nK I NS) 
/14Ft. RrmNEY WAYN~: BRrtwN .. 1 J 
MR. DE-:I,MAR F'RA~'K HROWfrIIIN G .. h4 
"'AS. DlLMA~ fRANK RRUWNING .. ~4 
( COVEY) 
MISS PIITH ELI,F.N RRI)WNING .. 58 
lotH. Hr.PMAN MARCUS E'FlIJC~: ... 51 
MR. TTMnTHy Lt:f, RR"NE~ - 1 J 
MRS. TlM~THY LEE BRUNER - 71 
(KATHERINF. SMAPPLEY) 
MR. DARR~l,L WAYNE RRIINING .. 7~ 
MAS. DARR~LL WAYNF.: RRIINING - 14 
(DEBnRAH KAYE JENKINS) 
MR. JAMES RONALD 8RUSTEH - 63 
MRS. JUES RONaLD BR\ISTER - I 
(JOA" MONTEEN HAI.L) 
NH. ALAN A~ANT ftPYAN - 71 
MPS. ALAN BMANT ~RYAN - 79 
(MELITA ANNE DUPPS) 
MRS. DON C HRYAN • 65 
(HELEN LOUISE HOWELL) 
MR. ANTHONY LEE BRYANT - 66 
MRS. ANTHONY LFE BRYANT - 67 
(EDITH B KISER) 
MR. CHARLES THnMAS BRYANT - 59 
MR. JOSEPH HILL BRYANT· 50 
MR. ORIS SIM RRYANT .. 57 
MRS. ORIS SIM BRYANT • 61 
(TOMIE NORMAN) 
MR. REES OO~IL KRYANT • 52 
MRS. ~EES ODElL BRYANT - 52 
(PATTl NELL MATTOX) 
MR. WILLIAM MORRIS BRYANT· 17 
MR. WALTER A BUCHANAN - 51 
MRS. wUTER A BIICHANAN • 55 
(8ILLIE LOOISE DIXON) 
MR. aRADLEY A BUCHMAN. 73 
MR. JOHN EDWIN BUCK - 70 
MRS. JOHN EDWIN BUCK. 70 
(DnNNA SUE DEASON) 
MRS. LARRY ~ BUCK • 71 
(SOSAN wINfRED FARLEY) 
~ISS BEVERLY ANN BUCY • 77 
MR. WILLIAM LARRY BUFFALOE • 42 
MRS. WILLIAH LARRY BUfFALOE - 44 
(WANDA LEE TRAWICK) 
MR. BOBBY GERALD BULLARD ~ 62 
MRS. BOBBY GERALD BULLARD • 62 
(TREVA LOU DA VEE) 
MR. CHRIS RAYMOND BULLARD - 10 
MRS. CHRIS RAYMOND BULLARO • 70 
(MAXINE ELIZABETH MACKAY) 
MR. PETER "AYNE 8UMPASS - 65 
MRS. PETEP ~AYNE BU~PASS - 66 
(BONITA SUE CANTRELL) 
OR. JAMES RUSSELL BURCHAM - 71 
"RS. JAMES RUSSELL 8URCHAM • 71 
(VICKI DOWNING) 
DR. ,JAMES RUSSELL RURCHAM - 47 
MR. LEE HOUSE BURFORD • 48 
MR. LESLIE CARLTON 8U~KE • 64 
MRS. LESLIE CARLTON BURKE • 63 
(DEE VUNNE CLARK) 
MRS. R K ~UR~E - 4J 
(BONNIE BETH RYI.F.R) 
MR. WILLI AM LESLIE ~URKf. • l7 
MRS. WTLLJA~ L~SLIE BIIPKE ... 1 
(CORINNE WHITTEN) 
M~S. JQHN BURKETT • 56 
(LA VERA J"~f. HANES) 
MRS. THQMAS BURKETT· 46 
(ENGEL LEE AWTREY) 
OR. DAVID BASIL BURKS· 65 
MOS. DAVID RASIL BURKS· 65 
(LEAH A GENTRY) 
MR. JOE WAYNE RURKS • 54 
MR. nnNaLO BRUCE BURNETT - 51 
MR. wAYNE DOUGLASS RURRESS • 71 
MRS. WAYNE DOUGI.ASS 'BURRESS • 72 
(KARL SUE KELLY) 
MR. GERALD RICHARD BURROW· 72 
HRS. GERALD RICHARD 8"RROW - H 
(CAROL LYNN TURNER) 
DR. RICMARD EARL BURT - 56 
MR. JEFFRF.Y JESSE BURTON - 16 
~RS. JEFFREY JESSE BURTnN - 77 
(PAMELA ANN WILKES) 
"R. ERNEST LLOYD BUSH - 57 
MRS. F:RNEsT (lLOYD eUSH - 53 
(MARTHA BELL WOODY) 
""I SS Io1 AIHON rR ANCES RIISH .. 132 
MRS . CUE HUTL[R - 17 
( LOIS E P Pf: ~ LY ) 
MRS. Hr.NRt C. aUT~f.R - 66 
( ~AREN ~A Y KELTnN) 
MR. LOUIS 'P[O ~UTTEPfl~LD - 69 
!otRS. LOIIlS F'RF:O HIITTERFU: LO - hS 
(SA~ny KAY SwANN) 
MR. pn~A',D PAUL SIJTTF.RfIELD .. bt 
"'RS. RONALD PAUL (UlTTERrl£LD - I'd 
(EDNA P';ARL nORRT 5) 
MISS PEGGlo ANN BYRAM • 70 
MR. FINIS JAY CALDWE~L - 57 
MRS. FINIS JAY CALDWELL - 59 
(MARILYN HEALl 
MRS. RODGER A~LEN CALLA~AN - 67 
(DORIS ANN MORRIS) 
MRS. ROBERT J. CALLENS - 59 
(MARY EI.LEN rLETCHEP) 
MR. ~.B. CAMP ... 51 
MR. COLIS FOY CAMPRELL • 47 
MRS. COLIS FaY CAMPHELL -
(DOLORES RARKF.R 1 
MR. JACK E CAMPHELL • 60 
HRS. JACK E CAMP8ELL • 59 
(KATHLEEN PAYNE) 
MR. LEO HRANT CAMPBELL - 49 
MRS. LEO SHANT CAMPBELL • 49 
(GWENDOLYN FUTRELL) 
MISS LOIS EDNA CAMPBELL· 44 
MISS MONA REI.LE CUPBELL • 44 
MR. JOHN HARROLD CANNON· 46 
MRS. JOHN HARROLD CANNON • 46 
(CHRISTINE EDWARDS) 
~RS. TROY CANNON • 49 
(PATSY RUTH BURCH) 
MR. WILLIAM DAVID CANNON· 16 
MRS. WILLIAM DAVID CANNON - 15 
(SHERRlE JEANNE NOYES) 
MR. PAUL ELVERETT CANTRELL· 51 
MRS. PAUL ELVERETT CANTRELL • 56 
(~TLDRED L. LITLE) 
MISS TANYA LYNNAL caNTRELL· 14 
MRS. TOMMY CANTWELL. 69 
(BRENDA UY NEEDHAM I 
MR. RICHaRD C CARBAUGH· 76 
MR. JOSEPH JAMES caRDOT - 16 
MRS. JOSEPH JANES CARDOT • 16 
(VICKlE RAE HILL) 
MISS KATHY SUE CAREY • 17 
NRS. MELVIN R CARLOCK • 55 
IHaRY HILDA COLEHAN) 
DR. ~TAME5 WILLI.-M ClRR - 70 
MISS PEGGY SUE CARROLL • 72 
OR. DAVID GERALD CARRUTH· 69 
MRS. OAVlD GERALD CARRUTH - 68 
(LEONa CAROL BINKLEY) 
HR. GARY E. CARSON • 63 
MR. CHARLES DOANE CARTER • 66 
MRS. CHARLES DOANE CARTER· 68 
(KAREN JEAN MCCORMlCK) 
MRS. EDWARD DONALD CARTER • 55 
(FAYE NORENE LAWERENCE) 
MR. MAX EDWARD CARTER • 66 
MRS. MAX EDWARD CA~TER - 65 
(CHAROLETTE REBA JOHNSON) 
~R. RICHARD C CARTER • 61 
MRS. DARLENE f' CA5EY • 61 
(DARLENE FAYE LOWDER) 
MR. GERALD WAYNE CASEY· 61 
MRS. GERALD WAYNE CASEY • 65 
(BETTYE RITCHIE) 
HR. JOHN WARREN CASEY • 76 
MRS. JOHN WARREN CASEY· 16 
(SUZANNE BURCHAM) 
MISS LINDA CAROL CASH • 7) 
MR. EDDIE RAY CASSETTY • 75 
MISS DEBORAH CLAIRE CATES • 75 
MRS. GEORGE CATES - 14 
(JUDITH KAY HOLLOWAY) 
MRS. AARON CATHEY· II 
(THELMA CANTRELL) 
MISS CAROL CATD - 5. 
MRS. ELIZABETH LUCILE CATTELL - 60 
IELIZARETH LUCILE NORMAN) 
MR. ERMlL EUGENI: CATTERTON - 50 
MAS. ERMAL EUGENE CATTERTON • 50 
IFAYRENE IMBODEN) 
MR. GARY DEWAYNE CAUDLF. - 70 
MISS JOYCE ANN CAUGHRON. 74 
MR. KAY CAVIN • 4H 
MRS. KAY CAVIN - 40 
(EDITH I.ANDISS) 
MISS ELIZA8ETH MARlON CAWOOD· I 
~R. GREGORIO CERMINARA - 7. 
MRS. GRF.GORlO CERMINA~A • 14 
(LINDA DIANE TRONE) 
MR. WALTER M CHADWICK - 23 
MRS. WAI,TER M CHADWICK - 21 
(GARDI A M MH.LER) 
MRS. CLARENCE WILLIS CHA'FIN • 50 
(DENNIS MUAPHEY TUCKER) 
MRS. GOODLOE SUMMERS CHAFFIN· 71 
(NANCY SUE CLARK) 
MR. JACK CHaFFIN· 50 
MRS. JACK CHaFFIN· 48 
(EDTTM KIlHNL) 
MRS. JAMES ANDERSON CHAMBERS· 55 
(ELIZABETH P HERNDON) 
"R. GARY GPAHAM CHAMBLEE • 74 
MRS. G'RY G~AHAM CHAMALEE - 74 
(KAAEN CANETTE SC08EYl 
MISS PATRICIA ANN CHAMRLISS • 67 
MR. LLOYD CONWAY CHAHPION - 73 
MRS. LLOYD CONWAY CHAMPION - 74 
(CYNTH I A LAURf.EN GOODR ICH) 
MRS. ETTA BEL!.E CHANDLER • 10 
MR. RICHARD N CHANDLER - 44 
MRS. P ICHARD N CHANOLER • 4. 
(DOROTHY JANE RAY) 
MR. RANDALL CLINTON CHAPMAN· 69 
MRS. RANDALL CLINTON CHAPMAN - 69 
(JEANNETTE HARlE HElD) 
MRS. PHILIP L CHAVIS· 64 
(SANDRA ELAINE CHILDERS) 
MR. CARL WADE CHEATHAH - 62 
MRS. CARL WADE CHEATHAM - 61 
(JnYCE AUGUSTINE HENDRIX) 
MR. MILLIS W CHEATHAM· 50 
MRS. WlLLIS W CHEATHAM· 52 
(HELEN TESTER) 
MlSS ALTA LUNA CHEEK· 5S 
MISS PAMf.LA ANN CHENEY • 75 
MR. PATRICK ALAN CHERRY • 75 
MRS. PATRIC~ ALaN CHERRY· 15 
(KRISTIN ~AY PAYNE) 
OR. EARL CEPHAS CHE5T~R • 62 
MRS. EARL CEPHAS CHESTER • 63 
(KATHRY ANN BISHOP) 
HR. JAMES A. CHESTER • 65 
MRS. JAMES A. CHESTER· 64 
(JULIA ELLEN WILLIAMS) 
OR. JAMES B. CHILDS • 54 
MRS. KENNETH CHILDS - 49 
(LAVERA M. NOVA~) 
MR. DAVID CHIN· 66 
MR. B08BY GEORGE CHISHOLM • 75 
MRS. BOBBY GEORGE CHISHOLM • 75 
(PlMELA LYNN PARNELL) 
MRS. DORSF.Y CARLYLE CHISM· 62 
(CAROI.YN SUE SAVAGE) 
DR. WILLIAM R CHISM· 72 
MRS. WILLIU R CHISM· 71 
(FRANCES KAY PRAT~R) 
MR. LEONARD DARRELL CHITTY· 69 
MRS. LEONARD DARRELL CHITTY • 69 
(NOU GAYLf. TATE) 
MR. JAMES CARROLL CHRISTlAN • 57 
MRS. ELLA MARIE CHRISTOPHER - I 
DR. JIMMY CHARLES CTTTY - 61 
MRS. JIMMY CHARLES CITTY •• 2 
("ARALYN HAILEY) 
MR. GARVIN WAYN .. CLAIRORNE - 71 
MR. STANI.EY JAMES CLANTnN • 71 
~RS. STANLEY JAM£S CLANTON • 72 
(TAWNYA OEANN TUANE~) 
MRS,' w ~l,Lts CLANTON .. 45 
(EMALf.N[ ALEXANDER) 
MR. CLEMENCf. " CLARK· 64 
"RS. CLF-MoNCE B CI.ARK • 65 
(JUDITH KAYE fRAUEN) 
MR. CLIffORD DAVIS CLARK - 61 
MRS. CLIFfORD nAVIS CLARK· 71 
(LETITIA ARLENE LARKINSI 
MRS. DAVJD M CLARK - 58 
(JOYC! ROSALIND WOODS) 
MR. GERALD WATSON CLAR" - 64 
kA . "OARV C[,AR K - SO 
MR. JOHNNY TEE CLAOK - 49 
MRS. JOHNNY TEE CLARK - 51 
(TOMMIo GLEN ~ILLINC;S) 
M~. JOS~PH E CLARK" 46 
MRS. JnSEPH E CLARK - 46 
(flOROTHY JEAN BROWN) 
MRS. QUENTIN M CLARK· 52 
I ALl Ce STR AUGH N) 
MRS. TRIIMAN C'LAFU(' - 1J8 
(SALLY ANN RO GERS) 
MRS. wiLLIAM F CLARK - ~1 
(NANN I E 5 U£ CRF.WS) 
MR. "tICHA EL F'RANf{ CLARtcSON .. 16 
MPS. MICHA!::I. rlH.NK CLARKSON - 1h 
(LINDA KAY MCKAY) 
MRS, DUlI(';LA~ A CLAUSEN" 16 
(PA"ELA GAY "ILL.IAMS) 
MISS SUZANNE CLAWSON - 67 
MR. D_A I N LEE CLAXTON - 50 
MRS. HAROLD 0 CLAY • 6H 
(.ACHE~ ALMA TAYLQRl 
MR. JESSE E CLAYTON· I 
MR. JOHN WESLEY CLAYTON - 10 
MRS. JOHN WESLEY CLAYTON - 70 
(PATRICIA LEf. SCROGGS) 
""R • . J. RrION~Y COLVIN .. 44 
MPS. J. ROONEY COLVIN - 40 
(SARAH AI. ICE ROYO) 
'IA . C Y C;O M8 /i • 5e 
"'NS. C v CnMRS .. t 
(HilT'" ANN ROWMAN) 
MR. ~ATTHEW W1LLtA~ cnHUTTO .. 1~ 
MPS. ""THII" fUVAPO CONA~D .. 10 
(Pf.GGY ANN A.ADYl 
~R • • JAM[5 HIJ6ERT CONE - 48 
MR, JA~fS THOMAS CUNE .. ~9 
MRS. (lRlL CONE" J9 
MP. ROHrNT prT~R cnNKl,l~ - 10 
MRS. CHARLES LLOYD CONLEY • 64 
(DONNA GAIL SMIP_AN) 
MR. CALVIN EDWARD CONN - 61 
M~S. CALVIN r.DIIIIIARD CONN - 6l 
(JOYCF. F.~ERLYl 
,",PS. "".110 CONNOLLY - 42 
(MAUD E. fORO) 
MR. CHARLES HERMAN COOK • 58 
,",R. JERRY WAYNE COOK .. 12 
~~. THOMAS EARL COOK - 73 
H~S. THOMAS EA~L COOK • 12 
(NANCY LOUISE "C CLIIGGAGE) 
MR. DAVID CHARLf.S COOKE - 76 
MRS. DAVID CHARLES cnOKE • 1~ 
(JANA JUAINE RIX) 
HR. CHARLES EDWARD COOMRS • 69 
_ISS REATRICE JANE CDOP': R - 70 
MR. CHARLES MORRIS COOPER • 70 
MRS. CHARLES MURRIS CnnPER • 6R 
(JUDY LYNN COFFMAN) 
MR. DANIEL LF." COOPER - 71 
MRS. DANIEL LEE COOPER - 71 
(KATHERINE ANN MITCHELL) 
MR. HAAOLD WAYNE COOPER - 59 
MRS. HAROLD WAYNE COOPER - I 
(CLARA MASTING) 
DR. NEIL S. COPE - 14 
t the things '" ° e .... .0'- .,.e,. 
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MPS. L. B. CLAYTON .. 50 
[PEARLE C MAHAN 1 
MH. NATMAN HENRY CLEEK - 15 
.~S. NATHAN HENRY CLrEK • 36 
(MONTEIN MC CLAREN) 
MR. MICHAEL MURRY CLEM • 71 
MRS. ERMAN J eLF.HENT - 68 
(vEVA JUNE ~ARTENEY) 
MRS. WILLIAM CLEMENTS· 59 
(WANDA fAYE ADAIR) 
MR. GARY RAY CLINE· 76 
MR. DAVID NELSON CLINGER - 65 
MR. CHARLES EDWARD CLOER· 66 
OR. CHARLES DOUGLAS CLOUD • 59 
MAS. CHARI.ES DOIIGI.AS CLnUD - 61 
(EDNA M I.AMBERSON) 
MR. HA~LAN HALL COATS· 24 
MRS. ROSERT L CO~8 • 55 
[PATSY AUTH CA~TER) 
MR. EARL WAYNE COBILL - 69 
MR. RONALD LEE CORLE· 56 
MRS. RONALD LEE coaLE - 59 
(CHRISTINE TOTTY) 
MISS BF.CKY DEE COCHRAN • 74 
MR. CHARLES ~· PANKLIN COCHRAN - 71 
MRS. CHARLES FRANKLIN COCHRAN • 11 
(VIRGINIA AN'N STEWART) 
MR. JOE RUSSELL COFFMAN· 75 
HRS. JOE RUSSELL COrrHAN • 71 
(KATHERINE ANN SIMS) 
MR. JOHN MARTIN COGAN· 71 
MR. RICKY GENE COGBURN - 75 
MISS ROBERTA JEAN COHEA - 50 
MR. CHARLES R COIL - 71 
M~S. CHARLES R COIL· 76 
(PAULA LEA FERRELL) 
M~S. CHARLES PRESTON COlLE - 59 
(MARY EL IZABETH BAKER j 
DR. BOBBY LEE COKER - 56 
HRS. BOAAY LEE COKER· 59 
(MARILEE ELLEN CROWSON) 
MRS. TOM B. COKER • 59 
(HARY H08 BARBER) 
MRS. JE~RY COLE· 59 
(H I LOA COLETTE F.ARLS) 
MRS. DALE M. COLE' .... N - )4 
(MABLE JUAN JONES) 
MRS. JOHN R. COLEMAN· 71 
(LINDA JOYCE HALL) 
HH. JON R cnLEMAN • 68 
MR. LOYD FLETCHER COLLI.R - 46 
MRS. I.OYD FLETrHER COLLIER· 45 
(SARAH STOBBLEFIELD) 
MRS. C. D. COLLINS· 41 
(CYNTHIA ELIZABETH ~OBERSON) 
MRS. C~AODf. C. CoLLINS . ' 60 
(MARY 8ETH SITZ) 
MR. DALE COLLINS • 47 
MR. DANIEL DAYTON COLLINS - 75 
M~S. DANIEL DAYTON COLLINS - 71 
(Df.SORAH ANN JEHERSON) 
MR. J ••• COI.LI NS • 57 
M"S. J ••• COLLINS • 59 
(MARY ELLA RUSSELL) 
MISS MARY SUE COLLINS • 71 
MR. R04f.R LEO COLLINS • 75 
MR. SAMUEL RORERT COLLINS· 4. 
MRS. IILDoNF. COI.LINS • 10 
(ULDENE MILLS) 
MR. WILLIAM DAVID COLLINS· 69 
MR. WI LBUR w. COI.S(IN - 29 
MRS. ERN':ST ClII.tlMRUS - 41 
(Aflll.A" PAIIL I NF. SLnUGH) 





".RS. JOHN A. COPELA.ND - )6 
(ERNESTINE HENDAICK) 
MR. JOHN V. COPELAND· 32 
MR. AICHAAD PREWITTE COPELAND - 4& 
MRS. RICHARD PAEWITTE COPELAND - 41 
[RETTY SUE TRAYLOR) 
MISS SARAH KATHRYN COPELAND • 52 
MRS. WILLIAM COPELAND· 69 
(LINDa JANE BRAUN) 
MR. RANDOLPH r. CORNELL - 65 
MRS. JIH CORNOTT • 36 
(DONA PURSLf:Y) 
MR. DaNIEL GEORGE COSTON· 69 
MRS. DANIEL GEORGE COSTON· 10 
(MaRTHA LEE BtB~[1 
MRS. WALTER WILBUR COTTLE· 69 
(GINNY ELLEN LHNEl 
OR. ~ENNETH VAYOE COTTRELL - .2 
MR. ALFRED JAMES COUCH - 58 
MR. EDDIE G COOCH • 40 
MRS. GERALDINE COUCH· 41 
(GF."ALDINE FARRAR) 
MRS. KEN P COURTRIGHT· 57 
(LOLA EADES) 
MR. CARY L COVINGTON - 58 ""5. GARY L CDV I NGTON - 59 
(GLENDA JU TAYLO~) 
IIIP. LUTHER 0 COWARD - 58 
MRS. LUTHER 0 COWARD - 52 
(nO~IS MAE MCINTURn-) 
MISS DANA FAYE COWART - 72 
MR. JAMIE MORRISON COWLEY • 74 
MRS. JAMIE MORRISON COWLEY· 76 
(VICKI SUE PACE) 
HR. SERNIE LEE COX· 51 
OR. BILLY RAY cox - 5A 
MRS. 81LLY RAY COX· 60 
(PAT OVERMAN) 
MR. C.L. cnx - 56 
"~S. C.L, COX - , 
(PAT COPEI.AND) 
MR. CHARLES EDWORD COX - 54 
MRS. CMARLES EDWARD cox • 55 
(SARAH RESS OSBORN) 
MR. DENNIS WARD cox - 70 
MRS. Oel\lNIS WARD COX" 71 
(ERA JOSEPHINE CRONIN) 
MR. DOUGLAS DWIGHT CO~ • 76 
HR. JAMES ALLEN COX· 61 
.RS. JAMES ALLEN cox • 59 
(JOVCE ELIZAHf.TH JENNINGS) 
"R. JA"ES FRANKLIN cox - 76 
M~S. JAMES FRANKLIN cox • 76 
(CONNIE SUE RARNES) 
MR. RnNAI.D B(.AKE COX· 65 
MRS. RONALP BLAKE cnx - 6S 
(VIVIAN I.AVONE BRANSCUM) 
MA. WESLEY AARAETT Cox - 74 
MR. WILLIE DOYLE CO~ - 62 
MRS. WILI.IAM L. CRAATNEE - ~) 
(HONTTA NUTH STANDERfORD) 
MR. WAYNE LEWIS CAAIG - &9 
MRS. WAYNE LEWIS CRAIG· 69 
(MARY LINDA PORT~R) 
MPS. RnRr.PT H. CRAIN - 63 
(MA~'E MIGNON DIIRHAM) 
MR. WILLIA" 8A~AY CRAIN - 13 
""AS. RALPH f.. CRALLF. - 15 
(EVA L~E ~RAOLEY) 
HR. CHARL~S CRANFORD· 51 
.~. GAVLE MICHAEL CRAVENS - 16 
MAS • . J"HN OAPRELL CRAwfORD" hh 
(LINDA LOIIIS[ LINDf.RMAN) 
MfolS. -J OSfo:PH S. CRA~F'ORl.J .. 65 
(CHO.OLFTTE VIRGINIA CHITTY) 
MR. CHARL~S WAYNE CR[ASO~ - 52 
~A. RANDAL(, SRlAN C~tDEH • 6h 
MRS .. RANDALL fun AN CR 1 Ot"R .. b 7 
(MARTHA LOUI5~ KOGE") 
~R. CAI,VIN R(IY C Pt~ .. 1~ 
MPS . CAI,VI N Rr)y CRl~ - 15 
(CARAAELLF. CRAWFORU) 
'R. LA"RY JOSEPH CRONE - 71 
MRS. LARRY JOSEPH CRUNE - 72 
(AAR~ARA KATHRYN CROSS) 
MR. PATRICK ELLIS CPONIN • 77 
MRS. HARRY LEO CROOK - 59 
(PAULINE FREDERICK) 
MPS. A. S. CRO'I •• 21 
("ARGARET PRICE HARRIS) 
MR. JOHN ADLAI CROOM· 45 
~AS . JO HN AOL~I CRun" • 48 
(JONNIE REESE) 
DR. WILLIAM S. CROOM - 47 
MR. CHARLES EDWARD CROSRY - &3 
OR. GEORGE ROB£RT CROSBY - 62 
MRS. GEORGE ROAERT CAOSRY - 64 
(JANICE LOlIlSE MITCHELL) 
MRS. WILLIAM 0 CROSBY • 71 
(CONSTANCE ELAINE F.REDERICK) 
MISS CAROL LOIS CROSS • 7& 
MRS. T E CRoTHERS· ' 41 
(LOlS LOUISE MOORE) 
MR. DAVID CURTIS CROUCH· 70 
MRS. DAVID CURTIS CROUCH • 69 
(LOLA ANN MU~RYJ 
MFI:. OANNY ELMO CFlOW - 66 
MRS. OANNY ELMO CROW • 74 
(BERNETTA CaROL HOLDER) 
MRS. NUMA VERNON CROWDER - 48 
(MARY RUTH BENSON) 
MR. MICHAEL DEAN CRUMBAUGH· 71 
MRS. £ J CRUMPLEA • 41 
(PAULINE RElD) 
MR. IRVIN J. CULPEPPEA • 59 
MR. DAVID COLEMAN CUNNINGHAM - 71 
MRS. DAVID COLEMAN CUNNINGHAM· 71 
(MARY LEE BROCK) 
MRS. EDWIN D. CUNNINGHAM - I 
(FAIRY GOOCH) 
MR. JDHN QUARLES CUNNINGHAM· 64 
• MRS. M. L. CURRENT - 69 
(CARLA LYNN ROLEN) 
MR. JESSE OSTEEN CURRY • 69 
MRS. JESSE OSTEEN CURRY • 69 
(SHIRLEY BREWER) 
MR. FRANCIS BURL CURTIS • 50 
MRS. FRANCIS BURL CURTIS - 51 
(MARY EVELYN HAYES) 
MR. FRANK B CURTIS· 46 
MR. HOWARD DEAN CURTIS· 51 
MRS. MOWARD DEAN CORTIS • 67 
(ERA GLEN AVE EUBANKS) 
MR. JOHN ALRAN CURTIS· 70 
MR. PONNIE JOE CURTIS - &1 
"~S. HARRY CY8ULSKI • 62 
(JANET 8ETH PACE) 
MISS CHARI.ENE MELISSA DABBS - 77 
MRS. LARRY nARRS - &7 
(CONSTANCE SUE WOLFE) 
MRS. ROBERT J DACUS • 1 
(HELEh HC GEE) 
MRS. DANNY DALLAS· 62 
(CLARENE CORNISH) 
MR • . JDHN I. DAMPIER_· 55 
HAS. JOHN L DAMPIER· 55 
(~ARGARET LOUISE HONN ICUTT) 
MR. CHARLES FLOYD DANIEL • 74 
MAS. CHARLES FLOYD DANIEL· 1". 
(DONNA JEAN CROUCH) 
MR. DONALD KNIGHT DANIEL· 69 
MRS. DONALD KNIGHT DANIEL· 70 
(GLORIA JElN PAGE) 
MR. JAMES MARVIN DANIEL • 68 
~R. JAMES WADE DANIEl •• 40 
MAS • • IAMES WADE DANIEL - 42 
(MAUDE EMMA WEBR) 
MA. JOHN KENNETH DANIEL· 76 
MRS. ANTHONY FRANK DANIELLO· 66 
(CUnLE JEAN MILLEN) 
MR. CURTIS WAYNE DARMY - 70 
MRS. CURTIS WAYNE DARBY - 70 
(CAROLYN SUE THOMPSnN) 
.RS. KENNETH DARNELL· 71 
(RENITA GAIL EVANS) 
DR. DAVIO [ DARRAH • 59 
MA. JOSEPH WILLIAM DAR~AH - 51 
MRS. JOSEPH WILLIAM DARRAH - 59 
(CAROl. LUNDY· WATSON) 
MR. KENNETH LANDON DART· 10 
MISS KaAEN ANNE DA~WIN - 71 
MISS NANCY LEE DASHER • 61 
MAS. C. C. DAUGHERTY" 40 
(lRENE CONNER) 
MR. R08ERT HENRY DAUGHERTY· 60 
HR. BILLY GREY DAVENPORT - 64 
MR. BRUCE ALLEN DAVENPORT - 71 
MAS. BRUCE ALLEN DAVENPORT· 71 
(JOANN HENLEY) 
MR. DOYLE DAVENPORT • 41 
MRS. JOHN DAVID DAVENPORT. 70 
(DORIS ANN TILGHMAN) 
MR. DANIEL SCOTT DAVIDSON • 76 
MRS. DANIEL SCOTT DAVIDSON - 76 
(ALI5A ANN POE) 
DR. DAVID LYNN DAVI~SON - 63 
MRS. DAVID LYNN DAVIDSON. 63 
(GLENDA R BEAN) 
MR. LESTER CLEO DAVIDSON • 74 
OR. JEFFREY WILLIAM DAVIES - 71 
M~S. JEFF~EY WILLIAM DAVIES· 72 
(LAURA f' RANCES SHUFFETT) 
MR. CHARLES WILLIS DAVIS - 59 
MP. DONALD HEN~Y DAVIS· 68 
~R. JOEL RARTON DAVIS - 70 
MRS. JOEL BARTON DAVIS - 70 
(CAROL ANNETTE FIELDS) 
MR. JOHN MILTON DAVIS - 52 
MRS. JOHN MILTON DAVIS - 50 
(GENA DELL CHESSHIR) 
OR. KENNETH DAVIS· 42 
MRS, KENNETH DAVIS" S9 
(BETTY SUE MC DANIEL) 
M~. LYLE EDWARD DAVIS· 66 
_ISS PATRICIA CHARLENE DAVIS· 74 
MISS SHERRY LAMARR DAVIS· 76 
MISS SHERYL ANNE DAVIS· 73 
MRS. STANLEY JEAOME DAVIS· 64 
(ANNA JANE BAIRD) 
MRS. UASELL DAVIS· 61 
(PEARl. ROGERS) 
MR. VARNA L DAVIS· 36 
MR. WILLARD F DAVIS· 58 
MAS. MICHAEL DAWIDOW • 70 
(MOLLY LIPE) 
MR. DAVID ALAN DAWSON· 71 
MRS. DAVIO ALAN DAWSON - 11 
CRutH aNN GROGA N) 
MR. FRANKLIN WYLIE DA~SO. - 68 
MRS. rRANKLIN WYLIE DAWSON • 69 
(ZELDA GENEVA PETERSON) 
MISS LESLIE JANE DEACON. 17 
MISS SUSAN ARI.ENE DEACON - 15 
'IR. RICHAND THOMAS DEAN - 66 
MRS. RICHARD THO~AS DEAN· 66 
(HENRIETTA MAATIN) 
DR. ~AY DEAN DEARI~ • 63 
MRS. RAY DEAN DEARIN • 65 
[SHARON JANE SHIPMAN) 
MAS. caRL DEATHERAGE - 61 
(DOI.ORES RICKETT) 
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Iqs. JOHN O[JTO~ .. 1 
(TOMMIE JANE CASF.Y) 
MHS. w. V. OF-ESE" )0 
(GE~TPIIOE PAINE) 
D~. PAUL HnwARD DE ~~O~ .. 66 
MISS CA~nLYN JfAN DELL' 7l 
Mit. WILLIA'" ..: OF:I,OACH .. 1:'01 
hIIPS. OAPR~LL WAYNE DENMAN .. 75 
(5HA~~nN ~LAIN[ HUfFARO) 
""!of. WIl,LIAIo4 PArI!, I)ENNISO~ .. 69 
MPS. ~lLl,lAM PAUL DENNIsnN .. 71 
(RETTY .JEAN ynUNG) 
MRS. JOHN L Df.NTON .. 16 
(GLADYS CIILLIJM) 
~RS. nSCAP VERHINGTON .. 67 
(Lnts MARIF. SCOTT) 
Mff. C~lAPI.[S wTLLTA"1 DI=:VANEY .. fiR 
"1P. CHAFlI , fS WILLIS Df.lJltR~ .. b4 
"'J S5 JF:NNA [,t::A ra:VOFIE .. 71 
Mfol. JIILIAN HOfol[RT l1EWRERR'( .. jq 
"1 !of • PfoI!::,.. [lAS OHARN J • ~o 
~~4 RALPH F:RNfST DIEHl, - ~1 
MRS. HALPH EPN[ST O'E~L .. Sl 
(GENEVIEVF. HEN~Y) 
~R. R08E~T G[N~ DILES" bJ 
MRS. RflHfRT GENE DILES .. 6~ 
(MARY f.LL~ N SLINKARD) 
10111-1. ~ILLJA"4 GAf.iTH nILES" 5R 
MRS. wILLIAM GARTH DILES .. ~5 
(RILLIf. K. LAFE"NEY) 
MJSS CAPUL ANN DILLARD .. 16 
"'JotS. DAVl[.1 S. DIr,LA.RD - b4 
(VAL£"IA CHRISTINE EDf.N51 
MISS DEAO"AH LOU DILLARD· 74 
"1R. J ACK DEMPSEY DILLARn .. 48 
""JotS. JACK D~MPSEY DILLARD .. 4~ 
(MA~J[)RY LE[) 
OR. nWE~ nn: IJILLARO .. J 
~RS. ~wE~ OE£ DILLARD .. bO 
(EVFLYN SUE VINTHER) 
"P. RAY CLAYTnN DILLER - 58 
MH. GEORGE RIISSEI,I, DILLIN - 52 
~R. ~II , L J. OIS~UKE .. 58 
MRS. RILL J. f)lSMUJ(E - 5A 
[DONNA SUE CARRUTH) 
MR. DAVID WILLIAM DIXON· 77 
MRS. GEURGE DIXON - 76 
[VALARIE JEAN MCGFE) 
MR. HENRY CULL~N DIXON· 29 
MR. LYNN STROUT) DIXON - 10 
"'R. PHILIP IWDOLPH DIXON .. &1 
MRS. PHILIP R"DOLPH DIXON - 68 
(P~YLLIS ANN COWAN) 
~~. RALPH TALMADGE D1XON - 10 
HRS. RALPH TALHADGE DIXON - 74 
(CATHY GRAHAM) 
MRS. DON DOANE' 6) 
(LYNDA KAY LLOYD) 
MRS. TOM 0000 - 59 
(JUANITA ROSE CLIFT) 
HRS. DARRELL K. DBNALDSON - 51 
(SHIRI,n JEAN BACON) 
MRS. CARTER DORRIS - 62 
(NORMA LOIS THOMAS I 
HR. TROY PATRICK DORSEY • 55 
HISS MARIBETH DOWNING· 67 
HR. CHARLES WILBUR DOYLE' 47 
MRS. CHARLES WILBUR DOYLE· 49 
(STEPHENS ) 
MR. TOMMY DEWAIN DOZIER - 71 
MISS KATHLEEN ELIZABETH DREWS 76 
"ISS CAROLYN JO DRIVER - 76 
DR. OERYL W DRUM - 71 
MR. FERRELL DELANE DRUM • 71 
HISS SUSAN ELIZABETH DUDLEY - 72 
MR. ~AX ERNEST DurR .. b5 
MR. JAMES A DUJ(~ - &5 
MR. JOHN RICHARD DUKE - 74 
MRS. JOHN RICHARD DIIKE - 72 
[DEBORAH LYNN GANUS) 
MRS. RODGFR WILLIS DUNCAN· 7) 
(BARBARA ANN GRAHAM) 
~RS. HAI,L MART~L DllNLAp - 51 
(JACQUF.L1NE H CANADA) 
MRS • . JOHNNY OUNLAP .. 5~ 
( RURTOt-4) 
MR. J(ENNETH po DII NN .. 62 
~HS . ~ENN[TH R DllNN .. 65 
(Rf GINA ANN HADLEY) 
"'P. CHA~LtS LI,OYD nYE - 72 
"PS. CHARLes I,LOY'p DYE' 71 
( ~ APC IA I .E4H HAYS> 
~P. ~tl,l,JAM HRUC[ DVE .. 6~ 
MRS. wrr~LIAM A~UC£ on: .. 67 
(S"fR"Y LYNN~ "AIT) 
MR. HERSHt[, I. DYER .. 46 
~f:l4 .J H_RVEY D'tKF:S .. J1 
"RS. J HARVEY OYKES • ]2 
( PA"KPATZ) 
MISS LATINA r DHES • 04 
O~. N8RNAN [.~[ DYKES - S7 
IoIIP. CARROLL JOHN l_DES .. 56 
M~. n,lNAf.D ~Ar)S - 1 
"'Fl. wILLlAM t.. EAA~H_"'T .. S9 
~PS. EO lAR5(}1011 - So 
(Jf) At.N HnLTIIN) 
"4P. t:DwARD RAY [ASIlN - 74 
MPS. [n~APD RAY F:ASI1N - 14 
(T~f.SlA ANN BURRtS) 
~R. JAMES wOODAPD EAsnN .. 71 
~P. GARY r.~EL[, EASTERL1NG .. 69 
~JJS. GARy FWF.LL fASTEPLING .. 11 
(.J~('KI~ TAYLOP) 
"115S .,ACQllfLINr. L(lAHtNG EAllf:S - 12 
"'Fl. JA'4r.S CI1~TJS ECt<[Rl-4F.RG - .,Q 
.... PS •. IAt4F.S CIIPTIS r;-CI<F.RBfFlG - ~B 
('-4APY JANt EVF.JJHAPO) 
OJJ. iOlLLIAM LClllIS ECI<STEIN .. 58 
",ps. JnH~ CHARLf.S ~DI,lN - b4 
(IoUILANI~ (,1)PfNDl STlVENS) 
~P. on~ALO f.DWARDS - 60 
M~S. OONALl) ~O~AFlDS - b' 
(PAT NrALl 
~PS. G. SHAwnN EO~ARDS .. 37 
(~APJ()PI~ Hl)~ELl.) 
UP. GEO~G~ (tGLE ~D~ARDS .. 70 
~PS. ~~OP~f. nGI,F. EnWAPD~ - 70 
(PATRICIA ANN HOw""AN) 
"'PS. HliGH 1-4. [rHO.ROS .. 11 
(G E~ E~ ~ HARG 'S) 
~P. HEN~Y C(IMTEZ [NL .. 75 
MR. HICK l)rINALD ~LDFIEn - 1J 
"'RS. RYCI' D(INALD ELDRE.D - 7b 
rSHf.RILYN PIITH HOGINS) 
"4F1. Al,LAN RAY f.LDRIDGE .. 6ij 
~RS. ALLAN ~AY ELDRfDGE ~ 69 
(OONNA LYNNF OilER) 
MR. CLINT(IN [LLJOTT - 4~ 
M~S. CLYNTON ELLIOTT - 49 
("ADEL~N GREGORY) 
""~. DAVIn TILLMAN F.::LLIOTT .. b9 
MJlS. C)AVTD TILLMAN ELLIOTT - 72 
(LfNy MAP]A NEWBERRY) 
D". CAPY DOUGI,AS ELLIOTT - 62 
""RS. CARY DOUGLAS ELLIOTT" 69 
(CHERYL ANN GUILD) 
MR. GENF A ELLIOTT - ~b 
MPS. Gf.Nf A fLI,IOTT .. b2 
(rprDA LtJIS NOR~OOD) 
MRS. GL1Y T ELLInTT .. 55 
(VIRGINIA ANNF. LEE) 
MP. JAMES M ELLIOTT" 49 
OR. PHIl,LIP FRANKLIN ELLIOTT - 70 
MRS. PHILLIP FRANKLIN eHIOTT - H 
(JAMIE KAREN GARRETT) 
MR. POGER FHANKLIN ELLIOTT - 71 
MRS. RUGER FRANKLIN ELLIOTT - 71 
(l,tNDA KAY H~NDRICKSON) 
"R. JOHN MARK ELLIS' 77 
MH. KrVIN CLIFFOHD ELLIS' 76 
MISS SHARON RENEE ELLIS - 77 
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HR. GENE A ELLHORE - 1 
HR. OAVIO LEE EH8RY - 7] 
MRS. HILTON EMDE - 42 
(IRM~ HEAL PYLES) 
HR. MICHAEL HOWARD EMERSON - 76 
MR. STEPHEN LOWELL EM~ETT - 76 
MR. GEORGE W [HPTAGE • )2 
MRS. GEORGE W EMPTAGE - ]) 
[JEAN DART) 
HRS. JAMES ALLEN ENGLAND' 7J 
(PAULA JEANINE COOP~R) 
~PS. JAMES DON ENGLAND - uO 
[fLaY LVNN ALEXANDf.R) 
MRS. WILLIAM ENGLAND - 59 
(JIMHIE INEZ POHT~A) 
MR. RILLY JAKE ENGLES' 05 
"RS. BILLY JAKE ENGLES • I 
(EI,IZARETH ANNE DOUGHERTY) 
MR. JOHN SHITH ENLOE· 72 
MRS. JOHN SMITH ENLOE - 15 
(JUA N 11 A JEANFTTE MUCKLEY) 
HISS JACQUELIN f.HOGENE ENOCHS - ~9 
MISS FRANCILI,E JOYCE Eorf • 76 
MR. LARRY LEE EOFf - b1 
MR. ,IE~RY ~RUMHETT ESCUE - &2 
HRS. ,IERRY BRUMMETT ESCUE - 64 
(DOROTHY CHRISTMAS) 
HR. BILLY JOE ESLICK - 5) 
"P. JOHNNY H ESTES - 71 
MRS. JOHNNY H ESTES - 70 
(AVA LYNN CROSS) 
MRS. PAUL CASEY ESTES' 49 
(GI,ORIA ANNETTE FIILGHUH) 
MR. THOHAS RAYMOND EST~S • 7) 
MRS. THOMAS RAyMOND ESTf.S - 14 
(DERnRAH KAY DElOI"ER) 
HR. JAMES EARL UHERIDGE - 45 
HR. PH I LI V [lALE EUBANKS - 7~ 
HRS. PHII,IP OAI,E EIIYANKS - n 
[BFTTY JANE RAIRD) 
MR. THO,",AS Df.AN E"RANKS .. 43 
HISS .CAROL ANN F.UDAr.r • 76 
HR. ALAN DALE EVANS • 7) 
MR. RHUCE _AYNE EVANS' 7l 
""RS. I:\RIlCf" wAyN!:: EVANS" 75 
(AI,LrNIllA GENE F'nx) 
MR. EVERETT W. rVANS - 10 
~~. HLJEL D. ~VANS - 5q 
"'ISS "4Af)GE f:VANS .. 34 
~RS. RANDY [VF.RETT - 15 
(CATH'HINE JEANETTE ~ORR O WI 
MFI. pnaUIT ,JOSEPH EVHIDGE - 11 
"'R. ,J(jSI'PH HOWARD EwlNG .. 41 
MRS. JOSF.PH HOwARf) fWTNC .. 51 
(OnROTHY BURNETT) 
~PS. RIL~ "AGALA .. 12 
("'ARk' JA N ~ LurrHEr ,L) 
~RS. A rHANelS FAGON~ - 4~ 
(CHA.~l, tNr: F.VF:1,'(N ('\000) 
"'R. ARTHUP DOUGLAS FAIRt,F.Y .. bb 
MRS. ARTHtlR f)O~G I / AS I'AJRLEY - 61 
[ij I LLH JEAN RPADSH E") 
"'R. CHARLES IoII]LLtA'" fAI ,L - 1) 
"'~S. CHARLES ~ILLIAM FALL" 17 
[VIPGINIA MA~ DAVIS) 
HR. BnB~Y DALE FA[,LEN • 6] 
MR. ROHERT D~V]D rANT" 11 
MR. ROBE~t DlNNIS rANT .. 72 
MR. EVAN fARMER - 45 
MR. JOHN FRANCIS FAHMlR .. 14 
MR. f.D"ARO PAUL FARRAR' 6] 
MRS. ~OWARD PAUL FARRAR - 65 
(RUTH ANN SELBY) 
DR. HENRY CHEIRS FARRAR' 48 
MRS. HENRY CHEIRS FARRAR • 48 
(GRAC~ A JOHNSON) 
MR. LIICIAN HONTGOMERY FARRAR' 62 
MRS. LUCIAN MONTGOMERY FARRAR • 6~ 
(Ltl f.LI,F.N KAYE OUSLEy) 
MR. wILLIAM S FARRIS - 10 
~ ~S. ~ELI.Y E. FELPS" 72 
[MARYANN COOPER) 
MR. JACK E FENSKE - 08 
"RS. JACK E FENSKE - 69 
(MICHELE ANN MILLIK~N) 
MH. wORLEY RllELL F£RGlISON .. 4S 
"R. VRIGIL SAMALLEN FERRELL - 54 
MR. CLIFFORD GENE FERREN· 77 
MRS. JAMES fIELDER - 58 
[DOROTHY FAYE HALL) 
OR. ~OR G. FIGGINS - 62 
MRS. BOA G. FIGGINS' 65 
(HELBA JEAN L£ROUX) 
MR. JERRY MAC FIGGINS' 60 
MRS. JERRY MAC FlGGI NS - 66 
(MARIBETH BALLARD) 
HR. JOHN W. FIGGINS - 55 
MR. WALTER DONALD FIKE - 51 
HRS. WALTER DONALD FIKE - 54 
(BONNIE LEE CROPPER) 
HRS. RANDEL STEPHEN fiNCH - 72 
(CYNTHIA ANN KING) 
MISS MARILYN RUTH FINLEY - 65 
MR. THOMAS GRAY fI NI,EY - 6) 
MRS. THOMAS GRAY FINLEY - 65 
(CHARLOTTE IRIS ATKINS) 
DR. R08ERT DONALD fiSHER' 64 
MRS. R08ERT DONALD fiSHER - 61 
(BETTY JANE AARON) 
MRS. RONALD FISHER - 69 
[FRANKIE JUNE BRADLEY) 
HRS. CHARLES R FITZGERALD· 1) 
(SUSAN FAY VANCE) 
MR. BILL W FLATT - I 
MR. DOWELL EDWARD FLATT - 62 
HRS. EDWARD HICHAEL FLETCHER· 74 
(DONNA JO POWERS) 
MR. JOHN CHARLES FLINT - 62 
HRS. nAN WARREN FLORENCE • 1>6 
(CHRISTINE HOLLOWAY) 
MISS DONNA FAY FLOWERS' 74 
MISS JOE ~ELL FLY'T • 51 
"'R. DE~IEN ~ fDNTENOT .. 49 
MRS. DERIEN M FONTEN OT" 51 
[FRANCES RANSBURGH) 
MISS CONSTANCE FORD' 41 
MR. JERPY WAYNE FORD' 71 
MR. ROBERT HORRIS FORD - 75 
MRS. R08ERT HORAIS FORD - 68 
(JIIDITH ANN SHOOP) 
MR. LLOYD DAVID fORE - 61 
MRS. JAY fOREMAN - 40 
(SARA CASHON) 
DR. T ADRIAN FORMRY - 44 
MRS. T ADRIAN rORMMY .. 44 
(HARY HC CULLOUGH) 
HR. TERRY LEE FORSYTH - 7] 
HRS. TERHY LEE FORSYTH - 72 
(SHEILA DENISE BROWN) 
MH. JOHN DAV I D FORTNER • 72 
HRS. JOHN DAVID rORTNER • 74 
(JANET MARIE HILLSON) 
MISS LINDA DARLENE FOSHEE - 75 
MR. J LEWIS FOSTER • )1 
MRS. J LEW IS FOSTER - ) I 
[LOU ELLEN SH ITH) 
HR. DAVID wlI,LIAM FOUSS - 66 
MRS. DAVID WILLIAM FOliSS • 66 
(MARY ELIZABETH MATTHII,LER) 
MR. DOUGLAS BERNARD FOUSS • 66 
MRS. DOUGLAS BERNARD FOUSS • 67 
[MARJORY DENISE HOGUE) 
HR. CEPHAS DEE FOWLER - 51 
"R. CLARENCE ALVIN FOWLER' 68 
HR. MICHAEL RAY FOWLER - 75 
HRS. MICHAEL RAY FOWLER - 74 
[DAISY KATHRYN FOWLKES) 
HR. RICHARD TILDEN FOWLER' 7) 
MRS. RICHARD TILDEN FOWLER - 75 
(BARRARA JEAN ROLL) 
MR. WILLIAM EUGf.NE FOWLER' 75 
HRS. DAVID SEWELL FUWLKES • 06 
(MOLLIE PATRICIA LAFEVOR) 
MR. HARRY ROHERT FOX' 44 
MR. PERCY A FRANCIS - 5] 
MRS. PERCY A FRANCIS' 50 
(ANNE MARIE CARTER) 
HR. LARRY DENNIS FRANKE - 7& 
HR. THOHAS W FRANKLIN • 48 
MRS. THOMAS W FRANKI,IN • 50 
(PATRICIA MANSUR) 
DR. LOYD 0 FRASHIER • 40 
"R. JAMES DENZIL FREDERICK • 68 
~RS. JAMES DENZIL FREDERICK - 71 
(VIRGINIA LOU GALYAN) 
MR. PAUL SAMUEL FREDIN - 7] 
MRS. PAUL SAMUEL FREDIN - 67 
(DONNA MARIE ALLEN) 
MR. GEORGE KENNEDY fRENCH - 55 
MR. JOHN FRENCH - 1 
M~. ~ARRY WOODS FRENCH - 66 
MRS. LARRY WOODS FRENCH • 67 
(JOY FRANCES WOOLARD) 
NR. RONALD LEWIS P'RENCH - 65 
MRS. RONALD LENIS FRENCH - 67 
(UJILA UTHI:RINE PP'EIFER) 
MR. RONALD LEROY FRIBERG - 66 
MRS. ~OMALD LEROY FRIBERG - 66 
(DELORES MARIE PETERS) 
MR. MARK WHITNEY p~oar - 7J 
MRS. MARK WHITNEY FROST - 14 
(CHERYL LYNNE 8ASS) 
MRS. BOBBIE GENE P'RY - 50 
IMARY JO SUMMITTI 
HR. JOHN C FRYER - 49 
MRS. JOHN C FRYER - 50 
(JENNA MARQUETTE) 
MR. wILLIAM N FRYER - 48 
HR. AQUILLA FOX FUCHS - 54 
MR. CONRAD LOUIS rUG IT • 6J 
MRS. COMRAD LOUIS FUGIT - 64 
(GRETA GAYLE CHAHPNEtI 
HR. HENRY HOHER FULBRIGHT - 49 
MR. KENT BRIAN FULKS - 76 
~RS. KENT 8RIAN FULKS - 75 
(VICKI LYNN WILLIAMSON) 
DR. CONSTANCE HARlE FULMER· 60 
HR. CHARLES VERNON FUNK - b6 
MRS. TRESSIE FUTCH - )5 
(TRESSIE RISINGER) 
MR. EDWIN BYRON P'UTRELL • 57 
MRS. EDWIN AYRON FUTRELL' 58 
[FRANCES ANN GOULD) 
MR. JAMES MEI,VIN GARLER • 67 
MR. ANTHONY WAYNE GAD8ERRY - 66 
MR. DEE GADYERRY - 39 
HR. [,LOYD GAINES' 6J 
MR. CURTIS WAYNE GAITHEH • 62 
MRS. CURTIS WAYNE GAITHER - 64 
(NE,VA DAWN FISH) 
HRS. wALTER GALE - 05 
t~A~Y ETHEL RA~~S) 
MRS. fRED GALLO - 1l 
(VIC"I LY~NE BRISTOW) 
MR. JERRY BLAINE GALLOwAY - 74 
MR. HUG~ WORLEY GALYEAN - 70 
MR. ARVIS DALE GANUS' 48 
MR. CHARLF.S AIISTIN GANUS - 1b 
OR. CLlfTUN I,OYD GANUS - b6 
HRS. CLIFTON LOYD GANUS - 7& 
(DEROPAR ANN LYNN) 
DR. CLIfTON LOYD GANUS - 43 , 
MRS. CLIf'TON LOYO GANUS - 42 
(LOIlISE NICHOLASI 
MR. JAMES WINDELL GANUS" 74 
MR. JAHES WINDELL GANUS - 47 
MRS. JAMF.S 'INOELL GANUS - 47 
(OORIS JOHNSON) 
MR. MELVIN WENDELL GANUS' 48 
"RS. MELVI N WENDELL GANUS • 49 
(EDITH JOHNSON) 
MRS. AL GARDNEP • 07 
(SETTY JANE BINEGAR) 
MR. DAVID JOEL GARDNER" 60 
MR. HERMJN H. GARDNER" b2 
MR. JAC~ FUGENE GARDNER .. 10 
MRS. JACK f.UGENE GARDNER' 70 
[LINDA SMITH) 
MR. JASPf." H GARDNEP • H 
MRS. rJESTI=:~ GARONr-~ P .. &A 
[5H~RYL DIANNE cnA8) 
"R. NELSON R GARDNER • 28 
HRS. NELSON R GARDNER - 11 
[ SHULL) 
DR. PAUL MILLS GARDNER' 65 
MRS 4 PAUL MlLLS GARDNER - 74 
(MARY CRONI N) 
~R. WAYNE WALDEN GARONt:~ .. l5 
MRS. WAYN~ W~LT)EN GARDNER" }b 
(NOLA CAPPS) 
DR. ARTHUR ERVIN GARNER - 60 
MFiS. ARTHUR ~HVIN G~RNER .. 6J 
(EVELYN ANN WEAVE~) 
DR. DDNALD PAUL GARNER' 51 
MR. HENRY BOYD GARNER - ~8 
MR. HOWARD DUANE GARNER • 50 
MRS. HTJWAPD DUANE G~RNER - 5) 
(F:~MA JEAN GIBBONS) 
MRS. JACK GARNER • 5~ 
[ROSEMARY HELf.N HUBBARD) 
MR. JAMES CARLTON GARNER' &9 
MR. JIMMY RAY GARNER' 67 
MRS. JIMMY RAY GARNER • I 
[CAROLYN S BRYAN) 
MISS LINOA HEBANE GARNER - 75 
HR. MARVIN GARNER • 59 
MISS NANCIE GARNER - 75 
HR. PATRICK HnWARD GARNER - 71 
HRS. PATRICK HOWARD GARNER - 73 
(HONA LEE HOORE) 
'IR. THEDNEL R GARNER - 4] 
MRS. THEDNEL R GARNER - 4] 
(DORIS HEALl) 
MR. LATHAN MAX GARNETT - 61 
MISS ALBERTA GARRETT • 45 
MR. 5 DEWITT GARRETT - 47 
MRS. S DEWITT GARRETT • 51 
(WILMA ROGERS) 
MRS. JIMMY GARRITSON - 74 
[BRENDA KAY SHITHEY) 
HR. AUGUST J GARVER' 59 
MR. JAMES HERMAN GASKILL - 58 
MRS. JAMES HERMAN GASKILL - 1 
(VERA [,U ME~TON) 
HR. THOMAS GASKINS - 65 
MR. HAROLD DEAN GASS - 52 
MRS. HARULD DEAN GASS - 58 
[WA~DA NELL U'B) 
MR. DENZIL E. GATES - 5] 
MR. ELMER T. GATHRIGHT - 5] 
MR. JACK NDRMAN GATHRIGHT - 58 
MR. FRANKIE D. GATLIN' 59 
~RS. fRAN~]~ 0, GATLIN - 58 
[JOY WOMACK) 
MR. DAVID BARNETT GAUNTLETT - 62 
MRS. LARRY L GAUTNEY - 67 
(MARY NANCY WATSON) 
MRS. FRANCIS HARO~O GAY - 55 
[FRANCES NAN JOHNS) 
MRS. MARTIN A GAY - 59 
(NELDA JEAN WA~TER) 
~R. RICHARD PHILLIP GEE - 57 
MR. JAHES C GEER - 54 
MR. THOMAS CARTER GEER • 50 
HRS. TAoMAS CARTER GEER • 4~ 
(RUTH SUMMITT) 
MRS.-C LEO G~NTRY - ]I 
(JOHNN I to; HAE MURPHY) 
MR. LLOYD WAYNE GENTRY • 61 
MPS. LLnYD WA'tNE r.~NTRY .. 62 
[DONNA JOYCE HENMAN) 
HR. JAMES LARRY GEORGE - 68 
MR. THOMAS H. GEPMAN - 69 
MISS ~ARY RUTH GIB80NS - 67 
"ISS DE80HAH RAMELLE GI8HS - 72 
MR. RONALD LINN GIRijS • 67 
MRS. RONALD LINN GIBBS' 67 
[RACHH t'ISHH) 
MR. DAVID LtON GI8S0N - 14 
MRS. DAVID LEON GIBSON • 74 
(KAREN AVEN) 
MR. DAVID VERNON GIBSON - 71 
"'RS. DAVID VERNON \orBSnN - 11 
(CAMILLE ELIZARETH JOHNSTON) 
~R. GERALD D GIRSON • 55 
MRS. JAMES FONTAINE GIRSO' • 6) 
[EDNA LOU MANNING) 
MR. JOHN DAVID CIBSON • &9 
MRS. JOHN DAVID GIASON • 69 
[SARA LOU KEESEF.) 
"R. KENNETH WAYNE GIMSON • 75 
"RS. KENNETH WAYNE GIRSON • 78 
(TERRY LYNN KIRCHNER) 
MRS. RICHARD f CIBSUN • 60 
(WANDA JEAN ANDERSON) 
MR. ROBERT ALLEN GIRSnN - )6 
MR. RORERT LEON GIBSON • 48 
MRS. RORERT LEON GIBSON • 46 
(HUTH MCDEARMAN) 
HISS SANDRA KAY GIFFORD - 71 
MR. CLF.O RAY GIL8ERT • 52 
MR. GARY I,EE GILBERT - 64 
MR. P<ENNF.TH NEWELL GILRF.:R'f - 75 
.RS. KENNETH NEWf.LL GILRERT • 76 
[JACKIE ELAINf WIH) 
MR. JAMf.S F. GILrtLEN • 5-6 
MRS. JAMES F. GILflLEN • 51 
(CPAC~ ANN~ HOWARD) 
MR. kANDALL LEE CILL .. 16 
MPS. RANDALL LEE GILL' 15 
(LAJUANA SUE elSE) 
MRS. RUTH K GILL" t 
(RUTH K KIMRRo) 
MRS. DENTON A GILLEN - 51 
(FREDA KATHRYN GIBSON) 
HISS CAROL JO GILLETT' 74 
MISS LINDA ANN GILOOLY - 75 
MR. JAHES D. GIRDLEY - 5] 
MRS. JAHES D. GIRDt.f.Y • 56 
(DELORES GRAYSON) 
HRS. HAROLD O. GLASS - 49 
(BETTY ULREY) 
HR. JAMES KENNETH GLASS' &8 
MR. RICHARD WALLACE GLASS - 69 
HRS. RICHARD WALLACE GLASS - 68 
(MARILYN FRANCES BUCHANAN) 
MRS. ROGER K. GLASS - 69 
(ANNA8EL LEE FARMER) 
MRS. MARILYN GLASSCO - 57 
MISS BARBARA SUE GLEASON • 62 
MRS. JERRY DON GLEASON - 62 
[MARGARET E MABRY! 
MR. LEON GLEASON - 54 
MR. DONALD R GLENN' 55 
HRS. GLENN ALLEN GLOVER - 69 
(JUDY MARJE CLARK) 
MR. JOHN ROBERT GLOVER • 59 
MRS. JOHN ROBERT GLOVER' 60 
[RUTH SIMMONS) 
MR. ROBERT ALAN GLOVER' 77 
MRS. ROBERT ALAN GLOVER .. 11 
[KRISTY KAY DEAN) 
MR. CARL EUGENE GOAD - 61 
MRS. CARL EUGENE GOAD' 6] 
(JOAN ELAINE PENNOCK) 
MR. LARRY IRVIN GODBY - 68 
HR. A RnNALO GOE~MER - 5q 
MR. ROBERT MICHAEL GOFF • 71 
HRS. RORERT H ICHAEL GOFF • 7, 
(CF.CELIA EDITH PAULEY) 
MRS. J A GO~LEHER • 38 
[OLL I E Z COIICH) 
DR. JAMES HENRY GOLLEHER - 66 
MRS. JAHES HENRY GOLLEHER - 66 
(SANDRA ANN CALCOTE) 
DR. ALBERT ANDERSQN GONCE - 4) 
MRS. CLAHENCE E. GOOCH - 71 
[LINDA DARLENE MICHAELS) 
MRS. ROY ALLF.N GOODART - 67 
("ARGARET ANN VANAMAN) 
MR. ELLIS EUGENE GOODE - 69 
MRS. ELLIS EUGENE GOODE - 69 
(SHARON JOYCE SMITH) 
DR. BENNY LOWELL GOODEN - 66 
MRS. BENNY LOWELL GOODEN • 67 
(MARTHA Nf.AL PITNER) 
MRS. LOWELL GOODEN' ]) 
(LELA HUNT'P) 
HH. TOM EO GOODEN • 74 
MPS. TO. F:O GOODEN - 76 
(DENISF CARTt.P) 
MR. "ILHER CHARLF.S GOODHEER - 1 
MRS. ~ILMf.~ CHARLES GOOf)HE£R • SA 
(8ARRARA L'E ALRRIGHT) 
MRS. W. H. GOODIN - 45 
(MARIE THATCHER) 
MRS. SHIRLEY GOODWIN - 0] 
MR. ROBERT PA~SON GORDON - 47 
MRS. ROBERT PAXSON GORDON - 50 
(PEGGY PIKE) 
~R. RONALD EUCENE COlJDEAU .. 14 
MRS. RONALD EUGENE GOUDEAU • 75 
(KAREN LYNNE MORAN) 
MISS CATHERINE RE8ECCA 
MR. DALE GEORGE GOULD 
MRS. nALf GF:OPGE GnULD 
[EDWINA REDDITT) 
GOULD - 11 
- 49 
• 48 
MR. JAHES RAWLINGS GOWEN· &9 
"RS. JAMES RAWLINGS GOWEN • 68 
(SHARON ~AY SKITH) 
HR. DANNY JUE GRADY, 74 
M"S. DANNY JUE GRADY, 74 
[JUI,IA KATHLEEN ROWLETT) 
MR. JOHN HDLLAND GRADY - 68 
MRS. JOHN HOLLAND GRADY - '9 
(ROBAI LOU VANN) 
MR. ARTHIJR , GRAHAM - JS 
MRS. ARTHIIR F GRAHAM. H 
(HAPRIET KELLY) 
.R5. EARL K GRAHAM - 6& 
[TWILA HARlE AGEE) 
MISS JANET MARIE GRAV~S • 77 
MRS. ROGER B GRAVES - 71 
(CARoI,YN LEF WILSON) 
MISS LINDA ANN GRAY. 7] 
MR. STEVf.N ~LLE~ GRAY - 77 
MRS, STEVEN ALLEN GRAY .. 15 
(PHYLLIS JOLENE HIATT) 
MISS BETTY JEAN GREEN • 75 
DR. DEE HINTON GREEN - 48 
MRS. DEF. HINTON GREEN - 38 
IZEI, MA BELL) 
MR. JAMES ERNEST GREEN - 69 
MR. LOUIS E GREEN - 42 
MRS. LOUIS E GREEN - 42 
(ELIZABETH ARNOLD) 
MR. RAYMOND MARION GREEN - 67 
MRS. RAYMOND MARION GREEN - 66 
[JACQUELINE DANIEL) 
MR. RICHARD DALE GREEN - 65 
HRS. RICHARD F. GREEN - 44 
[PAULINE JACKSON) 
MR. ROY ROGER GREEN - 69 
MRS. ROY ROGER GREEN - 69 
(CHERYL LYNN PENIX) 
MISS MATHENA ANN GREEN • 70 
MRS. WILLIAM C. GREEN - 61 
(UVA ADALENE SPENCE) 
MR. DANIIY EARL GREENE - 6S 
MRS. DANNY EARL GREENE - 6S 
[MARGARET ANN BURT) 
MR. JAMES HARRY GREENE - 74 
MR. REGINALD PERRY GREENE - 7] 
HRS. REGINALD PERRY GR!ENE - 71 
(JUNE ANNETTE DAVIS) 
MR. 0 MACK GREENWAY • 40 
MRS. 0 IIACK GREENWAY - 4Q 
(T ROSE TERRY! 
MR. JOHN DARREL GREENWAY - 41 
MR. VANCE E GREENWAY - 40 
MRS. UIICE E GREEN1IAY - ]8 
(BERNELLE ANDERSON) 
MRS. FRANCES GLENN GREENWELL - 60 
(!"RANeES GLENN RAMSEY> 
MRS. J SCOTT GREER - 41 
(MARY GRU) 
MR. GARY WAYNE GREGG - 73 
MRS. GARY WAYNE GREGG - 74 
(CAROLYN SUE GEORGE) 
HISS AMELIA AN" GRIFrlN - 65 
HRS. JOHN P CRIF!"IN - 54 
(THELMA JEAN HARIION) 
MR. LARRY DAN GRIFFITH - 69 
MRS. LARRY DAN GRIfFITH - 69 
(8RENDA JOYCE SWANN) 
HR. MAX EOWARD GRIGGS - 71 
MRS. MAX EDWARD GRIGGS - 65 
(SNON WHITE) 
HISS GLENDA KAY GRIMES - 72 
MR. ROBERT A GRISSOH - 65 
HRS. ROBERT A GRISSOM - 65 
(SUSAN HURIEL LUKE) 
MR. ROBERT JESSE GRISSOM - 58 
HR. HUGH M GROOVER - 50 
MRS. HUGH M GROOVER - 50 
(MILDRED HORNE) 
MRS. JOHN R GROSS - 42 
(HILOREO GAINER) 
MR. MITCHELL DONELSON GRU8B • 72 
MRS, MITCHELL DONELSON C~U88 - 19 
(HARTHA HELEN MYERS) 
HR. CHARLES ROB~RT GUILD - 7J 
MRS. CHARLES RORERT GUILD - 7] 
(LOIS DIANE MC KINNEY) 
HRS. ANTHUNY GULLO - 52 
[DOLLY ELLA CLARK) 
MRS. THOMAS M GUNN - 76 
(KAYE MARY WARREN) 
MR. CHARLES DOUGLASS GUNSELMAN - 69 
MRS. WILLIAH DOUGLASS GUNSELMAN - 45 
(CHARLINE FOREMAN) 
MR. EDWIN MICHAEL GURGANUS - 7] 
DR. GEORGE P GURGANUS - ]9 
MRS. GEORGE P GURGANUS - 57 
(IRE~E LYNETTE ROUT) 
MR. GEORGE WESLEY GURGANUS - 6\ 
HR. CLAUDE GIlTHR IE - 41 
HRS. CLAUDE GUTHR IE - 41 
(VERLE CRAVER) 
HR. PAUL EUGENE GUTHRIE· 71 
HR. GERALD LEE GWIN - 64 
MRS. GERALD LE! GNIN - 6) 
IGAY~ON 8ACH) 
DR. WILLIAM JOE HACKER • 55 
MRS. WILLIAM JOE HACKER • 1 
(JOAN 8ENSON) 
HISS OPAL JUANITA HADDOCK - 56 
MRS. JAMES HADEN - 70 
(ELIZABETH DELLA NUTT) 
MR. TIMOTHY DAVID HADLEY' 71 
MRS. TIMOTHY DAVID HADLEY - 7] 
(NANCY DEE COFFMAN) 
MR. CLAUDE LEWIS HAGER' 59 
MRS. CLAUDE LEWIS HAGER - 56 
(WILHA FAYE PAXON) 
HR. ELLIS LA VERT HAGUEWOOD • 67 
MRS. ELLIS LAVERT HAGUEWOOD - 67 
(PEGGY JEAN GRANDI) 
MR. DEWEY LANCE HAINES - 66 
MR. LOWELL HAINLINE - 51 
MISS SARAH HALBROOK - 42 
HRS. 8 JACK RALL - 48 
[LENA MAE CHESSHIR) 
MR. DENNIE HALL - 56 
MRS. DON RUSSELL HALL - 62 
[EDITH FAYE- WOODHAll) 
HR. GREGORY CHARLES HALL - 77 
MRS. GREGORY CHARLES HALL' 77 
IKARrN SUE PHILLIPS) 
MR. ISAIAH RILEY HALL - 50 
HRS. ISAIAH RILEY HALL - 50 
(FRANCES A LOCKE) 
MR. JIHHY DWllN HALL - 74 
MR. JOHN HUGH HALL - 56 
HRS. JOHN HUGH HALL - 1 
(GRACE CATON) 
MR. JOHN RnBERT HALL - 64 
MRS. JOHN ROBERT HALL - 64 
(FREDA HARlE SKELTON) 
HR. MAURICE C HALL' 59 
HR. OLIVER WENDELL HALL' 4) 
MR. WAYNE ROWLIN HALL" 11 
MRS. WAYNE ROWLIN HALL' 74 
(MARY ALICE WINN) 
MRS. GEORGE HICKMAN HALLUH • 52 
(ED ITH EARLl NE FRANKL IN) 
MR. CURTIS EUGENE HAMILTON - 68 
MRS. WESLEY CHARLES HAMILTON • 70 
(MARIANNE BISHOP) 
MR. OYT/ARD ~' H~M"ANS - 58 
MRS. MAYNARD W HAHHANS • 59 
[VADA SUE BILLINGSLEY! 
MR. N ODELL HAMMOND' 42 
MP. JIMMY HOWARD HAMPTON" 67 
"RS. KENNETH HANCOCK • 55 
(NORHA LOUISE SHITH) 
MH. WILLIAM II HANDY, 49 
MRS. WILLIAM II HANDY - 50 
(NEVA JIM CHESSHIR) 
, -
·-:' , 
MR. DENNIS BRADLEY HANES - 11 
MISS ALEXINE HANKINS - 31 
MR. RAYMOND LEWIS HANKINS - 17 
MRS. E A HANKS - 45 
(POLLY ROSE BOX) 
MR. GLENN STUART HANMER - 1? 
MR. PAUL E HANNA - 56 
MR. TRAVERS 0 HANNA - 67 
MR. JAMES GUESS HANNAH - 67 
MRS. JAMES GUESS HANNAH - 68 
(DONNA RAY COO~) 
MRS. DON HARDAWAY - 42 
(I.OLA HARP) 
MR. DONALD 8ENSON HARDAWAY - 69 
MR. WAYNE HARDIN • 49 
MISS MARY LEE HARE • 75 
MR. RnBERT I. HUE • 50 
"RS. RORERT L HARE • 43 
(RUTH LORENE 8RADLtY) 
HISS CAROL ANITA HARGETT - 72 
MISS JOAN E HARMON • 73 
MRS. KEITH HARNESS • 64 
(WANDA ILENE LINDER) 
MRS. R08ERT T HARPER • 64 
(MARY ANN PHILLIPS) 
MRS. EDWAPD SCOTT HARRELL· 65 
(MARTHA ANN TOOKE) 
MR. JERRY SHELBY HARRELL - 73 
MRS. CHARLES THARRINGTON. 73 
(HAZEL LEE ELLIS) 
MRS. SAM R HARRINGTON • I 
(HAZ~L LOUTSE DUNN) 
MR. ALAN WADE HARRIS· 75 
MRS. AI.AN .ADE HARRIS· 75 
(VALERIE MAUREEN MARKLEY) 
MR. BILLY CLAY HARRIS • 41 
HRS. 81LLY CLAY HARRIS • ~2 
(DORIS CLAYPOOL) 
MR. 8RIAN RANDOLPH HARRIS· 75 
MRS. 8RlAN RANDOLPH HARRIS. 75 
(KATHY JO NEWCOM8) 
MRS. GERALD 8ARTLEY HARRIS· 65 
(DIANE OYER) 
MR. JACK DAVIS HARRIS· 56 
MRS. ,lACK DAVIS HARRIS - 54 
(MARY ANN WHITAKER) 
MR. LUTHER DELBERT HARRIS· 40 
MRS. LUTHER DEL8ERT HARRIS. 41 
(REEDIE 8RIDGES) 
MR. RICKEY LEE HARRIS· 71 
MRS. RICKEY LtE HARRIS • 70 
(JANET LOUETTA KINMAN) 
MR. ROBERT EL8ERT HARRIS • 42 
MR. TRUEL HARRIS· 53 
MRS. TRUEL HARRIS· 53 
(8ETTY RIEMER) 
MRS. WENDELL B HARRIS· 63 
(SHIRLEY YOUNG) 
MR •• ILLIAM DOUGLASS HARRIS· 40 
MRS. WILLIAM DOUGLASS HARRIS· 42 
(MARGARET LARUE COPELAND) 
MR. HAROLD REYNOLDS HART • 51 
MRS. HAROLD REYNOLDS HART • 50 
(MAMIE JO wOODY) 
MR. PHILLIP WARREN HART· 75 
MRS. RUPERT R HART' · 4] 
(MILDRED J ROYAL) 
MR. THOMAS HUGH HARTLf:Y - 62 
MR. RALPH DALE HART"AN • 55 
DR. DAVID BENNETT HARVEY • 62 
MR. MARVIN W HASTINGS • 31 
MRS. MARVIN W HASTINGS· 34 
(SUSIE 8URNS) 
MRS. F J HATCH· 52 
(SARAH ANN CROOM) 
MISS MICHELE HATCHER· 73 
MR. .ELDON HATCHER • 55 
MR •• ILLIAM MICHAEL HATCHER· 76 
MR. JAMES KEVIN HAUGH· 77 
MRS. JAMES KEVIN HAUGH • 77 
(ROSt KATHERINE CURTIS) 
MR. JACK W HAWKINS • I 
MISS JANICE KAY HAWHNS - 67 
MRS. RAYMUND OTTO HAWKINS· 45 
(IMOGENE NICHOLAS) 
MA, ROBEN T B HA W~ I HS • 45 
HRS. ROB~RT B HAWKINS • 45 
I BETTY HAAI E .APL~ I 
MR. THOMAS EDWARD HAWKINS· 63 
MRS. THOMAS EDWARD HAWKINS· 65 
(DARLENE EADS) 
MR. VERNON LOUIS HA.KINS • 59 
OS, VERNON LOUIS HAWKINS· 56 
(HATSUYU KITAZAWA) 
MR. WAYNE ALLEN HA.LEY • 72 
~RS. WAYNE ALLEN HAWLEY· 72 
(MARJORIE GAYLE HARNDEN) 
HRS. • W HAWTHORNE • 34 
I lnA MAE MORGA N,) 
MR. DON HUGH .HAYES • 60 
MRS. OOYNE HAYES· 66 
(DANA CAROLE WIM8ERLEY) 
MR. fREDRICK EUGENE HAYES - l4 
. ,.. ' ,,'-.. ' .. ,,: ,. ,- ,-. 
MRS. JAMES LEWIS HEAHN • 56 
(JOHN ICE ANN YOUN G) 
MRS. MICHAEL EA RL HEARN· 71 
(MARCELI NE LAVELLE LASATER) 
MR. JAMES LEWIS HEATH· 62 
MRS. JAMES LE.IS HEATH - 64 
(GLORIA ANNE HA LL) 
MRS. MILTON J HEC K · 40 
(MARGUf. RITE GRUVER) 
MRS. FLOYD HERSiiCELL HECKER· S2 
(MAZTE EVELYN .HITEHOUSf.) 
MRS. BILL F HEFLEY· 55 
(ELIZABETH JANE SUTHERLIN) 
MISS DELMA fAYE HEGGIE· 68 
MR. BOYCE DEWAYNE HELMS • 59 
MRS. BOYCE DF.WAYNE HELMS - 61 
(V JOAN .ADDILL) 
MR. DON J HELMS • 59 
MRS. DON J HELHS • 63 
(MA RG ARET ANN HICKS? 
MR. WILLIAM DOYLE HELMS· 56 
MRS. WILLIAM DOYLE HtLMS • 51 
(MARY ETHEL HILL) 
MR. ROIIERT L HEL5TEN - 46 
MRS. R08ERT L HtLSTtN • 47 
(MARY BELLE GARNER) 
MR. HUGN WAYNE HEMINGNAY - 41 
MRS. HUGN WAYNE "EMINGWAY • 42 
(ANNILE CHAMRERS) 
MR. RORERT ARTHUR HEMINGWAY • 75 
MRS. ROBERT ARTHUR HEMINGWAY· 76 
(PAMEUNN tLIZABETH LEE) 
MR. ADRIAN B HENDr-RSON • 32 
MRS. ADRIAN 8 HENDERSON • 30 
(CARRIE OLSON) 
MR. CAMP8ELL ANDREW HENDERSON • 75 
MR. DAVID INGRAM HENDERSON • 75 
MRS. DAVID INGRAM HENDERSON - 76 
(TREVA CLAIRE WADt) 
MR. JAMES R HENDERSON· 71 
MRS. JAMES R HENDERSON - 11 
(RENNIE WILLIS) 
MR. JOHN RAY HENDERSON • 76 
MRS. JOHN RAY HENDERSON· 79 
(DEBRA LYNN WILLIAMS) 
MR. LARRY BERNARD HENDtRSON • 61 
MRS. LARRY BERNARD HENDERSON - 66 
(HELE" ROSELA"D "ERRITT) 
MISS REBEKAH HENDERSON • )7 
DR. THOMAS WAYNE NENDERSON • 69 
MRS. THOMAS WAINE HENDUSON • 69 
(LINDA ELAINE BRIDGES) 
MR. JERlIY E HENDRICK • 66 
MRS. wALTER H HENDRICKS • 29 
(ALICE PEARL NORRlS) 
MR. EDWIN DALE HENDRIX· 72 
MR. GERALD CLAYTON HENDRIX • 53 
MR. OLEN DARWIN HENDRU • 74 
MRS. OLEN DARWIN HENDRIX • 74 
(ELIZABETH ANN RICHMOND) 
MR. WELDON L HENDRIX. 59 
HRS. WELDON L HENOR IX • 61 
(CAROL GREEN) 
MR. RILEY HENRY - ]) 
MRS •• ILLIAM RALPH HENRY - 50 
(LYDA G JACKSON) 
MRS. AMOS L HENSON • 48 
(FRANCES MARIE SMUNERS) 
MR. FRANKLIN DELANO HENSON· 76 
MR. GLENN DALE HERMANN· 74 
MRS. G 0 HERNDON· 72 
(SUSAN LOUISE STEWART) 
MR. wHIT FRANKLIN HERNDON· 71 
MRS. DONALD HERRING. 48 
(DORIS ELEANOR KELLY! 
MR. rRANCIS C. HERRING • ~o 
MRS. FRANCIS C. HERRING· 51 
(MARGARET YATES) 
MR. PHIL L. HERRINGTON • 74 
MRS. PHIL L. HERRINGTON· 75 
(80NNIE ANNETTE CONE) 
MR. ROB!:'HT HA~OLD HES~£LROOP; ... 71 
MR. SAMUf.L EDWARD HESTER· 69 
MI SS AU8REY HEWEN • 17 
MR. "IKE L HIATT - 72 
~RS. MTKE L HIATT • 72 
(DIANA N Me ~INNEy) 
MR. MARION L HICKINGBOTTOM • 50 
MPS. CHAFILES HICKMAN. 1} 
(GAIL JOYCE LUMPKIN) 
MR. DARRELL DAVID HICKMAN· 56 
MRS. DARRELL DAVID HICKMAN. 66 
(KERRY LEE HARDCASTLE) 
MR. CHARLES VERNON HICKS • 71 
MRS. CHA~LES VERNON HICKS • 77 
(MELINDA RUTH SHAPPLEY) 
MR. CLARt:NCE LEE HICKS' 74 
"R. DONALD WADE HICKS· 70 
MRS. DONALD WADE HICKS· 67 
(PAULA ANN SPENCER) 
HR. WILLIAM ROBERT HIGYE~ • 69 
MRS •• ILLIAM RUBERT HIGBEE· 69 
(LESLIE RUTH YELL) 
MR. DALf. BRUCE HILL· 72 
MRS. DALE BRUCE HILL· 72 
(SMORA SUE J OHNSON) 
MR. JERRF.l.L 0 HIJ,L • 61 
MRS. J~RRELL D HI~L • 58 
(FERN N PASLEY) 
MRS. MILTON HILL· 71 
(ANTOINETTE r GOUDEAU) 
MRS. NEIL COLLIER HILL· 56 
(NINA JOAN WESTBROOK) 
MRS. HEINZ R08ERT HILLf.R • 72 
(REGGY LYNN HARE) 
MR. RICHARD GALEN AILTON • 70 
MISS MARCIA JEAN HIMES· 72 
MR. JAHES OGAL HINERMAN· 74 
HRS • .lAMES OGAL HINERMAN. 74 
(BRENDA SUE MARTINI 
MRS. CHARLES A HINKLE • 53 
(HATTIE MARIE BURDEN) 
MRS. EVERETT HINTON· 74 
(ANNIE MAE STEUART) 
MR. SAMUEL W HINTON • 13 
MRS. SAMUEL W HINTON • 75 
(NANCY SUE DOWLtSS) 
DR. GEORGE ALVIN HOBBY - 66 
MRI. GEORGE UtIN HOIIIIT • 65 
(E PRISCILLA IIAKER I 
MR. JAMtII DAYID HDIBY • 62 
MRS. JAMES DutD HOllY • 64 
IKAREN KAY HERSHEY) 
MR. KEIINETH LESTER HDIIY • 69 
.RS. KEbETH LESTER HDIBY • 69 
(ANN ELIZA8!TH ADAIR) 
IIIR. RONALD E HOBELMAI • 15 
IIIRS. RONALD E HDBELMAN • 13 
(CYNTHIA ELLEN CATES) 
MR. CHARLES Bt:E HODGE ' · 5) 
MRS. CHARLEII litE HODGt • 52 
(HELEN LEt MAUPINj 
MR. SAMUEL WAYNE HODNtTT • 69 
MRS. SAMUEL WAYNE HODUtT • 66 
(GLENDA FAY YATES) 
MRS. DAVID ALAN HOGAN • 72 
I ~ATHRTN LYNNE GlLES) 
MR. DENNIS MICHAEL HOGAN • 69 
MRS. DENUS UCHAEL HOGAN· 72 
IrRANCES ELAINE DEVORE) 
MR. JtRRY W HDGAII .. 6) 
MRS. JERRY W HOGAN • 56 
(IIIYRNA SUE rRENCH) 
MR. TYRUS VERN HOGAN • 69 
MRS. TYRUS VERN HOGAN· 70 
(MARGARET JOYCE 80ND) 
MR. JACK B HOGG • 57 
MRS. JACK B HOGG • 53 
IJO ANN COOK) 
MRS. FREDER ICK A HOKE • 58 
(JUNE JUNELLE BtRRY) 
MR. 0 L HOL8ROOK • 31 
MRS. JAMES W HOLLAND· 42 
(VIRGINIA V STEWART) 
MISS KAREN LYNN HOLLAND • 71 
MRS. STEVE HOLLAND • 69 
(SYLVIA ANN WALKER) 
MR. JERRY BRADSHAW HOLLIS • 65 
MRS. JERRY BRADSHAW HOLLIS· 65 
(PATRICIA L SHULL) 
MR. RANDAL KENT HOLLOWAY • 76 
MR. VIRGIL EARL HOLLOWAY· 60 
MRS. VIRGIL EARL HOLLOWAY • 1 
(NELLIE WILLIAMS) 
MRS. DONAVAN EUGEN! HOLMAN· 62 
(RUTH CAROLYN COBURN) 
MISS JEAN RAE HOLT • 73 
MRS. MILDRED H~T • 39 
MISS BRENDA GAYLE HOOD· 74 
"RS. STANLEY HDOD • 64 
(BETTY JANE TIPTON) 
MR. ALTON THOMAS HOOTEN • 64 
MRS. ALTON THOMAS HDOTEN • 67 
(VIRGINIA ANN GIST) 
HR. JEFFREY THOMU HOPPER • 74 
MRS. JErFREY THOMA8 HOPPER • 12 
(JUD1TH ANN GRIFnTH) 
OR. JAN MILTON HORNBUCKLE· 65 
MRS. JAN MILTON HORNIUCKLE • 67 
(NINA LOUIs[ SUNFORD) 
IIIR. DONALD EUGENE HORSMAN • 59 
OIRS. DONALD EOGENE HORSMAN • 69 
(8ETTY HALCOM) 
MR. HOMER RAY HDRSMAN • 50 
MRS. HOMER RAT HORSMAN • 45 
(BLANCHE IRENE RICKMAN) 
MISS MARILYN RUTH HORSMAN • 76 
MR. CLARENCE CLIFTON HDRTON • 44 
MRS. CLARENCE CLIrtON HORTON - 42 
(rRUCES WILLIAMSON) 
HISS GLENDA JEAN HORTON· 71 
MISS wELMA RUTH HORTON • 76 
MRS. FRANK E HOSSMAN • 47 
(DOROTHY JEAN KING) 
MR. DAV 10 DEE HDUSE - 74 
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MRS. FRED~ICK EUGENE HAYES - 31 
(8ERTHA BENSON) 
MISS LYNDA BETH HAYES • 74 
MR. JAMES MICHAEL HAYNES. 71 
MR. E CONARD HAYS - I 
MR. RAYMOND L HAZLET • 27 
MR. ROSTEN FRANKLIN HEAD • 66 
MR. FRANK M HEADLEE· 39 
MR. DON H~ALY • 42 
MRS. DUN HEALY. 47 
(MARYANN HAZLET) 
~I SS DORI S SIlT" HtAl;Y • 13 
MR. JAMES LE.IS HEARN. 56 
DR. AUBREY EOWARD HIGGIN80THAM • bO 
MRS. AU8REY EDWARD HIGGINBOTHAM· b4 
(LOLETA MEREDITH) 
MR. JOE WAYNE HIGGINBOTHAM • 68 
"ISS ELIZABETH WAYNE HIGGS· 75 
MR. RONALV CURTIS HIGHFIELD· 75 
MRS. RONALD CURTIS "IGHrIELD • 75 
(MARTHA ELLEN rARRAR I 
MR. WALTER EUGENE HIGHTOWER • 29 
MR. ARVIL E HILL· 69 
MRS. ARVIL E HILL· 69 
(SALLY DORIS MC GIBNEY) 
MRS. CARL WAYNE HILL • 64 
(ROBBIE JUDITH WILLINGHAM) 
MR. DAVID WARNER HOUSE· 74 
MRS. DAVID WARNER HOUst • 7) 
(DONNITA CLARK) 
MR. GLEN DEAN HOUSE • 66 
MRS. GLEN DEAN HOUSE· 64 
(8ARBARA ANN SIMPSON) 
MR. ,lAMES B HOUSE. 66 
MRS. JAMES B HOUSE" 70 
(SUE N HOWERTON I 
MR. ALTON JOHNATHAN HONARD • 7] 
MRS. ALTON JDHNATHAN HO_ARD • 75 
(~HRY&ANNE SHACKELrORD) 
MRS. JEARL FRANCIS HONARD • 62 
(JANE ELIZABtTN GOINS) 
. ' ! 
MR. THOMU MEDrORD HDNARD • 69 
M~S. BRYANT C HOWELL· 47 
IMARY ADA HARRIS) 
MR. FORREST ADMIRAL HowtLL • ?9 
MR. RONALD DEWEY HONELL - 70 
MRS. RONALD DENEY HOWELL· 72 
(JUDY ELIZABETH HONARD) 
MR. WESLEY HONK • 50 
MRS. WESLEY HowK • 51 
(CAROLYN BRADLEY) 
MR. JOHN MITCHELL NO_LETT • 72 
MRS. JOHN MITCHELL HOWLETT· 72 
(8ARBARA LDU MESSER) 
MRS. HAROLD RICHARD HRUSKA. 64 
(ELLEN KAY HENRY! 
MRS. DARRYL P HUBBARD ·'b6 
(MARGARET LYNN WILLBAN~S) 
MR. ROBERT EUGENE HUBIARD • 75 
MISS POLLY ANNA NUIER' ·"77 
MISS ANNA FLOWERENE HUDDLESTON • 71 
MR. J CLIFFORD HUDDLESTON· 36 
MRS. J CLIFFORD HUDDLP!STON • 39 
(EVELYN WILLIAMS) 
MR. JULIUS LEON HUDDLESTON - 41 
MRS. JULIUS LEON HUDDLESTON • 51 
(MARY ELLEN ENGLES) 
MRS. CHARLES E HUEBNER • 62 
(CAROLYN A LEONARD) 
DR. BEN MILTON HUEY • 6' 
MRS. RAYHOND R HUEY • 4) 
(DDR I SELl ZABETH RABE) 
MR. WAYME ALAN HUEY • 69 
MRS. WAYNE ALAN HUEY • 71 
(MARILUE JOHN) 
MR. PAUL f. HUFF· 60 
MRS. PAUL E HUH· 56 
(SYLVIA JEANNE BANKSTON) 
MR. EVERTT LEE HurnRD • 46 
MRS. EVr.~TT LEE HUFFARD • 73 
(ELSIE GROSS) 
MRS. GEORGE HUrSMITH • 41 
(BEATRICE TUCKER) 
MR. EDStL HUGHES • 57 
MRS. EDSEL HUGHES • 56 
(IVA LOU LANGDON) 
MR. GARRY LEE HUGHES· 72 
MR. GLAMAN N HUGHES • 59 
MRS. GLAMAN N HUGHES • 59 
(PATRICIA ANN MCKAY) 
MR. JAMES EDWARD HUGHES • 57 
MR. PAUL RANDALL HUGHES - 69 
DR. RICHARD THOMAS HUGHtS • 65 
MRS. RICHARD THOMAS HUGHES • 64 
(JANICf. WRIGHT) 
MR. ROREPT A HUGHES· 40 
MRS. RDBF.~T A HUGHES· 40 
(HEL!N TENNESSEE HUGHES) 
MR. ROGER JERRY HIIGHES • 63 
MR. DDNALD LEE HULL· 65 
MRS. MARION LEE HULL· 54 
(ORTELL ARMSTRONG) 
MR. DONALD EUGENE HUMPHREY • 59 
MRS. DONALD EUGENE HUMPHREY • 63 
(SANDRA SUE HERRINGTON) 
MR. GERALD 0 HUNNICUTT· 60 
MR. JOE WENDELL HUNNICUTT • ~8 
MR. ALFRED L HUNT· 63 
MR. DAVID HAYS HURD· 74 
MRS. DAVID HAYS HURD· 75 
IJENNIHR LYNN RHODES) 
MRS. PAUL E HUSTDN • 70 
(DIANN JANE WILLIAMSON) 
MRS. DANIEL LEROY HUTCHERSON • 69 
(CYNTHIA HA.UNS) 
MRS. GUY HUTCHINSON • 51 
(ESTHA ROUSH) 
MR. DAVID VIRGIL HUTSON· 72 
MRS. DAVID VIRGIL HUTSON· 72 
(8ARBARA JUN HUNT) 
MRS. WILLIS C HUYSER - 53 
(GLORIA NELL MILTON) 
MR. DAVID RAY ICE· 69 
MRS. DAVID RAY ICE· 69 
(BRENDA KAY ROGERS) 
MR. GARY ICE - 66 
MRS. RUSSELL M INGALLS· 40 
(EDDIE .ILL BUTLEY) 
MR. Y05HI0 INOMATA • 61 
MRS. YOSHIO INOMATA • 64 
(SUZANNE LOIS SPtER) 
MRS. "ANts H ISAACS· 65 
(MARY LAOUIDA BYRD) 
MR. WILLIE ISBY • 70 
MRS. EDWARD ISERN • 58 
(MARGARltT ANN CARTER) 
DR. ALLAN LLOYD 150M • 60 
MRS. ALLAN LLOYD 150M - 60 
(DONNA CAROLE THOHAS) 
MR. CHARLES EDDIE 150M - 64 
MR. DICKIE LYNN ISDN • 77 
MRS. DICKIE LYNN ISOM • 77 
IKATHRYN SH ARP ) 
MR. TAYLOR 0 150M. I 
MR. WILLIAM HOUSTON ITIN • 40 
MRS. WILLIAM HOUSTON ITIN • 43 
(DOROTHY HINDS) 
MR. WILLIAM MURRY IVEY • 70 
MRS. WILLIAM MURRY IVEY • 71 
(CATHY JEAN MORRIS) 
MR. CHARLES L JACKliON • 59 
MR. CHARLES THOMAS JACKSON • 62 
MR,. DAVID BRUCE JACKSON • 72 
MR. JErFREY AUSTIN JACKSON • 76 
MRS. JOSEPH E JACKSON· 38 
(KATHLEEN LANGFORD) 
MR. NATHAN DANIEL JACKSON· 50 
MR. RANDALL ROY JACKSON· 68 
MRS. RANDALL ROY JACKSON. 71 
(NANCY MARGARET ESSNER) 
MR. RONALD E JACKSON· 68 
MRS. THOMAS A JACKSON • 56 
(.ANDA DORIS YINGLING) 
MR. BRYAN KENNETH JACOBS· 65 
HRS. BRYAN KENNETH JACORS • 67 
(SANDRA S LARGENT) 
MR. PAUL ALLEN JACOBY • 73 
MRS. PAUL ALLEN JACOBY • 17 
(VALERIE JEAN AYERS) 
MRS. CHARLES a JAMES - 70 
(DORES YVONNE LEE) 
MRS. Of-WAYNE 0 JAMF.S • 61 
(HELEN ANITA GREENE) 
MRS. DOROTHEA JAMES· l3 
(DOROTHEA SMITH) 
MR. MICHAEL LYNN JAM~S • 73 
MRS. MICHAEL LYNN JAMfoS • 73 
(ELIZAAf.TH JANE HOGAN) 
MRS. NELSUN DEWEY JAMES • 52 
(GEORGIA MARIE WEBB) 
MR. RICHARD ALBERT JAHES • 70 
MRS. RICHARD ALBERT JAMES· 70 
(L I NOA SUE NEWCUMB) 
MRS. ROBERT L JAMES· 59 
(ARDYTHf. ANN JOHNSON) 
HRS. RUBY JANES • 34 
(RU~Y PARROTT) 
MR. WJ[,LIAM HOYTE JARNAGIN - 69 
MRS. WILLIAM HOYTE JARNAGIN· 10 
(REIIECCA NANCINE CRONE) 
MRS. DEWAYNE JENKINS • ~9 
(ELIZABETH JANICE PAHAL) 
MISS SHARON SUE JEN~ETTE • 66 
OR. RICHARD DUKE JENNINGS· 64 
MR. BRUCE KEVIN JERALVS • 7) 
MRS. BRUCE KEVIN JERALDS • 72 
(PAMELA ANNE BURLESON) 
MISS AMANDA EARLINE JESTER - 68 
MR. CHARLES GRANVILLE JESTER· 60 
MRS. CMARLES GRANVlLLt JESTER • 59 
(MODENA PU~S) 
HR. GENE EARL JESTER • 63 
MISS MARALEE CORA JEWETT - 77 
MR. CLENNIf. CLOYCE JOHNS • 49 
MRS. CLENNIE CLOYCE JOHNS • 52 
(CLEMENTINE POUND) 
DR. WILLIAM JOSEPH JOHNS· 54 
MRS •• ILLIAM JOSEPH JOHNS • 54 
(MARTHA SUE ALLEN) 
MRS. ALLEN M JOHNSON • 49 
(NORMA REA FORESEE) 
MR. CALVIN LEONARD JOHNSON • 3~ 
MRS. CALVIN LEONARD JOHNSON. 36 
( CAGLE) 
MR. DAVID MARK JOHNSON· 77 
MR. DONALD F JOHNSON • 71 
MRS. DONALD F JOHNSON • 71 
(LEAH DIANE THWEATT) 
MR. DONALD HALL JOHNSON • 67 
MR. ELBERT LEE JOHNSON • 64 
MRS. ELBERT LEE JOHNSON • 64 
(MARIAN LOUISE JACKSON) 
MR. FRED N JOHNSON· 71 
MRS. FRED JOHNSON • 76 
IRONDA KAYE EVANS) 
MR. GLENN I JOHNSON • 31 
MRS. GLENN I JOHNSON - )7 
(ELIZABETH TRAVIS) 
M~. JAMES WALLACE JOHNSON • 59 
MRS. JERRY JOHNSOIl • 62 
(DONNA JEAN 'ELICIJ 
MR. KENNETH LESTER JOHNSON • 66 
MRS. KENNETH LtsTtR JDHNSDN • 66 
IMARY rRANCES FLIPPIN) 
MR. RICHARD A JOHNSON· 60 
MR. RICKY LYNN JDHNSON - 72 
MRS. RICKY LYNN JOHNSON • 7] 
(VIRGINIA LOUISE BEAN) 
MR. THOMAS LESTER JOHNSON • )2 
MRS. THOMAS LESTER JORNSON • 32 
(RUTH ANN ADKINS) 
MRS. TIM JOHNSON • 72 
(DIANA MICHAL DENHAM) 
MR. WAYNE RICHARD ,IOHNSON • 77 
MRS. wtNDELL JOHNSON • 65 
(MARY HALE GARNER) 
MR. WILLIAM ARTHUR JOHNSON· 73 
MR. DONALD CAROL JOHNSTON • ,. 
MRS. DONALD CAROL JOHNSTON • 57 
(NINA OUINN HARVEY) 
MR. BOB ' ALLAN JOLLIFF· 56 
MRS. BOB ALLAN JO'.LIFF • 61 
(VIRGINIA RUTH ~ANHAM) 
MISS KAREN ANN JONAS • 76 ' 
MRS. ALVIS JONES • 41 
(MARY ELIZABETH SKIDMORE) 
MR. DAVID ALAN JONES. 70 
MR. DAVID CLAUDE JONtS • 64 
MRS. DAVID CLAUDE JONES - 65 
(PAT CLEMENT) 
MR. DOUGLAS WADE JONES - 15 
MRS. DOUGLAS WADE JONES· 76 
(REBtCCA SUE MURRIE) 
MRS. ERNEST MILTON JONES. 41 
(HELEN SUE HALL) 
MR. HAROLD BRADrORD JONES - 76 
MRS. HAROLD BRADFORD JONES • 76 
(PATSY AN" BILLJNGSLEYJ 
MRS. HAROLD 0 JONES· 50 
(RURY JAN ICE 8AKER) 
MR. JAMES AUSBIN JONES - 7) 
MR. JAHES CRAIG JONES· 71 
MRS. JAMES CRAIG JONES· 76 
(JANET LYNE ALYJ 
MR. JAMES 0 JONES • 72 
MRS. JAMES V JONES· 72 
(MAURINE RUTH LEWIS) 
MR. JAMES DOYLE JONES· 73 
MR. JAMES LAWRENCE JONES • 64 
OR. JERRY LEE JONES • 60 
MRS. ,JERRY LEE JONES. 60 
(CLAUDETTE DUBOIS) 
MR. JOE DALE JONES· 73 
DR. JOE KEITH JONES· 64 
MRS. JOE MERRELL JONES • 6? 
(MARGIE LOUISE PANNELL) 
MR. MICHAEL LYNN JONES - 66 
MISS PAMELA MARIE JONES - 76 
MRS. RUTH ALICE JONES· 31 
DR. WTATT M JONES • 51 
MR. BILLY CHARLES JORDAN· 74 
DR. GARY .AYNE JORGENSF.N • 64 
MRS. MICHAEL L JUSTICE· 69 
(MELBA JEAN BLAIR) 
MISS JOY LYNN JUSTISS· 73 
MR. MICHAEL GENE JUSTUS - 74 
MRS. MICHAEL GENE JUSTUS. 74 
(r.LAINE MARIE SHIPP) 
MRS. SIDNEY KAHN • 63 
( J O ANN JUNEAU) 
MR. BENJAHIN GLENN KAIL • 65 
MRS. BENJAMIN GLENN KAIL • 65 
(JAY DENE STONE) 
MR. SINGLETON KAMP • 51 
MRS. DONALD KAMPENGA • 48 
(JUNE K I LI.EBREW) 
MRS. JOSEPH L KEATHLEY. 70 
(JULIE JOY WARD) 
MR. DONALD EDWIN KEE • 70 
MRS. DONALD ED.IN KEE • 70 
(CAROLYN ANN ALLEN) 
DR. JIMMY WAYNE KEE • 66 
HRS. JIMMY WAYNE KEE • 70 
(LISA W LANGE) 
MRS. J. MICHAEL KEENE· 67 
(BETTE IRENE GRIMES) 
HR. CHARLES RAY KEETH. 64 
MRS. CHARLES RAY KtETH • 64 
(JUDITH LYNN BAKER) 
MR. JAMES DOUGLAS KEETH • 65 
MRS. JAMES DOUGLAS KEETH • 65 
(ANNE WHIDDON) 
OR. LAUREL DARWIN KEICHLINE • 67 
MRS. LAUREL DARWIN KEICHLINE • 69 
(LOIS ANN FELCH) 
MR. SAMUEL PltTER KtICHLIHE • 64 
HRS. SAMUEL PETER KEICHLINE - 6~ 
!PATRICIA WATSON) 
H~ • • 0IERT EUG!:Nt KEnH • 57 
MRS. RDIERT tUGENE KEITH - I 
(tDITH GARRETT) 
MR. DELMD WAtNt KELLAR· 51 
MRS. DELMO NAYNE KELLAR • 52 
IALICE ANII MA_KINS) 
MRS, ~AYID A KELLEY • 61 
(LDRRAINE MAE HOWARD) 
MR. GARY CECIL KtLLEY • 61 
IIRS. GARY CECIL KELLU • 61 
(CUUDIA MARtER! HALL) 
M.. JAMES LOYD KELLEY • 62 
Mil. JDMR EDWARD KltLLEY • 69 
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MR. THONAS ROBERT KELLEY • 64 
MR. RAYMOND rOCKER K!tLY • 70 
IIR5. UYMOND~'fOCKER KttLY . ' ~J 
'(LADONNA FERN MARTINI ' 
DR. ROBERT JOE KELuY . ' 6) 
DR. DAVID RAY KERNODLE • 64 
MR. DENTON L!E KERNODLE· 65 
MRS~. DENTON LEE KERNODLE • 64 
(DE ALVA LEE MrCARLEYI 
MR. TERRY LYNN KERNODLE' 7) 
MRS. T!~RY LYNN KERNODLE • 74 
(PATRICIA ANN MCDANIEL) 
MRS. ROBERT J KERR • 47 
(JARET ROSALIE REA) 
M ISS ELLEN KEY • 47 
MR. JERRY JOE KIDD • 6) 
MRS. JAMES L KIDDER • 70 
(CAROL LEE SUMMERS) 
MR. MICHAEL DALE KIEFrNER • 74 
MR. JOHN ~INZEL KIIHNL • 48 
MR. ULYSSES GRANT KILLION • 63 
MRS. ULYSSES GRANT KILLION· 63 
(CAROL ANN BAILEY) 
MR. SIN HO KIM • 63 
MRS. RICHARD L KIMERY' 74 
(SHARON ANNETTE STITES) 
MRS. R L KINCAID· 70 
(KARLA DIANE SYBERT) 
MR. WILBURN KINCANNON • 
MRS. CUMI B KING' 40 
(CUMI BAWCOM) 
MRS. DARREL C KING' 75 
(SANDRA J CLARK) 
MRS. MYRON L KING' 45 
( GOODPASTURE) 
MR. WALTER 0 KING· 49 
MRS. WALTER 0 KING' 50 
(RUTH VIRGINIA GREER) 
MR. J C KINGSLEY • 36 
MRS. J C KINGSLEY - 28 
(MAURINE RHODES) 
MR. JAMES LAVON KINSER - 68 
MISS BEVERLY ANN KIRBY • 76 
MRS. BILLY DEAN KIRBY - 52 
(WANDA DELL GREENE) 
MR. RANDALL NEILL KIRBY • 74 
MRS. RANDALL NEILL KIRBY - 74 
(JONEAL SHACKELFORD) 
MR. ANTHONY ~AYNE KIRK - 72 
MR. DAVID FLETCHER KIRK' 62 
MRS. DAVID FLETCHER KIRK • 62 
(LINDA LEE MC MAHAN) 
MR. LOWELL RALPH KIRKBRIDE· 69 
MRS. LOWELL,RALPH KIRKBRIDE' 65 
(DONNA F NEAL) 
MR. CHARLES BRADLEY KIRKLIN • 69 
MRS. CHARLES BRADLEY KIRKLIN • 69 
(PATRICIA DUN TUCICER) 
MR. JOHN WILLIAM KISS' 1 
MRS. JOHN WILLIAM KISS' 61' 
(GLADYS KEISLING) 
MRS. CERALDIRE KISSIRE - 33 
MR. ROBERT KISSIRE - 61 
MRS. ROBERT KISSIRE - 6] 
(PATSY R VENABLE) 
MR. ALBERT FRANK KITCHENS - 52 
MR. PAUL EUGENE KITZMILLER • 74 
MAS. PAUL EUGENE KITZMILLEA - 75 
(VIRGINIA RUTH PAGE) 
MR. RONALD JOHN KLEIN - 64 
MISS FLORENCE F ~LEMM - 64 
MR. STEVEN EUGENE KLEMM - 74 
MR. JAMES JUNIOA KNAACK • 71 
MR. GEORGE D KMtpPER - 46 
MRS. DON ~ KNIGHt - 70 
(DEBORAH GAL! ROPER) 
MR. JAMI!S RAY KNICHT • 67 
MRII. JAMEII RAY KNICHT - 'I 
(JUDY CAROL PENtECOST) 
"R. ROBERT DARRELL KNIGHT - 69 
M~S. ROBEAT DARAELL KIIOHT - 14 
(CAROL LYNErTE BUCY) 
MR. GRECORY ARTHUR KOFAHL - 71 
MR. G~ADY HE~B!RT KOGER - 11 
MRS. ROBERTA ~OGER - 41 
MRI. MA~Y J KORLER - 42 
("ARY IlLA"ClIt JII.CKIIDN) 
MA. GENE KOKEN • 40 
MRS. GENE KO~EN • 46 
(GWENDOLYN FARMER) 
"RS. MYRON D KOLB - 56 
(GRACE E SMILEY) 
MA. DOUG KOSTO~S~I - 85 
MRS. DOUG KOIITO~SKI • 66 
(KATHRYN GREGORY RIVERS) 
DR. ELLEN JOYCE KAAMAR - 72 
MRS. ROBERT EUGENE KRAMI!:R • 55 
(CAMILLE ANDERSO") 
MISS NANCY ANN KRAPE • 77 
MR. RICHARD ALLEN KRUSE • 59 
MRS. RICHARD ALLEN KRUSE' 67 
(BETTIE LOU BURGIN) 
MRS. ROBE AT E ~RUTE - 68 
(LINDA ANN DISMUKE) 
MRS. JEARY KUCEAA - 64 
(JUANITA ALICE PROCTOR) 
MR. JULIUS JOHN KUKTA • 77 
M~S. JULIUS JOHN KUKTA - 7) 
(KA~EN EILEEN WILSON) 
MR. CHESTE~ A~THUR KUYKENDALL • 68 
MR. NILLIAM E LAAS - 43 
HRS. ~ILLIAH E LA AS - 45 
(CECIL HA~E) 
MR. 0 CHARLES LABRIOLA - 69 
MRS. 0 CHARLES LABRIOLA' 68 
(LOLA ANNE CANTELOUI 
MR. DAVID MORGAN LACEY - 72 
MRS. DAVID MO~GAN LACEY • 72 
(JOY MAE WOMaCK) 
MRS. LEE LACY - 66 
(AVAYD ANN BARRETT) 
MR. ROBERT ALLEN LACY - 61 
DR. PRESTO" EDWARD LAFERNEY • 57 
MRS. PRES; EDNARD LAFER"EY - 59 
(JOHNN I , lEE VAUGHN) 
MR. ROGER b~t'CE LAHB - 10 
MRS. ROGE~ BRUCE LAHB - 10 
(MA~CIA JEAN MARKS) 
MR. WILLIAM HA~VEY LAMB - 70 
MRS. WILLIAM HARVEY LAMB • 69 
(NANCY DIANE ASHLEO 
MR. GUSSIE LAMBERT - 45 
M~S. E~NEST C LAMPHERE - 66 
(HALLIE LOUISE ROBBINS) 
HR. J B LANCASTER - 49 
HRS. LARRY LANCASTER' 76 
(VONDA LEE KNAPP) 
MRS. WILLARD LANCE - 56 
(DORTHA LUCILE RICHARDS) 
MISS CONNIE VI~GINIA LAND • 17 
MR. WILLIA. EDWIN LAND' 60 
HRS. DOELAS RANDY LANDES - 64 
(REBECCA JUNE DENNINGTON) 
MISS ELISSA LANF. - 11 
DR. ROBERT C LANE - 65 
MRS. ROBERT C LANE' 63 
(SHARON JEAN BERRY) 
11K. THOMAS a U~N£ • 72 
HR. LARRY WAYNE LANGFO~D - 76 
MRS. LA~~Y WAYNE LANGFORD - 74 
(PAULA MARIE DAVIS) 
MR. JAMES C LANKFORD - 50 
MRS. JAMES C LANKFORD - 1 
(BETTY JEAN SMITH) 
MRS. JOHN LANKFORD • 69 
(BEVERLY JOAN KARR) 
MRS. C ~ALFRED LANTZ - 32 
(MUY LEE AICGS) 
MR. S ~ LARKINS - 44 
MRS. S M LARKINS - 44 
(ALMA THORNBERRY) 
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DR. DALE R LARSEN • 45 
MRS. DALE R LARSEN - 43 
(MARY RAYLr.NE THOA"TONI 
MR. MAX EUGENE LARWIN • 58 
MISS DEBORAH JE~ELL LATHAM • 40 
HISS ETHEL LATHAM ~ lO 
MISS PEARL LATHAM ;, 10 
MR. HERBERT HALL LAIIR!lIe! • 47 
MRS. HERBEAT HALL LA~RENCE • 47 
(THELDA MAE HEALY) 
DR. JIMMIE DON LlWSON -'64" 
MRS. JIMMIE DON LAWSON - 64 
(LAURA JANE MILLER) 
MRS. MAURICE L LAWSON • 59 
(LOIS LEE) 
MR. RANDY BAYAN LAWSON' 74 
MR; DAVID FRANCIII LAWYE~ - 66 
MRS. DAVID FRAIICIS LA~Y!R • 62 
(GENEVA GAY COMBS) 
MR. D~AN L LA~YER • 45 
MRS. DEAN L LA~YER - 45 
(NORMANDA ~EBB) 
MR. MARION DOUGLAS LAWYER • 49 
MRS. MARION DOUGLAS LA~YER • 54 
(CHARLA REIIECCA CRANFORD) 
MR. RICHARD COLVIN L_WYEP - 66 
MRS. RICHARD COLVIN LA~YER • 65 
(JOYCE MC~ENZIE) 
MR. ROBERT F LAWYER - 39 
MP. ROBERT MICIIAEL LAWYER· 12 
MRS. ROBERT MIeHAEL LAWYER • 69 
(LINDA LORRAINE LEASURE) 
MR. VIRGIL LAWYER· 46 
MRS. VIRGIL LAWYER • 48 
(BETTY LOU DUGGER) 
MR. HARRY PAUL LAY - 69 
MRS. HARRY PAUL LAY' 70 
(SANDRA LEE BARTLEY! 
D~. LARRY THOMAS LAYNE - 69 
HRS. LARRY THOMAS LAYNE - 69 
(JEANNE LOUISE CAIN) 
MR. ALVIN LEACH· 71 
MRS. ALVIN LEACH' 72 
( CA~OLYN LOU KECK) 
MR. WILLIAM J LEACH - 44 
"RS. WILLIAH J LEACH' 46 
(INA MC BRIDE) 
MRS. WILLIAM N LEDBETTER - 62 
(MARION GAIL HARRISON) 
MR. DRAKE ZACHARY LEE - 70 
MRS. DRAKE ZACHARf LEE - 69 
(BONNIE SUE LEWERS) 
MRS. ERNEST N LEE - 77 
(ELIZABETH ANN DAVIS) 
MR. KERRE BRUCE LEE' 71 
M~S. KERBE BRUCE LEE' 72 
(DELORES KAY HAWKINS) 
MR. COLEMAN LAFAYETTE LEMMONS' 51 
MRS. COLEMAN LAFAYETTE LEHMONS - 51 
(JUNE TAYLOR) 
MR. JOSEPH CLEMMONS' 49 
MRS. JOSEPH C LEMHONS • 47 
(LOIS JEANNE HEMINGWAY) 
MR. ~OBERT PAUL LENDHAN - 71 
HRS. ~OBERT PAUL LENDHAN - 1] 
(LAURA JEAN DAVIS) 
MR. HUG~ KENNETH LEOPARD - 52 
MR. JOE LEWIS LESLIE - 37 
MRS. MICHAEL LESTER - 66 
(B JD ANN KELLY! 
H~. TIT FEI LEUNG - 53 
HRs. TIT FEI LEUNG - 51 
(SHIRLEY HSlANG NEN) 
MR. CLAUDE T LEWIS' 49 
MRS. CLAUDE T LEWIS • 48 
("ADGE MC CLUGGAGE) 
M~. JERRY WAYNE LEWIS • 75 
M~S. JERRY WAYNE LEWIS - 75 
(OLIVIA YVON"E KENNEDY) 
MR. JOEL FRANCIS LEWIS - 74 
MRS. JOEL FRANCIS LEWIS - 74 
(E.HA LOU BRYANT) 
DR. JOHN ROBERT LEWIS - 69 
MRS. JOHN ROBERT LEWIS • 72 
(~ATHLEEN SUE WRIGHT) 
MR. LEROY CARLISLE LEWIS - 51 
HR. TIMOTHY CLAUDE LEWIS' 71 
MRS. TIMOTHY CLAUDE LEWIS • 71 
(ANN REBECCA STARLING) 
MR. LARRY JOE LIGHT - 66 
MRS. LARAY JOE LICHT - 66 
(UREEN MCELROrl 
MR. DAVID RANDOLPH LILLARD. 74 
MRS. DAVID RANDOLPH LILLARD - 77 
(PATRICIA ELAINE HESTER) 
DR. CHUN KIL LIM - 60 
HRS. E G LINDSEY • 4] 
( FELKEA) 
MR. DAVID LARRIMORE LIPE - 69 
MR. DAVID LEE LIPE • 71 
MR. HARRY A~BERT LISLE • 68 
MRS. HARRY ALBERT LISLE' 68 
(CLAUDIA LYNN ALLEY! 
MR. BUDE H LITTLE - ]1 
HRS. BUDE H LITTLE - ]0 
(LOIS GARDNER) 
MR. DAVID BYRON LITZKO~ • 70 
MRI. DAVIO IIYRON LITZKOW - 72 
(KATHRYN ANN GOAD) 
MR. THEODORE AEES LLOYO - 57 
MRS. "THEODORE REES LLOYD - 57 
(MARCELENE VERREE CRA~FORD) 
MR. DONALD R LOGSDON' t2 
MRS. DONALD R LOGSDON .. 74 
(SUSAN ~INONA RAHPTON) 
MISS MARY CA'!'HEIUHE LONG - 78 
MR. JERU DON LOONEY • 61 
MRS. JE~RY DON LOONEY - 68 
(DONNA KAY GARLOCK I 
HRS. WILLIAM M LOOPER - 57 
(ETHEL JEAN DALTON) 
HRS. ALEX L05AK • 4\ 
(FLORENCE MORAIS) 
MR. DAN HEN~Y LOUDEAMILK - 64 
MR. CHARLES MAYNARD LOVELACE - 75 
MISS KAREN JOANNE LO~ - 70 
MR. ARNOTT GENE LOWDER • 56 
MRS. RICHARD 0 LO~REY - 45 
(ELLA LEE rREED) 
MR. ELMEA A L'ROY • 42 
MR. WAYNE A LUALLEN - 72 
HRS. WAYNE A LUALLEN • 75 
(DONNA KAY WRIGHT) 
MR. JIM MIKE LUCAS - 71 
MRS. JIM MIKE LUCAS - 70 
(LYNN MARIE GREENWAO 
MRS. ROBERT LUM • 61 
(HARTHA JANICE MC KAY) 
MRS. RICHA~D L LUNDY' 68 
(THERESA DIANNE HOLLIS) 
HRS. JOHN LUNSFORD - 71 
(LINDA LEE MUELLER) 
HR. CLEON LYLES - I 
HRS. CLEON LYLES - I 
(UXINE COATS) 
MR. RICHARDSON FRANK LYNN • 51 
MR. ROBERT KILPATRICK LYON - 69 
MRS. ROBERT KILPATRICK LYON - 69 
(KA~IN IRENE STROM) 
HRS. DEAN LYONS • 73 
(SHERRILL PATRICIA TACGART) 
MR. MICHAEL PETER LYONS • I 
MRS. VAN HABRY - 5) 
(FLORENCE WHITE) 
MR. DAVID HERCER MAC DOUGALL' 60 
HRS. DAVID MERCER HAC DOUGALL' 61 
(GLENDA FERN MC HANEY) 
MRS. ROGER MAC KENZIE' 47 
(CARNELLE PATTERSON) 
MRS. JAMES EARL MACKEY' 71 
(JONI FRANCES COLEY) 
MR. EARL GLENN MADDEN • 64 
MRS. JOE E MADDEN - 55 
(MARY ETTA GRADY) 
HR. DANNY DEAN MADDOX' 76 
M~S. DANNY DEAN MADDOX - 76 
(DENISE BETH CATES) 
HR. THOMAS ALLEN MADDOX - 72 
M~S. THOMAS ALLEN MADDOX' 74 
(SHAA~ON LEE R!XSE) 
MR. WILLIAM ROGER HADDOX - 67 
MISS CHARLENE MAGNESS • 48 
MRS. PICK MAHAFFEY - 56 
(DELLA RUTH SrO~ES) 
DR. ROBE~T MARK MAHAFFEY - 73 
MRS. ROBERT HARK MAHAFFEY • 72 
(DEBOAAH ANNE RUSSELL) 
MR. JAMES A' MAHArFY - 59 
MRS. JAMES A MAHAFFY - 5] 
(HELLEN RUTH YOHE) 
HISS LINDA JEAN MAHAN - 72 
HR5. _ILTON , MALCIK - 43 
(DORRIS WALLIS) 
MRII. JAMES PAUL MAL!.Art - 49 
(CAROLINE WEAVER) 
HISS PAMELA ANN MALLERY - 76 
MISS KATHY DIANE MALONE - 75 
MRS. MEALE 0 MANLOVE - 49 
(MARY MARGARET BARNARD) 
MR. GEORGE LEBOURN MANN· 39 
MISS NOVIE LOUISE MANN • 75 
MISS ANDAEA MANNEN - 77 
MR. DENNIS KARL MANUEL - 68 
MRS. DENNIS KARL MANUEL' 67 
(LEE ELLEN HENDRIX) 
MR. JOHN H MAPLE - ]6 
"R. JOHN MARVIN MAPLE - 60 
MRS. JOHN MARVIN MAPLI!: - 61 
(DOT ANDERSON) 
MISS LOIS MAPLE • ]9 
DR. THI!:ODORE JOSEPH MAPLE - 64 
MRS. '!'HEODORI!: JOSEPH MA'LE • 12 
(PAULA JOAN OBRECHT) 
MR. ~ILLIAM JOE MAPL!S - 63 
HRS. RA"CY J MARDIS - 71 
(NANCY J WOODHAM) 
MR. JOE HAROLD MARLIN • 58 
MRS. JOE HAROLD MAALIN • 58 
(DANA LOUISt:" WRIGRT) 
MR. DOUGLAS SPI!.LEA HARSH • 56 
MRS. DOY J MARSHALL' 51 
(PHYLLIS FORESEE) 
MR. THO HAS J MARSHALL • 52 
MISS BEVERLY ANN MARTIN - 73 
MR. BOBBY JOE MARTIN • 48 
MAS. BOBBY JOE MARTIN - 46 
(BERTHA MAE TIDWELL) 
MR. BRIAN CHAALES MARTIN - 69 
MR. CHARLES J MARTIN • 60 
MRS. CHARLES J HARTIN • 63 
(BARBARA JEAN THOMAS) 
MR. DAVID LEON MARTIN - 69 
MRS. DAVID LEON MARTIN - 64 
(HETTIE LOU SMITH) 
MR. GARY NORMAN MARTIN - 70 
MAS. GARY NORMAN MARTI N - 71 
(SHERILYN KAYE SHELLY) 
MR. GARY RANDALL MARTIN' 71 
MRS. CARY RANDALL HARTIN - 71 
(DONNA KAYE WOLFE I 
HR. JAMES ARVEL MARTIN - 41 
MRS. JAMES ARVEL MARTIN - 43 
(BILLY JD KENT) 
MR. JAMES RICHARD MARTIN - 61 
MRS. JAMES RICHARD HARTIN - 61 
(JUDITH ELENA "ATSON) 
MR. JAMES T MARTIN - 1 
MISS PAMf.LA SUE HARTIN • 74 
MR. ROBERT STANLEY MARTIN - 44 
HRS. ROBERT STANLl!:f .. ARTIN - 41 
(OPALINE TURNE~ I 
MISS SHARON DALE MARTIN - 69 
MR. THOHAS ROY HARTIN • 75 
MRS. THOMAS ROY MARTIN - 75 
(DEEANN BENNETT! 
MRS. W BOYNTON MARTIN • 32 
(MARY GAACE PHILLIPS) 
MR. CHARLES WILLIAM MASNE~ - 51 
MRS. CHARLES M MASON • 68 
(MARILYN KAY WILHITE) 
DR. PERRY SHIPLEf MASON • 59 
MRS. PERRY SHIPLEY MASON • 60 
(MARY LYNN MERRICK) 
DR. FRED M MASSEY • 59 
MRS. FRF.D M MASSEY - 59 
(PEGGY ~OBERTSON) 
MR. GARLIN T MASSEY - 69 
MRS. GARLIN T HASSEY • 68 
(BARBARA KAY THOMPSON) 
MR. ROGER EDWARD MASSEY - 67 
MR. ONEAL KENNETH MASTERS - 73 
MRS. ONEAL KENNETH HASTERS • 74 
(CONNIE RUBY DABBS) 
MR. CARL PAUL MATHENY - I 
MRS. JACK ARTHUR MATTERN • 60 
(MARY RED~IHE) 
MR. NOAH JACOB MATTHEWS' 62 
MRS. NICHOLAS S MAVROULIS - 55 
(BOBBIE LOUISE GEOAGE) 
MR. CHARLES D MAXWELL • 76 
MR. DAVID MICHAEL HAY - 6) 
MAS. DAVID MICHAEL MAY - 65 
(PEGGY CHARLENE MCGEE) 
MR. JAMES ROBERT MAY - 73 
MR. PHILIP AVERY MAYBERRf • 63 
MISS FRANCES EMELIE MAYER • 63 
MR. HOLLIS BRUCE MAYNARD • 55 
MAS. HOLLIS BRUCE MAYNAAD • 57 
(ERNESTINE LETTERNER) 
MR. CLEDDIE WALLICE MAYS - 60 
MRS. FORTE MAZANTI - 61 
(EMMA BRO~NLOW) , 
MRS. DAVID RONALD MC ADAMS • 67 
(JANIS RUTH SMITH) 
MR. JAMES E MC AFFAY • 72 
MAS. JAMES E MC A"RY - 71 
(JANICE FAYE BRITTON) 
MR. ORAN DALE MC ANULTY - 56 
HR. DOUGLAS MC ARTHUR - 71 
MRS. WILLIAM M MC BRAYER • 61 
(DONNA KAY ADAMS) 
MISS LINDA MAY MC BURNEY • 75 
MRS. MICHAEL MCCAGE - 76 
(PAULA MAl!: MARTIN) 
MRS. AUSTIN MC CALISTER • 54 
(9E'!'TY JUN! WEBB) 
MRS. JOHN CECIL MC CALISTER - ]5 
(MARY ANN ELLIOTT) 
MR. LESTER R MC CARTNEY - 49 
MRS. L!STER R MC eARTHEY • 50 
(CHRISTINE MACKEY! 
MR. WILLIAM THOMAS MC CAULEY - 72 
MRS. WILLIAM THOMAS MC CAULEY' 74 
(SONJA GERRALD) 
MISS DEE ANN MC CLAIN - 77 
MRS. WILLIAM TYLER MC CLAIN - 62 
(VIRGINIA LOUISE POLLOCK) 
MISS MARIAN ELAINE MC CLAREN - 69 
HAS. WILSON N MC CLAREN - )5 
(REBA MAY DICKSON) 
MR. DAVID ESTEL MC CLUGGAGE - 74 
MRS. DAVID ESTEL MC CLUGGAGE - 74 
(VICKI SUE CLABOAN) 
MR. ESTEL M MC CLUGGAGE - 48 
MRS. ESTEL M MC CLUGGAGE - 48 
(LOUISE ROBERTS) 
MR. RALPH MELVIN MC CLUGGAGE • 66 
MRS. RALPH MELVIN MC CLUGGAGE • 66 
(PATRICIA SUE ROHERO) 
MR. KERRY LYNN MC CLURG - 74 
MRS. KERRY LYNN MC CLURG - 74 
(THERESE ANN BURGESS) 
MR. BRANDT HALBERT MC CORKLE - 75 
MRS. BRANDT HALBERT HC CORKLE • 74 
(DOROTHY JAN ELL SIMPSON) 
DR. JACK W MC CORKLE • 47 
MRS. JACK W MC CORKLE - 49 
(MADALON HERREN) 
MR. JAMES T MC CORKLE • 41 
HR. TEHRELL MC CORMICK - 72 
MRS. TEHRELL MC CORMICK • 75 
(KAY LORRAINE DICKEr! 
HR. ROBERT CLINTON MC COU~T • 50 
MR. DAVID LAYTON MC COWN - 1] 
M~S. DAVID LAYTON MC COWN - 74 
(TERESA JO MOONEYHAM) 
MRS. HUBERT MC CRAY - 53 
(DOROTHY MAlE TODD) 
MR. JOE LEE MC DANIEL - 15 
MRS. JOE LEE MC DANIEL - 13 
(DAPHNE DIAN WILLIAMS) 
HR. PAUL EDWA~D MC DANIEL - 68 
MR. ~AYMOND DEAL MC DANIEL - 72 
MR. GARY EDWARD MC DONALD· 70 
MAS. GARY EDWARD MC DONALD' 67 
(CAROL LYNN PRUCHA) 
MRS. MA~Y JANIS MC DONNOLD - 59 
MRS. 0 F MC DOUGAL - 6] 
(LOU ERMA TAYLOR) 
MR. L REESE HC DOUGALD - 62 
H~. JAMES TIMOTHY MCELROY - 77 
MR. DAVID BRUCE MC ELWAIN - 74 
MR. 0 L. Me ENTIRE - 59 
MR. PHILLIP RODNEY HC FARLAND - 66 
MRS. PHILLIP RODNEY MC FARLAND - 67 
(RUTH EVELYN RUCKER) 
MRS. RUSSELL MC FARREN - 61 
(KAREN LYNN FRY! 
HRS. H E HC FATTER' 44 
(ERA MADGE ELLIS) 
MR. JOHN WALTER MC GEE - 75 
MRS. JOHN WALTE~ MC GEE - 75 
(DEBORAH KAf ALHAND) 
MR. ROY ELLIS MC GEE - 66 
MRS. ROY ELLIS MC GEE • 66 
(SANDRA BURCHFIELD) 
HR. VAN EUGENE HC GIBNEY - 72 
HRS. VAN EUGENE MC GIBNEY - 74 
(ELIZABETH BOYD) 
HRS. JAMES ~ MC GILL • 49 
(NEDRA JO OLBRICHT) 
HR. J B MC GINNESs - 58 
MRS. J B HC GINNESs - 56 
(CLEONE KIEL) 
MR. JOHN CURTIS MC GUIRE· 51 
HRS. DON HC GUIRT - 69 
(CAROL LEA JOHNSTON) 
MR. HERMAN A MC HAN' &1 
HRS. HERMAN A MC HAN • 63 
(KAREN LOUISE PARTEZANA) 
HR. JIM BILL HC INTEER - 42 
MRS. JIM BILL MC INTEER • 43 
(BETTY BERGNER) 
HISS MARILYNN MCINTEER - 72 
MR. MONTY EUGENE MCINTYRE - 70 
MRS. HONTY EUGENE MCINTYRE' 70 
(CHARLOTTE YVONNE HOLT) 
MISS GLENDA FAY MCKAY - 76 
HH. CLAIR BYRON MC KEAN - 70 
MRS. CLAIR BYRON MC KEAN - 68 
(FRANCES EARLENE SHAW) 
HR. LARRY J MCKEAN • 63 
MRS. LARRY J MCKEAN - 65 
(JO ANN STARK) 
MISS AMANDA LYNN MCKEE - 76 
~R~. DON H Me KEE • 55 
(BETTY HELM I 
HR. ROBERT LESLIE MC KEEL - 74 
MRS. FRANK EDWARD MC KENNEY • 52 
(ANITA JEANETTE HCSPADDEN) 
MR. LARRY FRANK MC KENZIE - 69 
MRS. LARRY FRANK MC KENZIE - 68 
(JUDITH KAY MILLER) 
MISS BARBARA KAY MC KINNEY - 75 
HR. DUANE GARLAND HC KINNEY • 70 
MRS. DUANE GARLAND HC KUNEY' 70 
(DIANA MARIE HARRIS) 
MRS. IVAN MC KINNEY' 44 
(COYE UARDELL TILLMAN) 
MRS. IRVIN HC KINNON - 58 
(BETTY J LEOPARD) 
MR. JOHN CEPHAS HC LAIN - 59 
MRS. JOHN CEPHAS MC LAIN - 61 
(BARBARA BISCHOFF) 
MRS. nLA HC LAUGHLIN • 38 
(OLA HEFF I NGTON) 
"~S. STEPHEN R HC LEAN • 74 
(VALE~IE JEAN PHILLIPS) 
MR. JAMES ~OWAN MC LEOD - 70 
M~S. JAMES ROWAN MC LEOD - 70 
(CECELIA LYNN PERDUE) 
MR. RUSSELL ALBERT ~C NALTY - 54 
M~S. RUSSELL ALBE~T MC NALTY - 58 
(SHERRY EILEEN HUNTER) 
MRS. JAMES M MC NIEL • 42 
(IVA LORAINE FARRIS) 
M~. JACK. MC NUTT • 56 
MRS. JACK W MC NUTT - 55 
(JO~DINE CHESSHJ~) 
D~. HENRY LEON Me QUEEN • 60 
MRS. HENRY LEON MC QUEEN - 6] 
(H~R~lETT JETTI 
MISS BETTY NELL MC RAE - 50 
MR. THOMAS NF.IL MC RAY - 62 
MRS. THOMAS NEIL MC RAY • 62 
(SHARON HEFFINGTON) 
MRS. MA~SHALL R HC REE - 60 
(PAT SUTHE~LIN) 
MR. EMMETT ROSS MC ~EYNOLD:; • H 
MR. JOE E MC REYNOLDS - 11 
MRS. JOE f: MC ~EYNOLDS - 14 
(SYBIL HURBS) 
MR. LEONARD E MC REYNOLDS • 41 
H~S. LEONARD E MC REYNOLDS' 
(VIRDEAN BROWN) 
MISS JULIA RAE MCVEY • 77 
MR. HARVEY WILLIAM MEAD - 71 
M~. MICHAEL ROSS MEADOWS - 75 
MRS. MICHAEL ROSS MEADOWS - 76 
(CATHY SUE MC RAE) 
MR. RAYMOND LAVERNE MEADOWS - 51 
MRS. RAYMOND LAVER"E MEADOWS - 50 
(REVA KATHRYN YINGLING) 
MR. MARVIN WAYNE MEANS - 71 
MR. WILLIAM VERNON MEANS - 56 
MR. HA~RY DONALD MEDLEY - 67 
MRS. HARRY DONALD MEDLEY - 66 
(GALE VICTORIA MITCHELL) 
MR. MO~GAN R MEDLIN • 57 
MRS. MORGAN R HEDLIN • 57 
(MARGARET EVELYN LAWRENCE) 
MR. RAY FORSYTH MEDLOCK - &9 
MR. GILBERT REID MELSON - 76 
MR. DONALD L MEA EDITH - 64 
MRS. DONALD L MEREDITH - 64 
(EVELYN CHARLENE RICKETT) 
MR. HAROLD FLOYD HEREDITH - 68 
MRS. HAROLD FLOYD MEREDITH' 68 
(SHARON KAY BONNELL) 
MR. JACK C HEREDITH • 57 
DR. PHILIP HAYDEN MERRELL - 66 
MRS. DENNIS REED MERRITT - 77 
(CYNTHIA LOUISE KYLE) 
MA. J 0 HERR ITT - 23 
MRS. J D MERRITT • I 
(HELEN PEARL SCOTT) 
MR. CHARLES MERRYMAN • ]2 
MRS. CHAALES MEA RYMAN • 31 
(GEORGIA HARDIN) 
MRS. CLARK SHERMAN MEYER - 60 
(MARCAAET JEAN HESTEA) 
MR. ROYCE WAYNE MICHENER • 75 
MISS MARY ONE'!'HA MILLARD • 64 
MRS. A~ICE MI~~ER • 61 
MR. C RAY MI~LER • 4b 
MRS. C RAY Ml~~ER • 46 
(THEDA ROBBINS) 
MR. DONALD ~ERRE~L MI~LER • 71 
MR. HARRY HUSTON MILLER' 7) 
MRS. HARRY HUSTON MILLER • 74 
(CLAIRE DENISE TIPPINS) 
MR. HOLLIS C MILLER • 58 
MR. J HALE MILLER • ~I 
MRS. J HALE MILLER· 43 
(THETA HARKLEROAD) 
MR. JAMES BERNIE MILLER' 71 
MRS. JAMES BERNIE MILLER' 71 
(JANICE SHANKS) 
MR. JAMES I HILLER' 7) 
MRS. JAMES I MILLER • 75 
(CHARLOTTE WARREN) 
MR. JAMES 0 MILLER' 62 
MRS. JAMES 0 MILLER • 6) 
(NORMA HARPER) 
MR. JI~MY E MILLER • 62 
MRS. JIMMY E MILLER' b4 
(PHYLLIS GILSTRAP) 
MRS. JOHN W MILL~R • 62 
(~RANCES ANN JONES) 
MR. JULE I. MILLER • 49 
MRS. JULE L MILLER • 50 
(JUDY HOGAN) 
OR. HABMEY L MILLER ~ 43 
MRS. MABREY L MILLER • 55 
(MADGE BLACK) 
MR. M~RK ALL~N MILLER • 72 
MR. RICHARD MILLER • 59 
MR. ROBIN LYNN MILLER • 77 
MRS. ROBIN LYhN MI~LER • 77 
(ELLEN RUTH SHROADES) 
MRS. THOMAS AVON MILLER' 64 
(MARTHA ANN HARWELL) 
MR. WINS~ORD LEE MILLER' 60 
MRS. WINS~ORD LEE MILLER' 56 
(EDNA LOUISE BRAGG) 
MRS. BILLY MIL~S • 54 
(JOYCE LEF. LANGDON) 
MR. JAMES W MILLS • I 
MRS. JAMES W MILLS' )6 
(JIMMIE LEE LAYTON) 
MR. JOE THUMAS MILLS. 69 
MR. KENNETH EUGENE MILLS - 67 
MR. ROBERT REA MILLSPAUGH - 74 
MR. BARRY THOMAS MILTON _ 70 
MRS. EDWARD R MIMS - 41 
(MARY ViRGINIA MC DANIEL) 
MISS HELEN VERNETTE MINNS - 67 
MRS. S H MINOR - 38 
(ELSIE MAE HOPPER) 
MR. BOHBY JOE MITCHELL • 70 
MMS. BOBRY JOE MITCHELL. 63 
(MARTHA NELL MC GILL) 
MR. LARMY ROB~RT MITCHELL' 74 
MISS LAURA LYNN MITCHELL - 77 
MA. JOSEPH HENRY MITCHEN - 48 
MAS. JOSEPH HENRY MITCHEN - 4R 
(JANE ZAZZI) 
MR. JACK MOCK • 51 
OR. RICHAAD M MOCK - 61 
MRS. JAN~T SUE MONG - 71 
(JA"ET SUE GREGG) 
MRS. MICHAEL G MONTGOMEAY - 71 
(NA"CY SUZANNE CLEVELAND) 
MA. ALA" RUSSELL MOORE' 73 
MISS ANN S MOORE • 1S 
HR. ARLEY E MOORE • 38 
MRS. BILLY ~ON MOORE - 51 
(ANN ETTA COOPER) 
MISS BONNIE KAY MOOME • 71 
MISS CATHY JILL MOOAE • 73 
MR. JAMES BERRY HOORE • 68 
MR. JEARY REECE MOORE' 71 
MRS. JERRY REECE MOOAE • 10 
(AEBECCA LOUISE AUSS) 
MR. JESSE W MOOAE - 49 
MR. JOSEPH WILLIAM MOORE - 59 
MRS. JOSEPH WILLIAM MOORE - 60 
(MARY LOU WILLIAMS) 
MR. ~~R~ ED.~RD MOORE • 74 
MRS. MARK EoWAAD MOORE - 74 
(MARY BETH MILLICAN) 
MR. PAUL KINDALL MOORE • 53 
MR. TERRY LYNN MOORE - 75 
MRS. TERRY LYNN MOORE - 75 
(LINDA RUTH WILLIAMS) 
MR. WESLEY WAYNE MOOHE • 60 
MRS. WILLIAM LAWRENCE MOORE - 65 
(JEANETTE BALLARD) 
MR. 0 GLENN MORELAND • 32 
MR. BOYD E MORGAN • 40 
MR. BRUCE ALLEN MORGAN - 74 
MR. CHARLES M MORGAN - 69 
MRS. LANELL MORGAN - 64 
MRS. PAUL EDURD MORGAN - 69 
(JAil CHEISHlII) 
MRS. Y MILTON MORGAN - Jt 
(JUANITA CUPPLES) 
MR. WILLIAM LAWRENCE MORGAN - 58 
MRS. WILLIAM LAWRENCE MORGAN - 59 
(MOZELLE TELCHIK) 
MR. XENOPHON WILLIAM MORGAN - 49 
MRS. ARTHUR MORRIS - 60 
(DIANE BORNES) 
MR. CHARLES ELIHU MORRIS - 50 
MRS. CHARLES ELIHU MORRIS - 48 
(EDNA BLANCHE HODGE) 
MRS. CREED W MORRIS - 50 
(MERRY DELL HIEMSTRA) 
MISS DEBRA SUSAN MORRIS • 16 
MR. EUGENE ROBERT MORRIS - 56 
MR. fRED JEL~S MORRIS' 29 
MR. JAMES KELLY MORRIS' 74 
MRS. JAMES KELLY MORRIS - 76 
(ARLENE HUGHES) 
MR. JOHN K MORRIS' 70 
MR. RAYMOND S MORRIS • S9 
MRS. RAYMOND S MORRIS - 60 
(SANDRA ANN DISCH) , 
MR. ROSCO ' t "O'R~IS'- S8 : i 
OR. WILLIAM ALfRED MORRIS - 50 
MRS. WILLIAM ALfRED MORRIS - 50 
(MARY DORIS GIBSON) 
MR. VIRGIL MORRISON • 42 
MRS. JAMES T MORROW - 33 
(ELLISdol()QI)Ij~~\ , ~ \ f ' 
HR. PHILIP MC COY'MoRRoW - - 53 
MRS. PHILIP MC COY MORROW - 53 
(IWANA ~AYE HARE) 
MRS. JAMES H MORTON • 76 
(~RANCES MAXINE HOLLOWAY) 
~RS. JOSEPH RAYMOND MORTON - 61 
(WILMA JEAN HOCKETT) 
MR. REUBEN 0 MORTON· 50 
MR. EDWARD L HOSBY - 58 
MRS. EDWARD L MOSBY. 59 
(VIVIAN ANN MORRIS) 
OR. OWEN BERNARD MOSELEY • 6) 
MRS. OWEN BERNARD MOSELEY • 63 
(WANDA Jo JOHNSON) 
MRS. ROBERT N HOSLEY • 55 _ 
(HELEN LYNETTE LIVINGSTON) 
HR. CARL LOWERY MOSS - 69 
MRS. CARL LOWERY MOSS - 71 
(LINDA K WILLIAMS) 
HR. ROBIN LEE ~OSS - 74 
MRS. T G MOSS - 48 
(PANATILEA MEURER) 
MRS. WILLIAM HOWARD HOULTON - 44 
(ELLEN GLADNEY) 
MR. DARYL ROBERT MOUNT - 71 
MRS. DARYL ROBERT MOUNT • 77 
(LORI JEAN NELLS) 
MR. DWIGHT PHILLIPS MONRER - 51 
HR. CAYLORD EUGENE MOWRER - 51 
MRS. G~YLORD EUGENE MOWRER - 49 
(BETTY LOUISE RHODES) 
MISS MARION ELIZABETH MOXLEY - 75 
MR. fOREST DEAN MOYER - 49 
MRS. fOREST DtAN MOYER - 51 
(MARY ELIZABETH MERRITT) 
MRS. MICHAEL HULLEN - 75 
(BEVERLY KAREN KETCHU~) 
MR. WILLIAM DAVID MULLEN - 70 
HRS. CARL THOMAS MULTER • 7l 
(PATTY SUE SCHIRO) 
MR. GEORGE RANDALL MULVANEY • 7~ 
MRS. CEORGE RANDALL -MULVANEY - 16 
(REBECCA NAN RILEY) 
HR. DAVID RAYMOND HUNCY - 71 
MRS. DAVID RAYMOND MUNCY· 71 
(ROBERTA CLEVELAND) 
MR. MARCUS KEITH MUNCY • 75 
MRS. MARCUS KEITH MUNCY - 15 
(TINA LARUE KINMAN) 
MISS.SUSAN REBECCA MURPHREE' 76 
MR. JAMES OAKLEY MURPHY - 28 
MRS. JAMES OULEY MURPHY - 29 
(DORIS SHULL) 
MR. TALMADGE MURPHY - 60 
MRS. TALMADGE MURPHY - 60 
(JANICE MCREYNOLDS) 
MR. EDwARD EARL MURRAY - 75 
MR. JAMES LEE MURRAY - 61 
DR. LAMBERT EDHARD MURRAY - 72 
MRS. LAMBERT EDHARD MURRAY - 13 
(ALICE MCUY SHIELDS) 
MRS. MALCOLM MURRAY - 46 
(rAYETTA' COLEMAN) 
MR. MICHAEL HOwARD MURRIE - 13 
MRS. MICHAEL HOWARD MURRIE - 12 
(JACQUELYN DALE DONSWORTH) 
MRS. EDWARD L MYERS - 58 
(ELLEN LA VERNE HOUSE) 
MR. ROONEY CLAUDE MYERS - 75 
MRS. RODNEY CLAUDE MYERS - 75 
(BRENDA CAlL HINES) 
MR. JERRY UY MYHAN - 72 
MRS. JERRY RAY H'HAN - 7~ 
(VIRGINIA olANNE DOTY) 
MR. JACK NADEAU - 43 
MRS. JACK NADEAU ,- 46 
(KATHRYN DRAKE) 
MR. TEO DEE NADEAU - 50 
MRS. TEO DEE NADEAU - 50 
(BETTY JEAN HARPER) 
MR. HERBERT FRANKLIN NALLEY - I 
MISS PATRICIA JO NARRY - 69 
MRS. JAMES JAY NASH • 56 
(LORA LAVF.RNE HASH) 
MR. WILLIAM V I. NATIONS - 48 
MISS BARBARA GAIL NAYLOR - 14 
MR. EUGENE fRED NEADING - 71 
MRS. EUGENE FRED HEADING - 10 
(DONNA LEE ALDERSON) 
HR. CARRY GLENN NEAL' 73 
MRS. GARMY GLENN NEAL - 70 
("ARILYN GAIL COOPER) 
HRS. KENNETH NEAL - 55 
(INA MAE SWAN) 
MRS. CURTIS S NEAMT! - 69 
(ANITA DIANNE GARLOCK) 
MR. LUNDY LLOYD NEELY - 71 
MRS. LUNDY LLOYD NEELY - 70 
(ELIZABETH ANNE GEER) 
~R. ROBERT G NEIL - 32 
MRS. ROBERT G NEIL • 33 
(MARTHA WALKER) 
MR. KENNETH YERN NELLER - 76 
MRS. KENNETH VERN NELLER - 75 
(BARBARA ANN ~RANKLIN) 
MISS BARBARA ANN NELSON - 16 
OR. DONALD BURKETT NELSON - 67 
MISS MARTHA fRASA NELSON • 65 
UR. TERRY wAYNE NELSON - 63 
MRS. TERRY WAYNE NELSON • 61 
(PATSY ANN ALLISON) 
HRS. WILLIAM BOYD NELSON - 70 
(SUDRA MARIE MOORE) 
MR. AL~ERT JEAN NEUHAUS - 61 
MR. MUCH D NEWCOMB· Sl 
MRS. HUGH 0 NEWCOMB - 51 
(MARY JU "AL~ER) 
MR. JAMES R NEwMAN - 50 
OR. JERRY MAX NEwMAN - 72 
MR. DANNY RAY NEWSOM - 74 
MRS. DANNY RAY NEWSOM - 74 
(BARBARA SUE KECK) 
MR. SIONG SlEW NG - 14 
MR~. SIONG StEM HG • 77 
(LILY AH KENG YONG) 
MRS. JOHN r NICHOLS - 35 
(JESSIE MAE BEAN) 
MR. LOREN JOSEPH NICHOLS - 50 
MR. ~ENNETH E NICHD~SON - 6~ 
MR. JOHN F NIEsnOT - 59 
MRS. JOHN F N IESTADT - 59 
(JUAN ICE DILL) 
MRS. J L NISBETT' 4b 
(GAY GOLDEN) 
MR. DANN~ MORRIS NIX - 68 
MISS JOQUITA ~ETH NIX - 75 
MRS. WILLIAM DON NIX - 60 
(ALICE RUTH CHICK) 
MRS. ALLEN NOBLE - 48 
(JOYCE JACQUELINE JONES) 
MR. LUCIAN DWIGHT NOBLE - 75 
MRS. WILLIAM NONNENMACHER - 49 
(EDITH HARE) 
HR. JACK BERTEN NORRIS' I 
MR. JACK ~RANCIS NORRIS' 76 
MRS. JACK fRANCIS NORRIS - 76 
(JILL ANN MARTIN) 
DR. KENNETH TIMOTHY NORTH - 66 
MRS. KENNETH TIMOTHY NORTH - 61 
(SHIRLEY DIMPLE GENTRY) 
MR. CARY JOHN HORTKA • • 69 
MRS. GARY JOHN NORTHAM - 10 
(JANICE KAY MC CLUGGAGE) 
MRS. KATHRYN JUNE NORTON - 71 
(KATHRYN JUNE MC VEy) 
MR. JAMES TERRY NORVILLE - 10 
MR. HAROLD E NORWOOD - 59 
MRS. HAROLD E NORWOOD - 58 
(ANN BELUE) ' , 
MRS. fRANK NOVAK' 45 
(SlLLY ANNE AMMERMAN) 
MRS. HANSEL B NOWLINC - I 
(DIAL ARDYCE) 
MRS. JAMES S NUGENT - 50 
(MARY SUE SAUNDERS) 
MR. SATDRU NUMAJIRI • 55 
MR. JOHN WAoRth NUNNlLLY - 7) 
MRS. JOHN WARREN NUNNAL~Y - 72 
(KATHRYN fAYE GREEN) 
MR. JOHN WARREN NUNNALLY, 49 
HRS. JOHN WARREN NUNNA~LY - 48 
(MARIAN JANE SUNGER) 
MR. MARVIN LEE NUTT - 71 
MRS. GRETCHEN LORENA NUTTALL - 69 
(GRETCHEN LORNEA BARNES) 
MRS. WILLIAM H OAKLEY - 54 
(LOLA MYRLA RUSSELL) 
MISS MARGUERITE E O'BANION - 42 
MR. WILLIAM EDGAR 0' DANIEL - 60 
MR. DELMER DOUGLAS ODELL - 66 
MRS. DELMER DOUGLAS ODELL' 67 
(YIVIAN DELORES HANDLEY) 
MRS. MASON ODEN - 43 
(MARY STARNES) 
MRS. OLEN ODDEN' 40 
(JEWEL BLACKBURN) 
MRS. ROBERT WAYNE OETTING - 69 
(ELESA CAROL MADDOX) 
MISS SHEILA KAY DKEE~E - 77 
MRS. REN JOSEPH oLBRICHT - 57 
(AGNES M TAYLOR) 
MR. OWEN DWIGHT OLBRICHT • 54 
MR. GAYLE EDWUD ULER • 56 
HR. GEORGE H OLIVER - 57 
MRS. GEORGE H OLIVER - 60 
(EVA JUY VINSON) 
MR. HOWARD REED OLIVER' 16 
~RS. HOWARD REED OLI VER - 76 
(DARLENE GUTHRIE) 
MR. CHARLES WALTON OLREE - 54 
MRS. CHARLES WALTON OLREE - 55 
(MIRIAM ELLA DRAPER) 
OR. HARRY 0 OLREE -_ 53 
MRS. HARRY 0 OLREE - 59 
(CHARLOTTE JOY EDWARDS) 
MA. JAMES CLENN OLREE • 50 
MRS. JAMES GLENN DLREE - 51 
(NELeEME ~DRESEE) 
MR. JOE YAN OLREE - 60 
MRS. JOE UN OLREE - 60 
(MEREDITH YYONNE FAGAN) 
DR. MIKE ELKINS O'NEAL - 69 
MRS. MIKE ELK INS o· NEAL - 75 
(NANCY LOUISE LAVENDER) 
DR. DENNIS MICHAEL ORGAN - 66 
MRS. DENNIS MICHAEL , ORGAN • 67 
(SHERRY LEE BALTHROP) 
MR. GLENN E ORGAN - 57 
MR. NEAL ALAN ORGAN - 76 
MRS. NEAL ALAN ORCAN - 75 
(ELMA RUTH WOODS) 
MR. JACK L ORR • 63 
MRS. JACK L ORR - 62 
(BARBARA JEAN DURLING) 
MR. CARL RODERICK OSBORNE - 69 
MRS. CARL RODERICK OSBORNE • 14 
(MARY LOU NEU) 
MR. DONALD LEE OSBORNE - 61 
MR. ALfRED LOREN OSWALD • 66 
MR. EDWARD CHARLES OSWALD' 69 
MR. DAN J OTTINGER - 32 
MRS. MERTON OUDERKIRK - 43 
(BARBARA KEELER) 
~R. SOLOMON HORGAN OUTLAW • 65 
~RS. SOLOMON MORGAN OUTLAW • 65 
(JUDITH LYNN ELLIOTT) 
MR. EUGENE THnMAII OUZTS - 56 
MRS. EUGEN£ THOMAS OUZTS - S5 
(MARY OLIVE VINEYARD) 
MRS. C E OVERSTREET - 46 
(ELBERTA WI LK I NSON) . 
MR. DOUGLAS EO.ARD OWEN - 76 
MRS. HARVEY ROGER OWEN - 62 
(BETTY LOO HUTCHINS) 
MR. BRODIE T OWENS - 38 
MRS. BRODIE T DWEllS - 37 
(BOB8IE JAMISON) 
MR. MARION 0 OWENS - 54 
MRS. STEVE OWENS - 13 
(LINA ANN LEATHERWOOD) 
MISS ANN LOUISE PACE - 74 
MR. DALE MARTEL PACE - 56 
MRS. DALE MA~7EL PACE - 1 
(DORlS ANN G~IMES) 
MR. GARY EDIIEL PADEN • 76 
MRS. GARY EDSEL nOEN - '74 
(SHARON E~AINE BRooils) 
DR. PAUL A PADEN - 44 ' 
MRS. JERRY PAGE - 64 
(SANDRA IIUE UCKARD) 
M~S. RUSSELL N PAGE - 42 
(DERONDA 8IRO) 
DR. CHARLEII H PAINE ~ 31 
MRS. CHARLES H PAINE - 31 
(MARY HALBROOK) 
MR. THOMAS HARDINC PAINE - 43 
MISS YICTORIA HARDING PAINE • 67 
MR. WILTON HARVEY PAINTER - 69 
MRS. ROBERT PALMAREZ - 76 
(PAMELA DARLENE MULVANEY 
MRS. GEORGE R PALMER - 47 
(HELEN LUCILLE SMITH) 
MRS. JErf W PALMER - 51 
(NORMA JEAN QUALLS) 
MR. JON SIMPSON PARHAM - 74 
MRS. JON SIHPSON PARHAM - 14 
(JANET LEE WHITE) 
MR. TOMMY LEE PARISH - 55 
MR. CHARLES HENRY PARKER - 63 
MR. CURTIS LYNN PARKER· 76 
MRS. CURTIS LYNN PARKER - 76 
(CAROL ANN CAMPBELL) 
MR. ERVIN ODEAN PARKER - 63 
MR. JAC~ CLINTON PARKER - 51 
MR. JAMES PATTERSON PARKER • 13 
MRS. JAMES PATTERSON PARKER - 72 
(PAULA KAY 8ITTING) 
MRS. JAMES wiLLIAM PARKER' 41 
(MYRENE WILLIAMS) 
MRS. JERRY LYNN PARKER' 63 
(LINDA WEAKLY HENDERSON) 
MISS MARY JACQUELINE PARKER - 76 
MR. RUSSELL E PAR~ER - 72 
MRS. RUSSELL E PARKER - 73 
(NANCY KAREN MERCER) 
MR. WELDON MCDONALD PARKINSON· 69 
MR. LESLIE HOWARD PARKS - 71 
MRS. LESLIE HOWARD PARKS • 13 
(REBECCA ANNE BAGNETTO) 
MR. GARRY WAYNE PARRISH - 69 
MRS. GARRY WAYNE PARRISH. 71 
(JANET LEIGH BROWN) 
MR. RICHARD LEWIS PARTEZANA • 67 
MRS. RICHARO LEWIS PARTEZANA - 11 
(PAULA LOUISE rAIRLEY) 
MRS. JAMES LARRY PASLEY - 67 
(CLARA MAE KERR) 
MRS. wESLEY PATCHELL - 47 
(IMOGENE RICKMAN) 
MR. DONALD PAT PATE - 60 
HRS. DONALD PAT PATE - 59 
(ANNETTE MCDOUGALD) 
MR. JAMES ROYD PATE - 70 
MRS. JAMES 80YD PATE - 74 
(PAMELA ANN MILLS) 
MISS NADINE HOWARD PATE - 57 
MR. WILTON RAY PATE - 49 
MR. BILL PArH - 58 
MRS. BILL PArH - 58 
(WINIfRED LEE ROGERS) 
MRS. ~ELIX EUGENE PATT~RSON - 61 
(JUDY CAROLYN DISHNER) 
MRS. J 0 PATTE~SON - 50 
(NANCY ROENA MILLE~) 
MR. MICHAEL DALE PATTERSON - 74 
~RS. MICHAEL DALE PATTERSON· 76 
( KATHY HAINE flilR) 
MR. ROBERT ALLEN PATTERSON - 61 
HR. "AORENCE 0 PATTON • 30 
MR. JIMMY ELDRIDGE PAUL - 67 
.RS. JIMMY ELDRIDGE PAUL - 61 
(BETH ~RANCES STARLING) 
MR. CLIFFURD ERNEST PAYNE - 54 
MR. MICHAEL RAY PAYNE· 71 
~RS. MICHAEL RAY PAYNE - 11 
(DEBAOAH LYNN HINDMAN) 
MR. RONNIE DIXON PEACOCK - 72 
MRS. RONNIE DIXON PEACOCK - 12 
(MARTINA EILEEN PROCK) 
MR. BILLY JACK PEARSON - 54 
MRS. BILLY JACK PEARSON - 54 
(ALMA LORENE LEMMONS) 
MR. CHARLES LEROY PEARSON - 52 
M~. CHARLES LEROY PEARSON • 49 
(LENA RUTH STORY) 
MR. RICHARD EDWARD PECK • 64 
MRS. RICIIAAD ED NARD PE~K - 62 
"'ARGAREr JEANINE KHOIILES) 
IIA. DAYID MCQOIDDY PEEBLES - 66 
DR. LARRY MASON PEEIlLES - 60 
IIRS. LA~~Y MASON PEEBLES - 61 
cpn~ICIA NAYNARD) 
MR. /lILTON H PEEIlLES - 14 
MRII. IIILTON H PEEIILES - 36 
(HANNU UTHERINE MCQUIDDY) 
IIR. /lILTON HARYEY PEEBLES - 51 
MR. SAMUEL II PEEIILEII - 70 
"RS. SA"UEL N PEEILES - 7J 
(IIARtHA SOZANNE JOIIES) 
"R. MICHAEL IIAYNE PENCE • 11 
IIRI. IIICHAEL IIUNE PENCE - 10 
(PATSY ANN SIIIIH) 
IIR. ~EVIN LEi: PUICK - 71 
MRII. KEYlN LEE PUIC~ • 77 
(DORia KArIiRYN PRYOR) 
III1S V1CUE SUE PENICK - 74 
IIR. DEAULL GLEN PEPPE~ - 16 
IIRS. eRp!NDA LEE 'ERClfUL - 62 
IIRS. H GEORGE PERKINS - 55 
(MAR 1 ON HAZEL STEPHENS) 
MR. 0 R PERKINS - 45 
MR. PHILIP ERIIIN PERKINS - 52 
MRS. PHILIP ERNIN PERUNS - 52 
(ELLEN JOYCE BURT) 
MRS. TOMMY PE~KINS - 69 
(SUSAN f HUBBARD) 
DR. JERRY DALE PERRIN - 56 
MRS. JERRY DALE PERRIN - 58 
(JANIS ANN LYLES) 
MRS. EUGENE C PERRY - 41 
(EVELYN HUffARD) 
MISS JUDY LENORA PERRY - 72 
MR. NOVIE CARL PERR'y - 71 
MRII. NOYIE CARL PERRY • 61 
(PATRICIA ALEIif: TIPPINS) 
MISS LINDA MARl' PETERS - 16 
MR. BILLY CEORGE PETERSON - 76 
MISS CAMILLE LAREE PETREE - 59 
MR. JOHN R PETREE - 56 
MRS. JOHN R PETREE - 51 
(CLARA NELL WATERS) 
MRS, GEORGE PETTIGREW - 48 
(DIXIE ~EE DILLARD) 
MR. BILLY W~LKEM PETTY - 49 
MRS. BI~LY WALKER PETTY - 47 
(CLAUDIA RUTH PRUETT) 
MR. JOHN ERNEST PETTY - 16 
MRS. JOHN ERNEST PETTY - 15 
(CAROL BETH PALMER) 
MRS. J GUY PETWAY • 40 
(LOOOINE GUTHRIE) 
MR. RICHARD EDGAR PfLAUM. 5S 
MRS. DONALO PHEGLEY - 48 
(MILDRED MARIE TEF~ERTILLER) 
MISS LUANN GAIL PHELPS - 76 
MRS. VICTOR PHILIPPI - 19 
(DONNA FAYF. BILLINGSLEY) 
MRS. AUBREY PHILLIPS - 56 
(ROBBIE JEAN RUBY) 
MRS. ERNEST A PHILLIPS - 49 
(~RANCES LOUISE BORNSCHLEGEL) 
DR. JAMES M PHILLIPS • 59 
MR. JERRY RAY PHILLIPS • 68 
MR. LARRY DEAN PHILLIPS - 77 
MR. STEPHEN CLI~TON PHILLIPS· 74 
MRS. STEPHEN CLIfTON PHILLIPS • 15 
(ROBIN CH~RYL GAY) 
MRS. INEZ M PICKENS - 46 
( I NEZ M LEMMON) 
MR. WALTER DALE PICKENS· 71 
MRS. WALTER DALE PICKENS - 64 
(LINDA LOU CHISAM) 
MR. KURTIS DWIGHT PICKER - 76 
MRS. KURTIS DWIGHT PICKER - 78 
(ROU LAUREN HOUTCHENS) 
MRS. GARY PIGG - 17 
(CHERRY PHYLLIS BURNETT) 
MR. JAMES LAWRENCE PIGG • 74 
MRS. JAMES LAWRENCE PICC - 76 
(PHYLLIS JAN CLARK) 
MRS. JAMES PATRICK PINCHAM • 62 
(WILMA IRENE HUNNICUTT) 
MR. JIM DEE PINKERTON - 34 
MRS. JIM DEE PINKERTON - 36 
(ELLA BELLE KINCAID) 
MR. HAROLD W PINKSTON - 42 
MR. DAVID HAMILTON PITCHfORD - 69 
MRS. DAYID HAMILTON PITCHFORD - 70 
(SANDRA LEE GAITHER) 
MR. GARY LEE PITCHrORD - 68 
MISS LOUISE PITNER· 41 
MRS. MARY PITNER - 31 
(MARY NEAL) 
MR. PAUL MUTIN PITT - 67 
MRS. PAUL MARTIN PITT - 67 
(SHARON DARLENE HUNNICUTT) 
MR. CHARLES PITTMAN • 54 
MR. JAMES W PITTS - 49 
MRS. JAMES W PITTS - 49 
(REBA ~RANCES DORSEY) 
MISS LUCINDA LEIGH PITTS - 17 
MRS. ROBERT DALE PLANT - 70 
(LINDA SUE TWY~ORo) 
MR. GERALD OUGHT PLEMONS - 68 
MRS. GERALD DWIGHT PLEMONS - 68 
(JAoNIS KAY MITCHELL) 
MISS DEBORAH LEE PLUM- 70 
MR. MICHAEL VAN PLUMMER - 67 
MRS. MICHAEL YAN PLUMMER - 70 
(SHARON ELAINE LISLE) 
MR. LUTHER LAMAR PLUNIET - 43 
OR. J1C~ DEAN POLANe • 52 
MRS. JAC~ DEAN POLAND' 5) 
(BERTHA SUE ALLEN) 
OR. DON~LD HOWARD POLK - 69 
MRS. DONUD Ha_ARD PO~K • 69 
(RF.RF.CCA JANE HOLT) 
"illS, J.4ILTON 0 POQIJE - .4 
(THELM. SMITH) 
MR. DONALU SMITH PORTELL • 69 
HR. BEN J PORTER - 60 
MRS. BEN J PORTER' I 
(LEVAN INDVIK) 
~R. DAVID THOMAS PORTER - 69 
MMS. DAVID THOMAS PORTER' 69 
(JOYCE SWVAK) 
MR. JERR Y DEAN PORTER • 56 
MRS. JERRY DEAN PORTER • 56 
(PEGGY ANN ~UTRELL) 
OR. T COY PORTER - 44 
MRS. T COY PURTER - 45 
(fANAJU DOUTH ITT) 
MRS. HUCH POSTEN • 50 
(WI~DA MUlE SHA~~ER) 
MR. MARK QUF.NTIN POTEAT - 11 
MRS. MARK QUENTIN POTEAT - 14 
(ANITA JO MUNK) 
"AS. CLlffOMD POTTER' 50 
(EUNICE ROBERTA COOPER) 
MR. NICK PUULOS • 61 
MRS. NIC~ POULOS - 63 
(JUDY CAROLYN HASTINGS) 
MR. EUGENE W POUND • 49 
MRS. EUGENE W POUND - 50 
(ALLENE HART) 
MR. MICKEY LANE POUNDERS - 77 
MISS DEBORAH ANN POWELL - 16 
MR. EARL DEAN POWELL· 65 
MRS. GERALD POWELL - 69 
(CONNIE KAY KINCADE) 
MR. CRADY JACKSON POWELL. 74 
MRS. GRADY JACKSUN POWELL - 74 
(MARTHA JANE RACESTER) 
MRS. RAYMOND LEON POWEL~ - 61 
(BETTY ANN CRENSHAW) 
MR. RICHARD O'BRYAN POWELL - 71 
MRS. RICHARD O'BRYAN POWELL - 77 
(O lAllA LEAH ROSE,) 
MR. STEPHAN KELLY POYET - 1S 
MRS. STEPHAN KELLY POYET - 76 
(ROSEMARY COLLINS) 
MRS. JOHN POYNOR - 33 
(EVA JOHNSTON) 
MR. ROBERT HOUSTON PRATHER - 50 
MR. WILLIAM OSCAR PRATT - 14 
MRS. WILLIAM OSCAR PRATT - 74 
(DEBORAH SUZANNE DEMPSEY) 
MISS GAYLE LYNN PRESCOTT - 74 
MRS. LOYD PRESLEY - 29 
(MARGARET LEWERS) 
MR. NORMAN CARROL PRESTON • 6] 
MRS. NORMAN CARROL PRESTON - 64 
(ANN ELIZABETH CRANFORD) 
MISS MONA GAIL PREWITT • 17 
IIRS. CLEO PRIBA - 31 
(HUEN MURGAN) 
MR. DANNY RICHARD PRICE - 69 
MRS. DANNY RICHARD PRICE • 10 
(ANN ELIZAIIETH WHITE) 
MAS. JAMES PERRY PRICE - 6) 
(UTHERYN CAROL MADDOX) 
MA. SAMMY DOYLE PRICE-. 60 
MR. A EARL PRIEST - 42 
DR. DEAN BLAC~BURN PRIEST - 61 
MRS. DEAN BLACKBURN PRIEST - ,. 
(CAROLYN POGUE) 
MR. EUGENE LEROY PRINCE - 50 
MRS. GUY PRINCE - 65 
(BRENDA RODGERS) 
MR. MERLIN REX PRIOR - 66 
MRS. MERLIN REX PRIOR - 65 
(JANET R SOMMER) 
MR. JOEL CAAY PRLTCHET! • 61 
MR. TIMOTHY DEAN PRITCHETT - 10 
IIRS. rIMOTHY DEAN PRITCHEn - 10 
(RITA GENE TAYLOR) 
MRS. CHARLIE WAYNE PROPST - 66 
(UNORA L SIIITH) 
DR. JOSEPH E PRYOR - 37 
MRS. JOSEPH E PRYOR - 46 
(BESSIE MAE LEDBETTER) 
DR. NEALE THOMAS PRYOR - 56 
MRS. NEALE THOMAS PRYOR - 66 
(TREVA LOU TERRELL) 
MISS GAYNA LYNN PUCKETT - 16 
MRS. r Y PULLIAM - 5. 
(fRANCES BALDRIDGE) 
MISS PATTYE LOVE PURYE. - 11 
MRS. A f PUSKA - 29 l 
(DOROTHY MILNER) 
MR. BILLY RAY PYLE • 1~ 
MRS. MAh.JNNA JANE QUALLS • 10 
(RAMONA JANE SAMPLE) 
MR. ROBERT DEAN QUALLS' 61 
MRS. ROBERT DEAN QUALLS - 63 
(ANNETTE DAYIS) 
MRS. JOHN K QUATMAN - 70 
(LYNN ELLEN CLOSTERMAN) 
MRS. WILLIAM R QUIGLEY' 64 
(UREN ANN MOCK) 
MISS BARBARA JEANNE RAE - 52 
MRS. CHARLES EDWARD RAGSDALE. 72 
(BEVERLY ROSSENE WISHAM) 
OR. GENE EDWARD RAINEY - 58 
MRS. GENE EDoARo RAINEY - 57 
(DORMA LEE ROGERS) 
MRS. CLARK H RALSTON • 37 
(MILDRED DUNN) 
MRS. LESTER 0 RALSTON - 71 
( BETT Y JEAN WATTS) 
MR. JAMES fREDRICK RAMPTON • 53 
MRS. JAHES fREOMICK RA.PTON • 56 
(SHIRLEY WINONA CLASPILL) 
MRS. ELWOUD I RAMSEY • 43 
(MABEL GRACE TURNAGE) 
MR. RICHARD DEAN RAMSEY • 49 
MRS. RICHARO DEAN RAMSEY, 49 
(VIRGINIA ISBEL HARMIS) 
MR. KENDALL BOOTH RAND - 59 
HR. ALBERT LACY MANDAL~ • 7l 
HRS. ALBERT LACY RANDALL - 73 
(SHERRYL NOLA HATnNGLY) 
HR. JAMES AUSTIN RANDOLPH' 68 
MRS. JAMES AUSTIN RANDOLPH· 66 
(LAVONNE LEROUX) 
MR. KENNETH L RANDOLPH - 61 
MRS. KENN~TH L RANDOLPH •• , 
(JANICE JOHNSON) 
MRS •• J RANDULPH - 40 
(H ARY E f"AR~S ) 
HR. wiLLIAM GREGORY RATLlf~ • 7) 
HRS. WiLLIAM GREGORY RA1'LI~f • 74 
(NANCY CAROL JOHNSON) 
MISS FLOR~NCE HARlE RAUWORTH • 62 
MRS. JOSEPH FRANCIS RAY' 69 
(NANCY JAN CHAPMAN) 
MR. JOSEPH AMBROSE REA • 45 
MR. RANCE GEORGE REAGAN • H 
MRS. RANCE GEORGE REAGAN • 74 
(BRENDO JO HASSLER) 
MR. JAMES ROBERT REAVES' 71 
MM. ROY ALLAN R~AVES • 65 
HR. JOE I. RECTOR • 39 
MRS. JOE L RECTOR • 42 
(RUTH YINGLING) 
DR. NANCY fAYE RECTOR - 66 
MR. JIM 0 REDOING - 61 
MRS. ROBERT L REo~ORo - 56 
(JUDITH ANN OWEN) 
MR. GARY DEAN ~EDINGER • 66 
MRS. GARY DEAN REDINGER - 65 
(SHIRLEY JEAN LYNXWILER) 
HRS. CEORG~ A REED • 59 
(WANDA GAIL MELTON I 
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~RS. GERALD N REED - 15 
(PAMELA CAROL MC DANIEL) 
MRS. MORRIS REED - 32 
(CHRISTINE CAROLINE TEMPLE) 
MR. REUBEN RERNARD REED - 62 
MRS. REUBEN BERNARD REED - 65 
(EULA DEAN LEROU~) 
MR. RONALD L REED '. 51 
MRS. RONALD L REED - 1 
(DONNA JEAN KING) 
DR. CLYDE E REESE - 60 
MRS. CLYDE E REESE - 60 
(ELLA MAE FLOYD) 
MRS. SIBYL REEIIE - 46 
MR. DENNIS ALAN REEVE - 11 
MR. GEORGE LYNN REEVES - 64 
MISS NORMA LOU REEVES - 13 
MR. SCOTT METTLER REEVES - 63 
MRS. SCOTT METTLER REEVES - 61 
(NANty MAXINE SMITH) 
MR. JAMES MAX REIBOLDT - 13 
MRS. JAMES MAX REI BOLDT - 12 
(IRIS KAY ANTLEY) 
MR. GOTTFRIED JOHANNES REICHEL - 53 
MRS. GOTTFRIED JOHANNES REICHEL - 1 
(HANNELORE PUSCH) 
MRS. GEORGE GARLAND REID - 5\ 
(HELEN ROTH) 
MRS. RAYMON~ REISS - 11 
(DEouRAH LEIGH DOGGETT) 
MISS DIANA LYNN RENFRO - 69 
MR. THEODORE GLENN REVES - 10 
MRS. THEODORE GLENN REYES - 11 
(NANDA SUE FLETCHER) 
MRS. GEORGE M REYNOLDS - 42 
(ODEAN FLOYD) 
MR. JAMES REGINALD REYNOLDS - 62 
MRS. JAMES REGINALD REYNOLDS - 62 
(JUDITH HENDRICK) 
MR. LESLIE GENE REYNOLDS - 11 
MRS. LESLIE GENE REYNOLDS - 1\ 
(KATHLEEN DIANE THORBURN) 
MR. PHILIP CURTIS RHOADS - 12 
MRS. PHILIP CURTIS RHOADS - 1\ 
(EMILY KAY SHROADS) 
MRS. GREG RHODES - 49 
(MILDRED CLEO ~ARBRITTON) 
DR. H KENNETH RHODES - 53 
MRS. H KENNETH RHODES - 52 
(JEAN CAROLYN POSTON) 
MR. JESS L RHODES - 39 
MRS. JESS L RHODES - 40 
(PAULINE MOSER) 
MR. PHILIP RHODES - \ 
MR. CHARLES RICHARD RICE - 49 
MR. DONALD W RICE - 62 
MR. WOODRON RICE - 36 
MRS. WOODRON RICE - 39 
(UZELLA DYKES) 
MRS. DANNY CLARK RICH - 14 
(PHYLLIS ELAINE PHILLIPS) 
MR. SCOTT ALAN RICHARDS - 16 
MR. CHARLES EUGENE RICHARDSON - 11 
MRS. CHARLES EUGENE RICHARDSON. 11 
(CELIA ANN NEAVER ) 
MR. CLAUDE A RICHARDSON - 45 
NR. DONALD LEE RICHARDSON - 51 
MRS. JACKIE 0 RICHARDSON - 65 
(BRENDA M WESTFALL) 
MR. JOHN MCKINNEY RICHARDSON - 13 
MR. LARRY J RICHARDSON - 14 
MRS. LEROY RICHARDSON - 38 
(MARJORIE OVERTON) 
NR. TERRY CRAIG RICHARDSON - 11 
MRS. DORIS JANE RICHESIN - 53 
(DORIS JANE RICE) 
MR. MONTY LESTER RICHESIN - 53 
MRS. MONTY LESTER RICHESIN - 54 
(FRANCES JOSEPHINE INGALLS) 
MISS PATRICIA ANN RICHEY • 61 
MR. PAUL DON RICHEY - 15 
HRS. PAUL DON RICHEY - 76 
- (DEBORAH NELL BARNETT) 
MR. LARRY HARK RICHMOND - 14 
MRS. LARRY MARK RICHMOND· 74 
(CYNTHIA SUE O'NEAL) 
MR. JAMES I<OBERT RICKANAY - 16 
MRS. JAMES ROBERT RICKAWAY - 11 
(JORETTA LINK) 
MR. STEYEN DALE RICKER - 71 
HRS. STEVEN DALE RICKER - 11 
(DOLORIS ANN FEATHERS) 
HISS BETTY JANE RICKERSON • 13 
DR. JOHN DELBERT RICKETT - 66 
MRS. JOHN DELBERT RICKETT - 66 
(JANICE SOE AKIN) 
MR. DICKIE RAY RIDINGS - 66 
MR. RONALD EUGENE RIES • 13 
HRS. RONALD EUGENE RIES - 13 
(LESA MARTIN) 
HR. HARVEY W RIGGS - 25 
HRS. HARVEY W RIGGS - 26 
(ALICE GRAY) 
HRS. KATHERINE RIGGS - I 
MR. WILMER GLENN RIKARD - 61 
MRS. WILMER GLENN RIKARD - 11 
(DORLEA FRANCES DONDY) 
MRS. MICHAEL L RILEY - 14 
(SARAH GAY BONLING) 
MRS. OSBY RILEY - 62 
(MARTHA MAY GARNER) 
MR. RICHARD L RILEY - 60 
MRS. RICHARD L RILEY - 59 
(PAULA UlN RICKARD) 
MISS SALLY MAE RILEY - 11 
MRS. HOWARD H RIMER - 15 
(BEVERLY JO LINDER) 
MISS PATRICIA DIANNE RIPSKI - 15 
MR. HARRY BURNS RISINGER - 68 
MRS. HARRY BURNS RISINGER - 69 
(JANICE FAY ROBINSON) 
MR. LE6TER LEE RISNER - 63 
MRS. LE6TER LEE RISNER - 68 
(PEGGY ANN NIDDLETON) 
MR. ANDY T RITCHIE - 56 
MRS. ANDY T RITCHIE - 51 
(PHYLLIS J ROBERTSON) 
MRS. ANDY T RITCHIE - 50 
(KATHRYN CULLUM) 
MR. EDWARD CULLUM RITCHIE • 59 
MRS. EDWARD CULLUM RITCHIE - 61 
(ANNE ELIZABETH KIRK) 
MRS. RICHARD RIYERS - 69 
(HARILYN LAVERNE KRAPE) 
HR. CARL C ROACH - 39 
MRS. CARL C ROACH - 39 
(NERIEN MCQUIDDY) 
MR. JAME6 DWIGHT ROBB - 66 
MRS. JAMES DWIGHT ROBB - 66 
(BETTY JANE SPENCER) 
MRS. OAf 10 ROBBINS - 68 
(PATTYE RAE SAUNDERS) 
MR. GARY ALLEN ROBBINS - 11 
MRS. ENMETT ROBERSON - 38 
(JANIS NElL) 
MR. PHILIP STANLEY ROBERSON - 69 
MRS. PHILIP STANLEY ROBERSON - 70 
(SARA NELL ROPER) 
MISS SANDRA LOU ROBERT - 17 
MR. CLYDE LARRY ROBERTS - 57 
HRS. CLYD~ LARRY ROBERTS - 56 
(DOROTHY LEE DAYIS) 
MR. HUGH ROY ROBERTS - 60 
MR. J DALLAS ROBERTS - 30 
MR. LAWRENCE HOWARD ROBERTS - 52 
MR. LEX ROBERTS - 41 
MRS. LEX ROBERTS - 38 
(INEZ DAVIS) 
HRS. NEAL ROBERT6 - 49 
(IDA HARRIET MAZLET) 
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MRS. THOMAS KEITH ROBERTS - 12 
(JUDY M ANDREWS) 
MRS. H W ROBERTSON - 59 
(LILLIAN MILLER) 
MR. MARVIN HILLIARD ROBERTSON - 69 
MRS. MARVIN HILLIARD ROBERTSON. 68 
(HIROKO SANDO) 
MR. NILLIAM DALE ROBERTSON - 49 
MR. WILLIAM T ROBERTSON - 1) 
MR. HOWARD RANDALL ROBINETTE - 66 
MRS. HOWARD RANDALL ROBIN£TTE - 67 
(MARJORIE ELLEN CHAMBERS) 
MR. HARVY A ROBINS - 45 
MRS. HARVY A ROBINS - 49 
(GLENDYNE MCLEOD) 
MRS. GROVER C ROBINSON - 52 
(MATTIE LOU GEER) 
MR. KENNETH GENE ROBINSON - 53 
MRS. KENNETH GENE ROBINSON - 57 
(ELSIE MAE VANA) 
MR. THOMAS DANIEL ROBINSON - 11 
MRS. DENNIS C ROBISON - 68 
(BETTY ANN SIMMONS) 
MR. JOHN NESLEY ROCKHOLD - 14 
MR. EDNARD WINSLOW ROCKWELL - 58 
~RS. EDWARD WINSLON ROC~WELL - 60 
(MYRNA LAVERNE MORFORD) 
MR. JOSEPH CHARLES ROE - 53 
MR. ROY A ROE - 40 
MRS. DONALD DALE ROEHRMAN - 64 
(KAREN RAE HADLEY) 
MRS. GEORGE H ROGERS - 54 
(VIRGINIA BOWERS HANNA) 
MRS. JAMES V ROGERS - 69 
(JANET!E KAY STATON) 
MISS PATn CAROLYN ROGERS - 16 
MRS. RAY C ROGERS - 65 
(EMMYU LOUISE BRYAN) 
MRS. ROBERT MORRIS ROGERS • 60 
(JEANETTE EUGENIA READ) 
MISS SHARON KATHLEEN ROGERS - 11 
MRS. T J ROGERS - 1 
(RUTH CALDNELL) 
MR. KENT NILLIAM ROLLMANN - 53 
MRS. KENT WILLIAM ROLLMANN • 5) 
(NORMA LOU HAMILTON) 
MISS CATHERINE ROOT - 48 
MRS. ROBERT ROOT - 41 
(MILDRED ELAINE LANIER) 
MR. SIONEY GRAHAM ROPER - 45 
MRS. SIDNEY GRAHAM ROPER - 46 
(BONNIE SUE CHANDLER) 
MR. SIDNEY GRAHAM ROPER - 61 
MRS. HARRY EUGENE ROSE - 61 
(GWENDOLYN CAMILLE STARKEY! 
MRS. JOHN ROSE - 61 
(SANDRA KAYE ROLEN) 
MRS. KAREN SUE ROSE - 13 
(KAREN SUE KAHL) 
MRS. NELLIE ROSE - 39 
(NELLIE GOLDEN) 
MR. JOHN DAVID ROSENBAUM -
MRS. LOUR!N RAY ROSS - 68 
(SHARON ELAINE BUTLER) 
MUS ROSEMARY ROSS - 16 
MR. ROBBY DEAN ROTHFUS - 11 
MRS. BOBBY DEAN ROTHrus - 16 
(VELDA HARLENE LESTER) 
MRS. EDMUND J ROTH NELL - 54 
(MURIEL BERNICE BUSH) 
MR. DONALD REX ROWAN - 53 
HRS. MYRTLE GERTRUDE RO~E - 32 
(MYRTLE GERTRUDE LYLE) 
MR. JOHN MAX RUDDICK - 68 
MRS. WILLIAM H RUNGE - 46 
(MARY JO MCKNIGHT) 
MRS. JOHN RUSCIN - 58 
(ANNA B DUCKWORTH) 
MR. WILLIAM FAY RUSHTON - 53 
MR. DONALD ROBERT RUSK - 51 
MRS. DONALD ROBERT RUSK - 58 
(JACQU~LINE JONES) 
MISS CHERILEN ANN RUSSELL - 71 
MRS. ROY A RUSSELL - 62 
(EUTHA FAYE PURSELL) 
MR. CLINTON HOMER RUTHER~ORD - 45 
MR. JUSTIN DAVID RUTLEDGE - 7\ 
MR. STEVEN RONALD RUTLEDGE: - 70 
MRS. WILLIAM LEON RUTLEDGE - 48 
(JESSIE MAE CAMP) 
DR. JOHN H RYAN • 59 
MRS. JOHN H RYAN - 61 
(HARJORIE ANN HAYES) 
MR. MAX GLENN SAFLEY - 10 
MRS. MAX GLENN SArLEY - 68 
(KAYE ELLEN CARPENTER) 
MR. JAMES MICHAEL SAIN - 76 
MRS. RICHARD F SALISBURY - 69 
(EMILE ANN BEAYERS) 
MR. DONALD PAUL SAHANIE - 66 
MRS. DONALD PAUL SAMANIE - 69 
(LINDA CAROL JOHNSON) 
MRS. RUSSELL F SAMMIS - 39 
(TOMMIF. JEAN DAYIS) 
MR. JAMES MALCOLM SAMPSON - 70 
MRS. JAMES MALCOLM SAMPSON - 71 
(ELIZABETH ANN DAILY) 
MR. JARRELL H SAMS • 49 
MRS. RAYMOND SAMS • 29 
(RUBY ADAMS) 
MR. GARY MARK SAMUELSON - 17 
HR. ANDREW BENNY SANDERS - 56 
MISS ANNA LEE SANDERS - 53 
MRS. DON SANDERS - 74 
(PATRICIA SUE WILLIAMS) 
MR. LOUIS EDWARD SANDERS - 64 
MISS ALMA LUCILLE SANDERsnN - 54 
MR. L 0 SANDERSON - 28 
MRS. L 0 SANDERSON - 28 
(RENA AVANA WOODRING) 
MR. LEON B SANDERSON - 5+ 
MRS. LEON B SANDERSON - 1 
(ALICE BURKHALTER) 
MR. ~ALTER C SANDERSON - 63 
MR. JAMES ERVIN SANDLIN - 66 
MRS. JAMES ERVIN SANDLIN - 64 
(BOBBIE NELL PEARCE) 
MRS. LEE H SARVER - 38 
(DELLA BELLE PIERCE) 
MRS. HARRY JAMES SAUL - 13 
(MARGIE ANN ALEXANDER) 
DR. DONALD SAUTER - 62 
MR. DAVID HOWARD SAYAGE - 73 
MRS. DAVID HOWARD SAVAGE - 14 
(LUCINDA LEE HECKER) 
MR. THOMAS SAWYER • 62 
MRS. THOMAS SAWYER - 12 
(MELANIE KAREN CHANDLER) 
MR. STANLEY EDGAR SAYERS - 55 
MRS. ROBERT WARREN 5CUFE - 66 
(BETTY ANN CROOK) 
MRS. 'JOE SCHIRO - 48 
(PATTY JO SHUPE) 
MRS. CHESTER SCHNEIDER - 51 
(MARILYN GRACE HANLEY! 
MRS. JOHN M SCHRADE - 60 
(GRETA CHAMPNEY! 
MR. RUSSELL EARL SCHRAMM - 14 
MRS. GEORGE W SCHRAUDT - 61 
(DOROTHY ELLEN BOYCE) 
HRS. DAN SCHROCK - 60 
(J' NEYLYNE TUNNICLIFFl 
HRS. ALVIN R SCHUPP - 69 
(JEANNE ANN SPERRY) 
DR. CARL LINCOLN SCHWEINFURTH - 5 
HR. BOB G SCOTT - 5A 
MRS. BOB G SCOTT - 56 
(PATSY SUE CRAIG) 
MR. DONALD WAYNE SCOTT - 70 
MRS. DONALD WAYNE SCOTT - 10 
(DEBORAH JEAN OLDROYD) 
MRS, HOLLIS WILLIAM SCOTT - 40 
(LEAH MARION BARRI 
MR. JIM 0 SCOTT - 62 
MRS. JIM 0 SCOTT - 62 
(PEGGY LOU FOX) 
MR. PATRICK JAMES SCOTT - 12 
MRS. PATRICK JAMES SCOTT - 7\ 
(BEVERLY ANN WILKINSON) 
DR. ROBERT L SCOTT - 54 
MRS. ROBERT L SCOTT - 53 
(ALMA JEANNETTE BLACK) 
MISS SHARON ROSE SCOTT - 6) 
MR. LARRY KENNETH SCROGGS -. 63 
DR. TERRY ALVIN SEAMAN - 66 
MRS. TERRY ALYIN SEAMAN - 68 
(HARY REGINA HUNTER) 
DR. JACK WOOD SEARS - 40 
MRS. JACK wOOD SEARS • 69 
(HATTIE SUE SPECK) 
MR. JAMES DAVID SEARS - 69 
DR. LLOYD CLINE SEARS - 23 
MRS. LLOYD CLINE SEARS - 41 
(PATTIE HATHAWAY ARMSTRONG) 
MISS PATTIE SU~ SEARS - .9 
MR. FLETCHER DOUGLAS SHIELDS - 15 
MISS SHERRY JON SHIPMAN - 13 
MR. PAUL AUSTIN SHIRA - 41 
MRS. DENEY SHIRLEY - 59 
(DORTHA ROBERTS PUTMAN) 
MR. JAMES ROBERT SHOCK - 14 
MR. CECIL EDWARD SHORES - 1 
MR. DONALD LEWIS SHORES - 14 
MRS. DONALD LEWIS SHORES - 13 
(MARY KATHELEEN BURTON) 
MRS. MACK NAYNE SHORT - 59 
(SIbLE LAVERNE ROCKETT) 
MRS. WILLIAM H SHORT. 58 
(MARY LORENE DUNN) 
MR. WILLIAM NEWTON SHORT - 65 
MR. CALVIN C SHOWALTER - 49 
MR. RUSSELL E SHONALTER - 48 
MRS. RUSSELL E SHOWALTER - 1 
(BILLIE JEAN KENT) 
DR. YERNIE KENNETH SHRABLE - 50 
MRS. VERNIE KENNETH SHRABLE - 50 
(MULENE LINDA SKINNER) 
MRS. STANLEY SHU - 63 
(CECILIA CHAN) 
MR. PHILIP KEITH SHUNK - 14 
MR. BILL E ~YNN SHUPE - 58 
MRS. STANLEY LEE SHWARTS - 59 
(MARSHA KAY ~ILSON) 
MR. JAMES CARROLL SIDLE - 69 
MRS. JAMES CARROLL SIDLE - 10 
(YIRGINIA GAIL MATTHENS) 
MR. JAMES BATEY SIGMUND - 12 
MRS. JAMES BATEY ~IGMUND - 12 
(MARTHA LYNN WILLIAMS) 
MRS. ROBERT MAXEY SILVEY - )6 
(KATHRYN MATTOX) 
MR. KENNETH ~ILLIAMS SIMMONS • 64 
MR. j(URT BARRY SIMMONS • 16 
MRI. KURT lARRY UMMONII • 16 
(LOU' JEAN 'ROGERS j . , 
MRS. RUSSELL 5IMMONS - 60 
(MYRTLE W ) 
MRS. GEORGE NELSON stMONDS - 51 
(MARY IIYLIE) 
THOSE WHO THINK THEY HAVE NOTHING TO 
GIVE SHOULD REMEMBER THAT THEY CAN 
---.,. 
ALWAYS GIVE THEMSELVES. 
- Lowell Fillmore 
MR. CLIFFORD WAYMAN SEAWEL - 54 
MRS. CLIFFORD wUMAN SEAWEL - 5\ 
(VIRGINIA lNN MORRIS) 
DR. JOE TOLBERT SEGRAVES· 57 
MRS. JOE TOLBERT SEGRAYES - 51 
(SHIRLEY ANN FORT! 
MR. WILLIAM HUDSON SEILER - 75 
MRS. WILLIAM H\lDSON SEILER - 10 
(YERNA NELL CURD) 
MRS. HARRY SELCK - )6 
(LUCILLE CONWAY) 
MISS DONNA LEE SELLERS - 59 
MR. LEPOY SELLERS - 60 
MR. ROBERT RANDALL SELLERS - 73 
MRS. ROBERT RANDALL SELLERS - 1] 
(DONNA MARLENE NORTHCUTT) 
MR. RONALD WHITNEY SELLERS - 70 
MR. DONALD RAY SELVIDGE - 68 
MRS. DONALD RAY SELVIDGE - 68 
(~AHCt ' CAROU H~") 
MR. RONALD WILLIAM SEMANEK - 71 
MRS. RONALD WILLIAM SEMANEK - 75 
(GERETA JEAN JAMES) 
MISS LINDA MARGARET SEYERE - 13 
MRS. CHARLES WILLIAM SEYILLE - 12 
(MARY LEE BROWNING) 
MRS. EDWARD G SEWELL - 45 
(ANN RICHMOND) 
MRS. HARYELL B SEWELL - 46 
(DlAMOND PERKINS) 
MISS JANICE MARIE SEWELL - 12 
MR. KENNETH ROBERT SEWELL • 16 
MRS. KENNETH ROBERT SEWELL - 14 
(CATHY CHRISTINE COLE) 
DR. MILTON RAY SEWELL - 64 
MRS. JOHN 5 SHACKELFORD - 74 
(CYNTHIA DUONE PARKS) 
MR. CHARLES ~ILLIAM SHAFFER - 48 
MRS. CHARLES WILLIAM SHAFrER - 49 
(CORIENE E BEALE) 
MRS. BILLY DON SHANER - 11 
(KATHERINE FERNE SCOTT) 
MR. DAVID WAYNE SHANER - 16 
MR. STEYEN MICHAEL SHANER - 17 
MRS. STEVEN MICHAEL SHANER - 11 
(DONNA MARIE LOSAK) 
MRS. WILLIAM B SHANK - 75 
(PATRICIA LYNN SAUDER) 
MRS. ROBERT E SHANKLE - 65 
(SHIRLEY ANN JOHNSON) 
MRSj YARON J SHAN~LIN - ]5 
(MARTHA STARNES) 
MISS MARY NELL SHANNON - 66 
MR. STEY~ O'NEAL SHANNON - 66 
MRS. STEVE O'NEAL SHANNON - 61 
(JUDY KAY ROBBINS) 
MR. MORRIS WAYNE SHAPPLEY - 61 
MRS. RUSSELL SHARER· 51 
(MARTHA FRANCES DEEN) 
MR. CLIF~ORO ELI SHARP - 6\ 
MRS. CLIF~ORD ELI SHARP - 64 
(JANE 0 BALL) 
, MRS. PIPER ELLEN SHARP - 16 
(PIPER ELLEN TODS!N) 
MRS. TOM SHARPE • 61 
IMARGARET PEGGY ANN AULT) 
MR. JOE MER~DITH SHAYER - 46 
MRS. JOE MEREDITH SHAVER - 56 
(BEATRICE MARIE BARDE) 
MR. ARTHUR LLOYD SHEARIN - 10 
MRS. ARTHUR LLOYD SHtARIN - 69 
(SHERI ELIANE TIPPS) 
MR. PATRICK THOM&S SHELBOURNE - 66 
MRS. PATRICK THOMAS SHELBOURNE - 65 
(OLLIE MAY DILLARD) 
MRS. CARL DAVID SHELBY - 71 
(KAY G PEPPERS) 
MRS. KEVIN LEE SHELBY - 11 
(PAMELA JANE THOMASON) 
MRS. LARRY A SHELLEY - 61 
(NANCY KAY SCOTT) 
MR. THOMAS RUBEL SHELLY - 68 
MRS. LAYINA SHELTON - 50 
(LAVINA JOHNSON) 
MR. WAYNE MORRIS SHELTON - 74 
HRS. WAYNE MORRIS SHELTON • 74 
(LIIANNE CARRELL) 
MRS. FRANK D SHEPHERD - 49 
(EDDIE MAXINE GRADY) 
MR. J C SHEWMAKER • 30 
MRS. J C SHEWMAKER - 33 
(JOYCE COPELAND) 
DR. JAMES E SHEWMAKER - 44 
MRS. JAMES E SHEWMAKER - 41 
(REBA f'AYE NADEAU) 
MR. KENNETH E SHENMAKER - 54 
MR. OTT F SHEWMAKER - 3) 
MR. SHERMAN NELSON SHEWMAKER - 67 
MRS. SHERMAN NELSON SHEWMAKER - 61 
(MARY DIANNE DAVIS) 
DR. T EMERSON SIMPKINS - 3\ 
MRS. CARL SIMPSON - 63 
(LINDA JOYCE RILEY! 
MR. WI~LIAM HUGH SIMPSON • 50 
MRS. ~ILLIAM HUGH SIMPSON· 51 
(OPAL WHITEMAN) 
MR. JIIILL HENLEY SIMS - 51 
MRS. JNILL HENLEY SIMS - 51 
(ELIZABETH ANN RUSSELL) 
MRS. G. H. SINELE - 45 
(MABEL FORD) 
MR. WOODY LEO. SIZEMORE - 63 
MRS. MOODY LEON SIZEMORE· 62 
(PEGGY LOUISE NISENBAKER) 
MRS. BOIBY G SKELTON - 65 
(JUDY LEE EVANS) 
MR. WILLARD RAY SKELTON - 59 
MR. EDWIN LAWRENCE SKIDMORE - 44 
MR. DARRELL RAY SKINNER - 58 
MRS. DARRELL RAY SKINNER - 60 
(RUTH IDA SKELTON) 
MISS MARTHA ANN SLAUGHTER - 52 
MR. GARY ALFRED SLEEGE - 62 
MRS. GlAY ALFRED SLEEGE - 61 
(DOROTHY OLIVER) 
MISS RUTH EDITH SLINKARD· 70 
MR. DANNY NEAL SMELSER - 13 
MR. H. WAYNE SMETHERS - 42 
MRS. ALFRED E SMITH - 58 
(ESTHER MAE HATCHER) 
MR. BILLY E SMITH - 50 
MRS. BILLY E SMITH - 50 
(RUTH JOANNE ANDERSON) 
MR. BILLY RAY SMITH - 60 
DR. BRUCE ELLIOTT SMITH - 11 
MRS. BRUCE ELLIOTT SMITH· 12 
(CAROLYN BETH MATTHEWS) 
MR. CHARLES DNIGHT SMITH - 60 
MRS. CHARLES DWIGHT SMITH - 60 
(BARBARA KLINE) 
MRS. CHARLES DWIGHT SMITH - 60 
MRS. CHARLES DWIGHT SMITH - 60 
DR. CLYDE GAYLON SMITH - 61 
MRS. CLYDE GAYLON SMITH - 61 
(DEANNA SUE HOLLAND) 
MR. DANNY .HACK SMITH - 61 
MRS. DANNY MACK SMITH - 69 
(CAROL ANN BYERS) 
DR. DAVID EUGENE SMITH - 67 
MRS. DAVID EUGENE SMITH - 61 
(LINDA SUE BYRD) 
MR. DEAN STANLEY SMITH - 65 
MISS DEBORAH LYNN SHITH - 16 
MR. EAR~ ELLIS SMITH - 16 
DR. EMMETT FLOYD SMITH - 46 
DR. EUGENE SIDNEY SMITH - 55 
MR. HERBERT SMITH - 60 
MRS. HERBERT SMITH - 61 
(PATRICIA ENNIS) 
MRS. HERMAN SMITH - 59 
(CLAUDETTE DONA GRABLE) 
MR. JAMES MERLYN SMITH - 70 
MRS. JAMES MERLYN SMITH· 10 
(LYNNETTE FAYE LYTTON) 
MRS. JAMES MICHAEL SMITH - 13 
(DEBRA LYNN TROUP) 
MISS JANET SUE SMITH - 11 
MR. JEFFERSON FOSTER SMITH - 11 
MRS. JEFFERSON FOSTER SMITH - 11 
(MADONNA ANN WALLACE) 
MRS. JESSE H SMITH - 40 
(CORINNE BELL) 
MR. JIMMIE G SMITH - 56 
MRS. JIMMIE L SHITH - 38 
(MARGARET OVERTON) 
MRS. JOHN T SMITH - 60 
(PATRICIA ANN JORDAN), 
MISS KAY LORRAINNE SMITH - 72 
MR. LOYD LEWIS SMITH - ]0 
MRS. LOYD LEIIIS SMITH - 60 
(BEUNA L PEEBLES) 
MR. ~QRMA N ~ SMITH - " 
MR. OREN LA~RENCE SMITH • 62 
MRS. OREN LAWRENCE SMITH - 62 
(DELOY MILLICENT SANNY) 
MRS. RANSOM SMITH - 41 
!THEDA HULETT) 
MR. RICHARD HARMON SMITH - 10 
MRS. RICHARD HARMON SMITH - 10 
(LINDA ELAINE STEil ART! 
MRS. ROBERT C SMITH - n 
(BETTY JEAN SIMPIION) 
MR. ROBERT MARTIN IIMITH - 51 
MRS. ROBERT MARTIN SMITH -
(BILLIE JEAN ANDERSON) 
MRS. SIDNEY FRANK SMITH. 44 
ILENORE CAMPBELL) 
MR. STEPHEN PAUL SMITH - 13 
DR. STEPHEN ~DODROW SMITH - 63 
MR. TERRY S SMITH - 65 
MRS. TERRY S SHITH - 65 
(CHARLOTTE BURKETT) 
MRS. THOMAS DOUGLAS SMITH - 61 
(RUBY ALBERTA KILLIAN) 
MRS. YIRGLE L SHITH - 51 
(YERNA JEAN DODD) 
MR. JAMES DOUGLAS SMITHSON - 69 
MRS. JAMES DOUGLAS SMITHSON - 69 
(NANCY LYN DAVISUN) 
MRS. JOE SMITHSON - 42 
(MARJORIE MEEKS) 
MR. DENNIS CRAIG SNIDER - 13 
MRS. DENNIS CRAIG SNIDER - 74 
(MARY JANE WHITE) 
MRS. FRED SNIDER - 61 
(DARLA KAY GATENOOD) 
MRS. ~ARLYCE SOHN - 58 
(MARLYCE RoaDY) 
MRS. CLEO H SORRELLS - 41 
(REBA MARCELLA GIFFORD) 
MISS FERRA SUE SPARKS - 60 
HR. SHANNON EARL SPEARS - 65 
MRS. SHANNON EARL SPEARS - 65 
(WANDA HENRY! 
MR. DANI~L CONRAD SPENCER - 4\ 
MRS. JACK L SPENCER - 51 
(ROSALYN MITCHEN) 
MR. WALLACE FRANCIS SPENCER - 6] 
MRS. ED J SPICER - 41 
(WILMA COLLINS) 
MRS. HAROLD SPIGNER - 59 
(MARY FRANCES REESE) 
MISS MARGARET LEE SPIKES· 72 
MISS BRENDA JOYCE SPRINKLE - 13 
MR. HERMAN BUEL SPURLOCK - 5) 
MISS SUZANNE FRANCES SPURRIER - 71 
MISS DONNA JEAN STAN~ILL - 7] 
MR. ROYCE ALLAN STANfORD - 77 
MRS. ROYCE ALLAN STANFORD - 77 
(CYNTHIA LEE OAKLEy)-
MR. HARK R STANLEY - 12 
MRS. WELBER LEE STANLEY - 64 
(SAUNDRA LOU TOLLETT) 
HR. CARL DONALD STARK - 66 
MR. GERALD TIMOTHY STARLING - 60 
MR. LESTER L STARLING - 49 
MRS. LESTER L STARLING - 51 
(RUTH ROBERSON) 
MR. NORMAN .AYNE STARLING - 49 
MRS. NORMAN oAYNE STARLING - 58 
(BETTY ROSS JONES) 
MR. RALPM L STARLING. 45 
MRS. RALPH L STARL) NG - 45 
(DOROTHY JOHNS) 
MR. DALE RICHARD STARR - 60 
MRS. LlWRENCE F STATLER - 72 
(SUZANNE LAWRENCE) 
HR. THOMAS RALPH STATOH - 65 
MRS. THOMAS RALPH STATOH - 71 
(BARBARA ESTHER KARAFFA) 
MISS LEANNE RAE STAUB - 16 
MR. ROBERT DEMPSEY STEED - 12 
HR. ROY DAVID STEELE • 70 
MRS. JOE S STEPHENS - 42 
(MARJORIE M MCGIRONEr! 
MISS SHEILA GANELLE STEPHENSON - 17 
MR. LOUIS WINFIELD STEPTER· 65 
MR. CECIL STERLING - 42 
MRS. CECIL STERLING. 43 
(BERTIE PICKENS) 
MRS. ALYIN OTIS STEVENS - 5] 
(CORENE BROWN) 
MR. DONALD L STEVENS - 65 
MRS. DONALD L STEYENS - 59 
(REGINA ANN CLARY) 
MR. E C STEVENS - 52 
MRS. EDNA STEYENS - 31 
(EDNA EARLE JUDGE) 
MR. ELDRED NICKLIS STEYENS - 76 
HR. FRANCIS ROY STEVENS - 72 
MRS. ~RANCIS ROY STEVENS - 72 
(MONA KATHLEEN LEWIS) 
NISS SUSAN CAROL STEYENS - 75 
MR. ROBERT LUUIS STEVENSON· 61 
MRS. ROBERT LOUIS STEYENSON • 7\ 
I NANCY ELLEN DO~DEY) 
DR. BILL DAVE STEWART ~ I 
MRS. BILL DAYE STEWART - 1 
(RUTH EYELYN ) , 
MR. JACKIE DUANE STEWART - 12 
MR. JIMMY WALTER STEWART - 61 
MRS. JIMMY WALTER STUART - 69 
(NYLA JANE GREENWAY! 
MR. LENIS MOORE STEWART - 51 
MRS. LEWIS MOORE STE~ART - 59 
(CHARLENE KIMBRO) 
MR. TRAVIS RAY STENART - 63 
MRS. TRAVIS RAY STEWART - &3 
(BETTY JANE COBB) 
MR. TIMOTHY DONALD STIDHAM - 16 
MRS. TIMOTHY DONALD STIDHAM - 78 
(TANYA DENISE ANDERSON) 
MR. MERTON KEITH STIGERS· .9 
MRS. CHA~LES C STILAER - 35 
(MARY MURPHY! 
MRS. FRED C STILES - 44 
(HARRIET MAE LAWRENCE) 
HR. KENNETH EUGENE STILL - 60 
MISS HELEN ROBERTA STINNETT - 51 
MR. MELYIN LYNN STINNETT - 67 
MR. DAYID LAYELLE STITCHER - 11 
MRS. JAMES R STITTS - 5] 
(MARGRETTA MATTIE MCKENZIE) 
MRS. WILLIAM STIYERS - 40 
tFRANCES NOVAK) 
HR. THOMAS ALLEN STOCKDELL - 17 
MR. JAMES JOSEPH STOKES - 10 
MRS. JAMES JOSEPH STOKES - 72 
(CHERI ELAINE THORNTON) 
MR. ~ ILLIAM I:: STOKES - 40 
MRS. WILLIAM E STOKES - 40 
(ALI~E , JO BATANT) 
MRS. EDWARD DEAN STONE - 71 
(CHERYL ANNE DANLEr! 
MR. LARRY GENE STONE - 51 
MRS. LARRY GE,NE STaNK - 58 
(TILLIE "ATSO'N) , 
MR. LLOYD A STONE - 44 
MRS. LLOYD A STONE '- 40 
(MADELINE DOOLITTLE) 
MR. DAVID EDWARD STOREY - 70 
MRS. DAVID EDWARD STOREY - 13 
(LAVADA V~RC~NIAr PR,UIT,T) 
MRS. GARY STORR& r ~9 ' 
(JUDY KATHRYN RHODES) 
MR. ED'IN KEITH STOTTS - 55 
MRS. EDWIN KEITH STOTTS • I 
(LITA JOAN OLIYER) 
MR. MONTY K STOTTS - 65 
HISS EUG~NIA LOIS STOVER - 46 
HR. WAYNE MARVIN STUV~R - 10 
MRS. W R STONERS - 23 
(INEZ SPEARS) 
MR. KEITH LEON STRAUGHN - 61 
HRS. KEITH LEON STRAUGHN - 69 
(ALICE ANN HENDRIX) 
HISS LULA 8 STRICKLIN - 74 
MRS. STINSON STRINGER - 64 
(HAZEL VIRGINIA HOYARTER) 
DR. ROB DALE STRINGFELLOW· 5) 
HR. ALBERT PITMAN STROOP - 46 
MRS. ALBERT PITMAN STROOP - 49 
(FRANCES RENSHAW) 
MR. JAMES MICHAEL STROUD - 69 
HRS. JAMES MICHAEL STROUD - 69 
(PEGGY SUZANNE BALL) 
MRS. WILLIAM DUANE STUART - 13 
(SHARON KAY HOLDERBY! 
MR. CHARLES BRYAN STUBBL!FIELD - 53 
MR. EDWIN P STUBBLEFIELD - 49 
MRS. EDWIN P STUBBLEFIELD - 51 
(MILDRED ANTHAM CHAMBERS) 
MR. CUDLEY ~ SULLI VU - 44 
MR •• ILLIAM ARNOLD SULLIVAN - 57 
MRS. WILLiAM ARNOLD SULLIVAN - 58 
(CHAALOTTE YVONNE OALTO~) 
MAS. MAX IVERSON SUMMEALIN - 11 
(DOAOTHY MERWIN) 
MA. RODNEY JAY SUMMERS - 74 
MRS. RODNEY JAY SUMMERS - 7S 
(DEBRA BOATRIGHT) 
MR. JAMES ALFRED SUMMITT - 71 
MRS. JAMES ALFAED SUMMITT - 15 
(PEGCY SUE CROUCH) 
MR. JERIEL ALLEN SUMMITT - 61 
MRS. MAURINE SUMMITT - 62 
(MAURINE BURCH) 
MR. PAUL CLAYTON SUMMITT - 61 
DR. WILLIAM WESTON SUMMITT. 5] 
MRS. WILLIaM WESTON SUMMITT - I 
ISETTY JO TAILOR) 
MRS. WINUNA 5UMMITT - 58 
MR. JONN C SUNDERLAND - 65 
MRS. JOHN C SUNDERLAND • 66 
(UGIU KAT DaRrEa) 
NR. CLINT E lunER - 11 
NR. GORDON R SUTHERLIN • II 
NRS. CORDON R IIUTHERLIN - H 
(CYNTHIa UTCHELL) 
MR. ROGER LOUU! SUTHERLIN - " 
MlaS TEllESA LYNN SUTHERLIN • 16 
MilS. THOMAS 0 sunLE - 51 
I\lAMIlA \0 1:, ... 11\) 
MR:.. M'CHU.L SU.C - 1\ 
ISIIARON EI.AlNE HEnON) 
MR. DOlLE T IIWAIN - 49 
MRS. DOYLE T SWAIN - 48 
(MAAY ALICE CRANFORD) 
MR. EFTON G SWAIN - '9 
HAS. HAMDEH EARLE SWAIH - 50 
(MARY ELLEN wATERS) 
MR. DENNIS ALDEN SWAYNE - 14 
MRS. DENNIS ALDEN SWAYNE - 76 
(LINDA SUE CLANTON) 
MISS AEBECCA ANN SWEENEY - 77 
~R. KEITH DWIGHT SWIM - .4 
MRS. KEITH DWIGHT SWIM - 44 
(VONNA JEAN WOODS) 
MR. PHILLIP MACK SWINDLE - I 
MRS. PHILLIP MACK SWINDLE - 71 
I LOR A LOU SHURT) 
MR. JEAALD DEAN SYKES - 51 
MRS. ELMER GENE TAL8ERT - 56 
(MARY JANE CLAXTON) 
MRS. JAMES F TALKINGTON - 51 
(MALVA LOU fALK) 
MR. GLENN HAROLD TANDY - 61 
MR. LOUIS E TANDY - 43 
MRS. LOUIS E TANDY - 45 
(ANNA 8 HIGGINS) 
MFI.. PAUL EO~A~O TARENCE - 60 
MR. JERRY fRANKLIN TATE - 66 
DR. SIDNEY WAYNE TATE - 6] 
MRS. SlONEY warNE TATE - 64 
(NAlTA JEAN BERRYHILL) 
MR. DAVID HOWARD TAYLOR - 6S 
MRS. DAVID HOWARD TAYLOR - 65 
(RAH8ARA JOAN WILLIAMS) 
MR. DONALD ROSS TAYLOR - 60 
MR. RICHARD NEALE TAYLOR - 73 
MRS. RICHARD NEALE TAYLOA - 7] 
(JANIS KAYE VANCE) 
MR. GEORGE ROBERT TEEL • 71 
MRS. GEORGE R08ERT TEEL - 72 
(LINDA DIANE RUE) 
MRS. 808BY G TEfERTILLER - 54 
(PEGGY LOUISE SIMON) 
MRS. JERRY WAYNE TEMPLER - 63 
(CLAUDIA SHEWMAKER) 
MR. ARTHUR BOUTELLE TENNEY - 21 
MRS. G f TERPENNING - 53 
(IRMA JEWEL COONS) 
MRS. BURDETT HENRY TERRILL - 67 
(KAROLYN BETH MOORE) 
MR. LYNN HILTON TERRY - 73 
~RS. LYNN HILTUN TERR1 - 1. 
(MARY LYNN fORTENRERRY) 
MRS. EDWIN KEITH TESTEA - ]6 
(MILDRED MORGAN) 
HR. LmNARD CHARLES THAnER - 57 
MR. ~ARVIN WARREN THANNISCH - 59 
MR. LACONIA 0 THERRIO - 77 
MRS. DERREL B THOMAS - 16 
(MARIETTA SHAW) 
MRS. F L THOMAS - 62 
(CAROL JOAN BOWMAN) 
~R. FREDRICK JA~ES THOMAS - 67 
MRS. FREDRICK JAMES THOMAS - 67 
(BARBARA ANN NEELY! 
MRS. GALEN C THOMAS - 29 
(SEUNAH SCHRADER) 
MR. JERRY GENE THOMAS - 69 
MR. RONALD LEE THOMAS. 65 
MRS. RONALD LEE THOMAS - 65 
(CAROL ANNETTA SEXSON) 
MR. SAMUEL PRICE THOHAs - 70 
MRS. SAMUEL PRICE THOMAS - 71 
(JUDY S CATTERTON) 
MRS. CUIITIS TIIOMASSON - 66 
(MARJURIE LOUISE JACQUES) 
MRS. RODERICK E THOMASSON - 73 
(MARY DELOIS BROOM) 
~R. BRYAN DURWOOD THOMLEY - 6] 
MISS CAROL ANN THOMPSON - 74 
MR. CHAIILES LARRY THOMPSON - 6] 
MRS. CHARLES LARRY THOMPSON - 61 
(KATHLEEN ANN O' CONNOR) 
~A. DWIGHT ORIN TIIOMPSON - 62 
MRS. DWIGHT ORIN THOMPSON - 63 
(MARY LEA NOATHCUT) 
DA. EVA MARY tHOMPSON - 40 
MRS. GAYLON REX THOMPSON - 75 
(HELEN WIMBERLY) 
MR. GEORGE WILLIAM THOMPSON - 54 
MRS. GEORGE WILLIAM THOMPSON - 60 
(MARGARET CLAIRE ROBERSON) 
MR. GUI M THOMPIION - ' 39 ' , 
MRS. GUY M ~IIOMPSON - 41 
(ELAINE CAMP) 
MR. GUY MARtlN TKOMPSON • 72 
MRS. GUY HARTIN THOMPSON - 72 
(ELAINE RICKMOND) 
MR. JAMES A' THbMPtDN' - 39 
MRS. LINDA SUE THDMPSON - 75 
(LINDA SU~ NARRY) 
MISS MARGARET JANE TKOMPSON - 72 
MR; PHILIP WAINE THOMPSON - 75 
MRS. PHILIP WAYNE THOMPSON • 75 
(ELIZABETH ELSA DYER) 
MR. WILLIaH NEIL THOMPSON - 74 
MR. DOUGLAS ALLEN THORBURN • 15 
MRS. J P THORNTON - 39 
(MARY ROLES) 
HAS. ROBERT W THREET - 6) 
(REGINA ANN PAYTON) 
MRS. THOMAS E TICE - 49 
(LEAH JANE PRINCE) 
MR. DAVID HERON TIOWELL - 71 
MA. CECIL RAI TILLEY - 66 
MRS. CECIL RAY TILLEY • 69 
(LAURA JEAN ALEXANDER) 
HR. C DAVID TlHHONS - 75 
MR. GEORGE 0 TIPPS - 45 
MRS. GEORGE 0 TIPPS - 46 
(CLAIRE CAMP) 
MR. KENNETH DENE TIPTON - 66 
HAS. KENNETH DENE TIPTON - 67 
(CONNIE JEAN 'UYLOR) 
MR. LARRY JOE TITTLE - 75 
MRS. LARRY JOE TITTLE - 75 
(ALETA SUE rONVILLE) 
MR. JESSE RAY TOLAND - 67 
HRs. JESSE RAY TOLAND - 67 
(RUTHE ANNE BROWN) 
• JOHN GARVIN TO~S • 65 
••• KERBERT RYAN TOUCKTON - 65 
MRS. HERBERT RYAN TOUCHTON - 67 
(CHERYL KINMAN) 
MR. THO~AS L TOWELL - b9 
HRS. STEPHEN R TOWER. 7] 
(ANNE ALLISON BAKER) 
lISS SARAK LYNN TOWNSLEY - 11 
'RS. ROBERT C TRAMMELL - 65 
(CAROL1N KAYE KINARD) 
MISS DONNA KAYE TRAPp. 72 
~R. CLYDE RICHARD TRAVIS - 72 
MRS. CLYDE RICHARD TRAVIS - 75 
(NANCY ELLEN GRI~ES) 
HAS. STEVE TRAYWICK - 17 
(BETTY JaN WOODWARD) 
MR. RONNIE LEE TREAT. 74 
MR. ALBERT C TRENT - ]9 
MR. CARROLL TRENT - 35 
MRS. CARRDLL TRENT - ]5 
(RACHEL JACKSON) 
MISS JUDY DIANN TRIMM - 11 
MR. WILLIAM GILBERT TROLLINCER - 67 
MR. MARK RANDALL TROTTER - ,. 
MRS. MARK RANDALL TROTTER - 76 
(KERRY ANN MCEUEN) 
MISS MARY FRANCES TROY - 60 
MRS. BUFORD DEES TUCKER - 58 
(ERMAL KENTKORN) 
MR. I.lln " TunER' 51 
MRS. LOTT R 'rUC"ER - 51 
lMAE UME SOHGER) 
HR. RICNARD LEE TUC~ER • 62 
MRS. RICHARD LEE TUCKER - 62 
(NANCY CAROLYN BEAAY) 
MR. WILLIAM DENNIS TUCKER - 71 
MRS. WILLIaM DENNIS TUCKER - 70 
(SUUN ELAINE SAMUEL) 
MR. WILLIAM HENDON TUCKER - 66 
MR. DANIEL CLlnON TULLOS - 71 
DR. AARON LYNN TUAN~R - 56 
HRS. URON LYNN TURNER - 59 
(DORIS ALENE CO~BS) 
MR. DALE ALAN TURNER - 69 
MR. GARI E TURNER - !i9 
M~. GARY OWEN TURNER - 67 
MRS. JOEL ROBERT TURNER - ]] 
(HAZEL BEAN) 
MR. MAX ALLEN TURNER • 43 
MI8S PAHELA MARGO TIER - 74 
MRS. TRUMAN W TYLER - 40 
(LOIS USEWANER) 
HISS WILDA NADINE TYLER - 6] 
MR. VEANON CARL TYREE - 62 
MRS. VERNON CARL TYREE - I 
(BEATAICE ARLENE LING) 
DR. EVAN ULREl - 46 
MRS. EVAN ULREY - 52 
(BETTY LOU THORNTON) 
MR. NORMAN ARTHUR ULTIS - 73 
HR. DONALD JOE UNDERWOOD - 56 
MISS DOROTHY BATES UNGER - 71 
MR. ' GLENN GULDHAR VALENTINE - 64 
MR. JOHN THOMAS VALENTINE - 67 
MRS. NElL AllIE VAN ULST - 5] 
(MURIEL OLIVE PROCTOR) 
MR. MICHAEL DAVID VANA~AN - 68 
MRS. LEONARD VAN BRAGT - 69 
(sKARON ANNE MAHArFEY) 
HISS SHELIA VAN DERCK - 71 
DR. ROY ELDON VANDERPOOL - 60 
HRs. ROY ELDON VANDERPOOL - 62 
(HILDA PORTER) 
~R. JOE COOKE VAN DYKE - 59 
MR. JESSE LEE VANHOOSER - 49 
MRS. ROBERT C VANN - 49 
(VIRGINIA ANN CRANFORD) 
MR. R08ERT G VANN - 38 
MRS. ROBERT G VANN - ]8 
(LEOLA MOCK MOCK) 
"'R. IRVIN 8 VAN PATTEN;' )9 
MRS. IRVIN 8 VAN PATTEN - 40 
(CATHERINE ROGERS) 
MR. CHALDON MARK VAN RHEENEN - 74 
MAS. CHALDON H.ARf( VAN AHEEPII£N - 14 
(MARY BETH EVANS) 
MR. DWUNE DALE VAN RHEENEN - 66 
MRS. DWAYNE DALE VAN RHEENEN - H 
(JOAN P ALLISON) 
MR. JOHNNY RAY VAUGHAN - 66 
MRS. JOHNNY RAY VAUGH.N - 70 
(SHIRLEY DULORES SWAYNE) 
HR. MAX LEIGH VAUGHAN - 52 
~RS. MAX LEIGH VAUGHAN - 54 
(DORIS OKEY STUREY) 
MR. CHARLES RICHARD VENARLE - 70 
~Rs. CHARL,Es RICHARD VENABLE - 10 
(KATHERINE fU JULIAN) 
MR. aUENTIN EDWARD VENNUH - 69 
MRS. QUENTIN EDWARD VENNUM - 69 
(EILEEN HARlE PfoHy) 
MRS. BILLY 0 VERKLER - 63 
(BILLIE RUTH KRU~MEL) 
MR. RICHARD QUENTIN VETETO - 51 
MRS. RICHAAD QUENTIN VETETO - 52 
(ELLA MA! LANCASTER) 
MR. STEPHEN DORSEY VICK - 7] 
MISS DOROTHEA ELECTA VICKERS - 76 
DR. LELA NO PAUL VICKERS - 12 
MR. JOHNNY DALE VINCENT - 69 
~RS. JOHNNY DALE VINCENT - 69 
(~ARCIA ELIZABETH NELMS) 
MR . GERALD EUGENE VINEYARD - 47 
MRS. LUKE VUEYARD - 5~ 
(ODESSA ~AHAN) 
MR. rRANK MYAL VISER • 6) 
~R. CARRULL WAYNE VOIGTS - 59 
MRS. CARROLL WAYNE VOIGTS - ~5 
(EULA tAITH MORRIS) 
~RS. JAMES E WADE' 69 
(SANDRA FAYE PRUITT) 
MRS. JEfF WADE - 51 
IMABLE OPHELIA RICHARDSON) 
~lsS JULIA ANN wADE - b8 
MR. LARRY ALLEN WADE - 74 
MR. CHARLES HERBERT WADLEY - 63 
HRs. CHARLES HERSERT WADLEY - 63 
(VIRGINIA BALLARD) 
HR. BERNARD WAITES - 59 
MRS. BERNARD WAITES - 62 
(SILVIA HAGER) 
MRS. JAMES FRANCIS WAKE - ]1 
(DOROTHY MARIAN McaUIDDY) 
MR. DAVID VESTER .ALDRON - 76 
HR. ALLEN WALKER - I 
MR. DAVID M WALKER - 71 
MR. GARY wAYNE WALKER - 71 
MR. JOE WILLIAM WALKER - 12 
MRS. JOE WILLIAM WALKER - 72 
(MARY IETH LEV I NS) 
MR. JOHN THOMU WALKER - 59 
MRS. JOHN THOMAS WALKER - 48 
(LYNDA NELL HEfTON) 
DR. uEWIS C WALKER - 62 
MRS. LIONEL P WALKER - .. 
(TOMMIE JO FLY! 
MISS MARY KATHERINE WALKER - 68 
MR. RICHARD DAVIS WALKER - 70 
HRS. RICHARD DAVIS WALKER - 69 
(HELEN HaURICE HOWELL) 
DR. RICHARD W WAuKER • 50 
MRS. RICHARD W WALKER - 54 
(NANCY VANWIUuE) 
MR. THOMAS LEE WiLKER - 76 
DR. THOMAS EDWARD WALKUP - 49 
MRS. THOMAS EDWARD WALKUP - 46 
(GLADYS WALDEN) 
MR. ARVEL LEON WALL - 51 
MRS. ARVEL LEON WALL. 51 
(rREDA MAE HERNDON) 
MR. GLE~N RAY WALL - 53 
MRS. CLENN RAI WALL - 5] 
(LINDA LLOYD ENE SANDERSON) 
MR. JAMES WAYNE WALL - 50 
MRS. JAMES WATNE NUL - 50 
(BARBARA CAN;"~LL) 
MRS'; BRANTTON WALLACE - 64 
(BARBARA EVELYN SMITH) 
MRS. JOHN C WALLACE - 64 
(CONNIE JEANNE JOHN) 
MR. WILLIAM THUHAS ~ALLACE - 51 
MRS. WILLIAM THOMAS WALLACE - I 
(VIVIAN GREER) 
MR. C CLAYTON WALLER - 49 
MRS. C CLAYTON wALLER - 52 
(HARILYN STRAUGHN) 
MR. RODNEY LEONARD WALLER • 71 
MRS. AODNEY LEONARD WALLER - 71 
(LINDA SUUNNE HOLl-AND) 
MISS SUSAN ELAINE WALL~R - 76 
HR. TERRI CLINTON WALLIS - 76 
MRS. TERRT CLINTON .ALLIS - 76 
(DONNA LU CASE) 
MR. ~ILLIAM ~ARK WALLIS - 72 
OR. ROBERT CLARENCE WALLS • S9 
MISS EDNA SUE WALSTON - 57 
MRS. DAVID H WALTERS - 65 
(SAMMYE KAYE CAPLINGER) 
MR. FOo/uER MCCOY WALTERS - 74 
HRS. FOWLER MCCOY .ALTERs • 74 
(SUSAN ELIZARETH PERKINS) 
MRS. LARRY WALTERS - 16 
HLlCE FAYE MARKS) 
MR. Jl.MES DEAN WlLTON • 6l 
JII1RS. tc:ENNETH WArNE WALTON· 69 
(NANCY LEE fEloICI) 
MR. CURTIS ~ .. RD - 51 
OM. oorLE GLYNN .AP:n • 56 
"RS. DOYLE GLYNN wARD - 68 
(Cf:LIA ROSELYN SHAPPLEY) 
~R. JOHN tc:£NNARD WARD· 56 
MRS. JOHN KENNARD .ARD - 56 
IMARGARET RUCHANAN) 
MR. RONNIE rRANKLIN WARD - 69 
MRS. RONNIE FRANKLIN WARD. 69 
(MARGAAET A BLOU~BERG) 
MR . PRESTON DUANE .ARDEN - 65 
MR. fERRELL E wARE - 54 
MRS. EDWARD WARfIELD - 63 
(JEWEL GUOD~AN) 
~RS . OLIN WARMACK - 5] 
(DOROTHY L GIDDENS) 
MRS. DENNIS ODELL WAR MATH - 11 
(SANDRA SUE RACHELS) 
MRS. RICHARD WARNOCK - 69 
(REBA CHARLENE ASHLEY) 
MR. LINDSEY DAVIS WARREN - 72 
MRS. LINDSEY DAVIS WARREN - 73 
(SUSAN GAYLE POTEET) 
MR. MURRAY EDWIN WAAREN - 52 
HR. BEVERLY OUINN WATERS - 60 
MRS. BEVERLY QUINN WATERS - 60 
( CLOVIS ,LUELLE GAMMILL) 
MR . HENRY JACKSON WATEHS - 50 
~R. JOHN HICHAEL WATERS - 65 
MRS . JOHN MICHAEL WATERS - 66 
(KAREN fAYE WARREN) 
MR. LELAND R WATERS - 47 
MR5. LELAND R NATERS • 50 
(fRANCILE KEITH) 
MR. WILLIAM LEIGHTON WATERS - 64 
MISS FRANCES WATSON - 46 
HR. PHILLIP C WATSON - 75 
MRS. PHILLIP C WATSON - 78 
(SUSAN ~ANET KRITZ) 
HR. RADFORD LEON WATSON - I 
MR. ROSERT RAY WATSON' 70 
MRS. ROBERT RAY WATSON - 71 
(ELIZABETH NAN HOLLOWAY) 
MR. ZEARL DAVID WATSON - 76 
MRS. ZEARL DAVID WATSON - 64 
(BETTY ANN WORK) 
MRS. JAMES M WATT' 61 
(KATY MARIE THOMPSON) 
MISS CAROLYN ANNE WATTS - 77 
MR. CLYDE W WATTS - 41 
MRS. CLYDE W WATTS - 41 
(SAMMY SUE MASON) 
MISS EVELYN SUE WATTS • 6] 
MRS. HOPE WATTS - 47 
(INEZ HALL) 
MR. LOUIS KENT WATTS - 71 
MR. DELANE WAY - 59 
MA. PAUL KEITK WAYLAND - 72 
MR. CHARLES DAVID WAYNE - 58 
~R. PHILLIP CARL WEAR - 66 
MRS. PHILLIP CARL WEAR' 68 
(LINDA LEE PARKER) 
MR. ERNEST E WEARE - 62 
MRS. ERNEST E WEARE - b] 
(JANE A LOfTON) 
MR. VIRGIL THEOPHILUS WEARE - S6 
MISS PATRICIA JANE WEAVER - 71 
MR. THOMAS WILLIAH WEAVER • 41 
MRs. THO~AS WILLIAH WEAVER - 4] 
(BEANICE CURTIS) 
MRS. CLAYTON J WEBS - 29 
(RUTH CHARLINE FLINT) 
MR. GEORGE ANTHONY WEBB - 65 
MRS. GEORGE ANTMONY WEBB - 68 
(CONNIE LEE HARDIN) 
MR. HARRY LESLIE WEBB - 17 
MR. JOE ALFRED WEBB - 5Q 
MRS. JOE ALFRED WEBB - 54 
(NELL LOUISE YOUNG) 
DR. ROBERT BRADLEY WEBB - 47 
MR. CHARLES LEILIE WEEKS - 57 
MRS. JOHN HONTGOMERY WEtTER - 69 
(LINDA KAYE LOCKLAR) 
~R. JOHN F WEIBEL - 59 
~RS. ERNEST WEISS - 59 
(LANELLE CUTTS) 
MR. CLARY H WELBORN - 59 
~RS. DAVID LEE WELCH - 67 
(SHERRY S CROSS) 
~R. JAMES ELLIS .ELCH - 59 
MR. MARVIN TEHR~ wELCH - 73 
MRS. ~ARVIN TEH~Y WELCH - H 
(LANA JATONNE LANEY) 
~RS. BILLY NEAL WELLS - 44 
(LOUISE COVEY! 
HISS JEANNIE LOU WELLS - 74 
MR. JOSEPH DAVID WELLS - 50 
MR. ROBERT STANLEY WELLS - 70 
MRS. R08ERT STANLEY WELLS - 70 
(PAULA JO JOHNSON) 
MP. WILLIA~ BPEWER WELLS - 51 
MRS. ARTHUR 0 wELSH - 61 
(CAROL M ROBERTSON) 
~R. DALE WELSH - 52 
MRS. THO~AS LEE WESCHE - 63 
(KATIE ANN DARLING) 
MRS. DAVID A WESELIUS - 66 
(DONNA HAE CHAMBERS) 
MRS. FREDERICK 0 WESSON - 55 
(FRANCES NADINE SHITH) 
HISS AUBY JEAN WESSON - 4S 
MISS DOROTHY NELL WEST - 62 
HR. HERMAN IRA WEST - 40 
~ISs JANET JUYCE WESt - 7S 
MISS KATHRYN ELIZABETH WEST - 6] 
HISS LOUELLEN WEST • 66 
MISS ETTA MAE WESTBROOK - U 
MR. LLOYD 'HOM AS WESTBROOK - 72 
HR. MICHAEL WAYNE wESTERFIELD - 14 
MR. JA~ES HARRY WESTERHOLM - 6] 
MRS. JAMES HARRY wESTERHOLH - 65 
(MARCIA FRANCES SORNESEN) 
MA. JOHNNY HOWARD WESTERHOLM - 61 
MR. GERALD C WESTJOHN - 58 
MRS. GERALD C WEST JOHN • S7 
(KATIE SAMPSON) 
HRS. LOUIS WEYGAND • 40 
(CLAIRE DRINKARD) 
MRS. LYLE WHEATCROFT - 50 
(EVELYN RHODES) 
MISS LAYNA ELLEN WHEATON - 76 
MR. DOIllLD l WHEELER - 66 
MRS. DONALD A WHEELER - 66 
(ALEXANDRA CHRISTINE SIMPSON) 
HR. LARRY LEE WHEELER· 11 
HRS. LARRY LEE WKEELER - 13 
(GALE RAE POPP) 
MRS. ROBERT L wHEELER - 71 
(EVONNE LOUISE HARVILL) 
MR. CHARLES BEN WHJT& - 6) 
MR. DlL~ E WHITE - 58 
HRS. KILDA WHITE - ]9 
(KILDA LEE WILLIAMS) 
MR. HOYLE fRED WHITE - U 
MR. HOlt UR~ WH ITE - 12 
MR. JOHN CAMP WHITE - &8 
HRS. JOHN CAMP WHITE - 69 
(SUSAN KAY NAGEL) 
DR. JOliN HICHAEL WHITE - 60 
MRS, JOHN MICHAEL WHITE - 62 
(GWENDOLYN RUTH COMBEST) 
MR" kENNETH WAYNE W"-lTE - SO 
MR. LONNIE DOUGLAS wHITE - 59 
~R. ROBERT LEE WHITE - 12 
MRS. ROBERT LEE WHITE - 71 
(LYDIA CHARLOTTE HEWITT) 
HR. STEVEN DALE WH ITE - 75 
~RS. STEVEN DALE WHITE - 74 
(JEANNE CAROL SEGR~VES) 
MRS. WARREN E .HITE - S4 
(HELEN JUANITA BAKER) 
MR. KENNETH WARREN WHITELAW - 71 
MRS. KENNETH WARREN WHITELAW - ' 71 
(SONNIE AUTH TAYLOR) 
MR . fRANCIS EUGENE WHITEMAN - 6) 
~RS. FRANCIS EUGENE WHITEMAN - 61 
(MARILYN JANE LEWIS) 
~Rs. V M WHITESELL - 47 
(LOIS MAE CHURCH) 
MR. W C WHITESIDE - 45 
MRS. ROY WHITFIELD - 11 
(IDA RUTH GARDNER) 
IIRS. DA"NY "AY WHUT - 66 
(PEGGY SUE HEMBREE) 
MR. DONALD HOWARD WHITTEMORE - 76 
MRS. DONALD HOWARD WHITTE~URE - 16 
(ROXANA HAASH) 
MR. ALAN FOSTER WHITTEN - 7S 
DR. WOODROW C "HITTEN - ]7 
MRS. DICK WHITTINGTON - 46 
(MARY BESS LOH) 
MISS FLOAIS ANNE WHITTINGTON - 74 
MRS. GARY R WHITTlNGTUN - 72 
(AVA JOY MCGREW) 
MR. JERRY EDWARD WHITWORTH - 74 
MRS. JERRY EDWARD wHITWORTH - H 
(SUSAN KAY DILDlhE) 
MRS. nRRY M WICKRE - 61 
(KAYE YVONNE PRYSOCK) 
MRS. JAMES WIDNER - 74 
(IDA JANE COLLINS) 
MRS. RONALD W WIENEKE - 69 
(MARY ELOISE HAMBLEN) 
~RS. RONALD 0 WIGGINTON - 75 
(BRENDA GAIL DYER) 
~R. THEODORE RODNEY WIKO.sKY - 1I 
~RS. THEODORE ROONEY WIKOWsKY - ]0 
(IRENE BEVELHiMER) 
DR . W H WILBORN - 51 
MRS. W H WILBORN - 58 
(~ARY JO PUTNAM) 
MR. JAMES RAY WILBURN - 56 
HRs. TOMMY DOUGLAS WILDER - 65 
(JOYCE ELAINE WILLISTON) 
HRS. RILLY FRANK WILEY - 5b 
(MARJORIE NELL MCGINNIS) 
HR. CECIL BURT WILKERSON - &5 
MR. CHARLES ASHLEY WILKES - 73 
MR. DENNIS EUGENE WILLARD - 67 
MRS. DF.NNIS EUGENE WILLARD - 67 
(CAROLYN SUE MOOPE) 
MRS. JOE WILLHITE - 63 
(SHIRLEY MA XINE MCNEW) 
MR. BILLY EARL WILLIAMS - 53 
MRS. CLAUDE WILLIAMS - 65 
(LINDA LOU GORDON) 
~R. DAVID LAWRENCE WILLIA~S - 71 
~RS. DAVID LAWRENCE wILLIAMS - 74 
(LINDA ANN MARTINI 
MR. DOYLE LEON WILLIAMS - 50 
HRs. DOYLE LEON wi LLIAHs - 49 
(FANNIE HADDOCK) 
~RS. GARETH WILLIAMS - 6] 
(DONNA JEAN KNAPP) 
MRS. JACK DEAN WILLIAMS - 57 
(MARY ANNE POWELL) 
MR. JAHES E WILLIAMS - 61 
HRS. JA~ES E WILLIAMS - 61 
(LOIS E BAKER) , 
MR. JAMES R WILLIAMS - 43 
MRS. JAMES R wiLLIAMS - 53 
(RUBY DAVIS) 
MRS. JERRY W WILLIAMS - 69 
(RA~ONA JANE PHILLIPS) 
HR. NELLIS J WILLIAMS - 59 
MR. RICHARD OTTO WILLIAMS - 69 
MRS. RICHARD OTTO WILLIAMS - 70 
(DOLORIS KAY KIRKBRIDE) 
HR. ROBERT KEITH WILLIAMS - 69 
MRS. ROBERT KEITH WILLIAMS - 71 
(JANET ELAINE SPICE) , 
MRS. ROGER G WiLLIAMS - 44 
(VIRGINIA STOTTS) 
MISS SANDRA KAY WILLIAHS - 72 
DR. WILLIAM DONALD WILLIAMS - 50 
MRS. WILLIAM DONALD WILLIAMS - 52 
(LILLY ELIZABr.TH WARREN) 
HR. DAV!O WELDON W)LLIS - 72 
MRS. DAVID WELDON WILLIS - 12 
(DWINA LOUISE WHITTLE) 
MR. DANIEL H wiLLISTON - 74 
MR. A GEORGE WILSON - I 
MRS. A GEORGE WILSON - 52 
(ROSEMARY MOOR~) 
MISS BILLIE FAYE WILSON - 70 
MR. CAHL R WILSON - 49 
MRS. ERNEST CECIL .ILsON - ]7 
(FAY STRIPLING) 
~R. GARY ~EITH WILSON - 74 
"R. HAROLD LEON wll,SON - 49 
DR. JOHN r WILSON - 59 
"RS. JOHN F WILSON - 62 
(LURA CLAUDETTE fAULK) 
MR. LARRY GENE WILSON - 13 
~RS. LAA~Y GEN£ WILSON - 13 
(ROSE"ARY RUTH RAGG~TT) 
MR. ~A~RY ~~S1ER WILSON • 1& 
MRS. LARRY LESTER WILSON - 16 
(EVELYN LEE GA~TON) 
MR. ~UR"~Y W WILSON - 40 
M~S. MURR~Y W ~lLSON - 41 
(HAZf.L LEf. GRAGG) 
DR. NOAH JAMES wiLSON - 62 
~RS. NUAN JAMES WILSON - &4 
(ANNA JEANETTE MOUNEY) 
MR. REAGON WAYNE WILSUN - 73 
MRS. REAGON WAYNE WILSON • 12 
(RACHt:(. ANN BEND~R) 
~R. RONNJ~ fRANK wILSON· 6& 
MRS. RONrnF. fRA-N~ WILSON - 67 
(ELIZABETH wUODAHD) 
HRS. WILLIAM fo1ICHAf.L WILSON· 10 
(UNCY LEE LYNCH) 
MR. WELDIN LW'NN wr ... HERLEY • 69 
MR. TO"MY LOUIS WINBERRY - 69 
MR. HOSEHT DALF. wINGfiELD - 60 
MRS. ROBEHT DALF. WINGFIELD - 60 
(WILLA DEAN STARLING) 
Milt. VANCE GRAY WINGFIELD - 61 
MRS. VANCE GRAY WINGFJELD - 65 
(TOM"I[ L OU JONES) 
MM. ARNOLD BRnOkS ~lNTEM • &9 
MRS. ARNOLD BROOkS WINTER - &9 
(~AREN LUCINDA DUNLEO 
MR. BOR R WINTEN - 52 
MR. DAVID LEE _INTER - 69 
MRS. DAVID LEE WINTER - 70 
(JEAN CARROL GR~VES ) 
MISS TEENA KAY WINTERS - 16 
DR. wYMER WISER - 45 
MR. PERCY CLARK WITTY - 53 
MRS. PERCY CLAHK WITTY - 5] 
(JOYCE WINNELL TIDW[LL) 
MISS CHA~LOTTE ANN WULFE - 73 
""5. CI.ARENCE ALLYN WOLfE - &1 
(~EL"A LYNN PR~SOCK) 
MR. PICHARD r.DWARU WOLFE - 70 
MISS JOYCE ANN WOLVERTON - 75 
MP. DAVID SCOTT WOOD - 77 
M~S. DAVID SCOTT .UOD - 76 
(OONNA LYNN WHITE) 
MR. DOYLE • WOOD - 59 
MRS. DOYLE W WOOD· 61 
(~ESA JEAN WAYLAND) 
MR. J FRANK HENNETT wonD - 60 
MRS. J fRANK SENNETT WOOD - 62 
(MARGIE NELL CLAPK) 
MR. JAMES OTIS WOOD - 6] 
MR. LEROY WUOD - 61 
"'''5. R~Lt:lGH EDWARD wooo .. \ 
(MILLIE OPAL WOOTEN) 
MRS. WAYNE WOOD - 67 
(0 LANETTE SCOTT) 
MR. JAMES H WOODELL· 12 
MRS. THOMAS I. WOODROOf - 61 
(KATHEY ROSE STONE) 
MR. WILLIAM L WOODRUFF - 5S 
MR. CLYDE MORRIS WOODS - I 
MRS. CLYDE MORAIS WOODS - 59 
(ANN MOODY TATUH) 
~R. PAUL ANTHONY .OODS - 53 
DR. EDWARD GERALD WOODWARD - 67 
HRs. EDWARD I. WOODwARD - I 
(DOROTHY LEIGH SMITH) 
~R. GARY JAY WOODWARD - 72 
MRS. GARY JAY WOOD.ARD - 72 
(KAREN MARTHA SUCSY) 
MR. HANSON MARK WOODWARD - 69 
MRS. JAMES CHESTER WOOLARD - 69 
(MARILYN SUE RIEVES) 
MRS. PAUL WOOLDRIDGE - 70 
(LINDA SUZANN SETHEL) 
MR. STEPHEN BRUCE WOOLEY - 70 
MRS. STEPHEN BRUCE WOOLEY -' 70 
(~AHTHA RESEKAH SCHREISER) 
MRS. HERBERT LEE WOOLF - 61 
(LINDA FAYE GRAFF ) 
MH. CHARLES STANFORD WOOLS - ]] 
MRS. GEAMf:S A WOOTEN - 62 
(EUNICE LORINE BAKER) 
MR. JOE H WOOTON - 45 
~RS. JOE H WOOTON - 46 
(MARY HARGRAVE) 
MR. DEwn L .. ORO - 41 
MRS. DEWEY I. WORD - 41 
I LOURELlA WHITTEN) 
MR. HARRY DEAN WORD - 54 
UR. JA~ES LEE WOPD - 69 
MJS5 ~AY MA~lE iJrORD - 70 
UR. ULiSS GENE WORD - 50 
MR. wiLLIAM LOREN WORD - 49 
MRS. RONALD B .ORKMAN - 72 
(CHARLOTTE NAN EASTERLING) 
MR. tcENNETH "ILLJA'" WORSHAM - 72 
MRS. k.1i:~NETH WILLIAM WORSHAM - 12 
(PATRICIA ANN THOMAS) 
~P. OOHlLV MAPK WORTEN - 51 
MFt S . DONALD "'ARK WORT EN - 50 
(V IRGlNIA FRAN TERRY! 
MFt. CHARLES EUGENE WRENN - 74 
MRS. OAVIU •• PIGHT - 64 
(LYDIA OELI.E BINKLEY! 
MR. HOM[P wRIGHT - 58 
MISS PATRICIA ANN WRIGHT - 7' 
MR. RAY ALVIN WRIGHT - 5) 
MRS. HAy ALVIN WRIGHT - 54 
(ANN Lull I SA SRUADfOOT) 
M~. VALLEY PONDF.R _RIGHT - 53 
M~ S . VALLEY PUNOER WRIGHT - 55 
(WANDA RUF. AnA 110 
OPe WINfRED 0 wPtGHT - S6 
MRS. wlNtP~D 0 WRIGHT - ~9 
(DOROTHY GOOD.IN) 
MISS LOIS JUNE WYATT - .4 
~ RS. EMMETT E YATiS - I 
MP. MICHAEL ADRIAN YATES - 61 
MRS. MJCHAE~ AORIAN YATES" &H 
( BURUJNE) 
MR. SAMUEL CHEsTE" YEA GER - 14 
MFtS. SAM!!!::!.. CHESTER '(EAGER - 74 
(AUTH ANGELINE YINGLING) 
MISS ARA LEE YlNGL(NG - 39 
MISS CONNIE YINGLING - 36 
MR. JAMES UEWITT YINGLING - 75 
"Po JAMES ° YINGLING - 49 
MRS . JAMES 0 YINGLING - 42 
(EsTHF.H MAHlE CLAY) 
MFt. JIMMI~ ALAN YINGLING - &9 
MR. ROBEHT LLOYD YINGLING - 42 
MR. DAI.E EUGfNE 10DtR - 61 
HRS. DALE EUGENE YODER - 58 
(NANCY I"ENE STARR) 
MISS BRENDA JOY YOUNG - n 
MRS. M NORVEL YOUNG - 39 
(HELEN HATTUX) 
MISS PATHICIA SUE YOUNG - 57 
MRS. ROSEHT YOU_G - 50 
(BETTY HYE HARRIS) 
MR. RORERT DALE YOUNGER - 75 
MRS. ROBEHT DALE YOUNGER - 1S 
ISARAH KATHRYN SAXTON) 
MR. ROBERT KELLEY YOUNGER - 56 
MR. TIMOTHY WAYNE YOUREE - 69 
MISS ELAINE YEE LING YU - 16 
MR. LARRY MICHAEL YUReHO - 66 
~Rs. LARRY ~ICHAEL YURCHO - b6 
(CAROLYN JEANNE BRADLEY) 
~R. ROBERT CARY ZARSAUGH - 69 
MRS. ROBERT CARY ZARBAUGH - 64 
(HARRIET AN' STOREY) 
M •• DANA LEE ZARTMAN - 7( 
HRS. DANA LEE ZARTMAN - 71 
(KATHY SUE STRAWN) 
~ISS ELIZAHETH ANNE ZEIEN - 73 
MR. DONALD JErFREY ZERN - 76 
MRS. DONALD JEfFREY ZERN - 19 
(MARGARET GRACE FULLERTON) 
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Harding College admits students of any race, color and national or ethnic origin. Also, as required by Title IX 
of the Educational Amendments IIf 1972, Harding College does not discriminate on the basis of sex In Its 
educational program or actlvlties~r employment except where necessitated by specific rei igious tenets held 
by the Institution and its controlling body. 
HAPPENINGS - [Clockwise from top] Gov. David Pryor proclaims February 12-18 "Free Enterprise Week 
in Arkansas" at the state Capitol. Members of the Economics Team and sponsor, Dr. Don Diffine, were on 
handfor the declaration. Pictured [from left to right] are Doug Sanders of Antioch, Tenn., Ted Thompson of 
Norfolk, Va., Pryor, Dan Holt of Effingham, Ill., Jacob J,ensen of Milwaukee, Wis., and Diffine .. _. Mrs. 
Lolita Higginbotham speaks concerning self worth at the JOY lectureship . .. Mass communications major 
Karen Green ofCaro, Mich., interviews business seminar speaker Phil Gramm for the campus radio station . 
. . More than 300JOY members and guests attended the women'sfellowship held January 28, 
I ",f. 
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